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SUMMARY 
Bacterial canker of stone tru1t trees, caused by Pseudomonas synngae pv syringae, 
has become one of the most destructive crop disoases in South Africa Failure of 
chemical control of the disease has rendered the selection and breeding of resistant 
host trees an important aspect of future control strategies. To assist In such breeding 
programmes, investigations into the molt1CUlar basis of the host-pathogen interadion 
were InitiBled 
The fundamental ability of phytopJthogen1~ pseudomonads, xanthomonads and 
non.soft rot erwmias to cause necrotic diseases in their hosts and hyperaens1tiv1ty in 
non-host plants Is controlled by their widely conserved hrp gene clusters, The only 
known secreted hrp gene product, dubbed "harpin", has been identified as the 
molecule ("elic1tof"') both respor,sible and required for eliciting hyperaens1hv1ty or 
disease symptoms 
• 
In this study, the production of • harp1n e1tcItor by a strain of Pseudomonas syrlngae 
pv. synngae, isolated locally f;om • nectarine tree (P. s. pv. synngae NV) was 
• 
1nvast1gated The HR test 1n tobacco was used to assess the elicitor activity of 
bacterial fractions It was established that the bacterium produce an extracellular 
prolaH1 ehcitor s1m1I r to harp111,._, the h rpin et1c1tor of :he wheat and bean 
pathog n, Pseudomo,,ss synngae pv. synn-1ae 61 . Antibc,(;;,es were raised against 
harp1n,,. and used to confirm homology •.ietweer, the ehcitors of the two strains, 
u11ng Western blot 1nalys11 
Homology between !he two prota;n, was a-..plo1ted on the gene level in the design of 
• polymerase chain reaction strategy for the ampltf1caUon of the harpin encoding 
gene of P s pv. synngae NV from its genomic ONA Partial aequencmg of the single 
PCR product and Southern blot hybrid1zat1on with • probe based on the P. s. pv. 
synngae 61 harp1n encoding gene, confirmed its identity as the harpin encoding 
gene of P. s pv synngae NV 
• 
• 
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OPSOMMING 
Baktene o ;,;~nker van steenvrugte, wat deur Pseudomonas syringae pv syringae 
veroorsaak word, 1s tans een v~n die mees verwoestende siektes vAn 
landbOL~ewAs-e in Su1d•Afnka Die m1slukking van chem1ese beheermaatretls het 
die selek110 en tehng van weerstandbiedende gasheerbome 'n belang, ,ke aspell: In 
toekomst1ge beh erstrateg1et gemaak Studies wat die molekul6re basis van die • 
gasheer-pathogeen 1ntereks1e ondersoek, is van stapel gestuur om tot sulke 
teelprogramrne by te dra 
Die fundametele vermot van sekere baktem,tt om nekrotiese siektea in 
gasheerplante en h1persens1ttw1I 1. 1n n1e-gasheerplante te verooraaak, word deur 
hul wyd-gekonserveerd h,p gene beheer. Die en1gste bekende u1tgeskelde hrp 
geenproduk, wat "harp1n" genoem word, is ge1dent1fiseer as die molekuul ("elis1tor'') 
wat verantwoordahk is en vare11 word v1r die ontlokking van h1persen11t1w1te1t of 
1iektes1mptoma 
In h1erd1e stud1e 1s die produks1e van 'n "harp1n" elisitor deur 'n ras van 
Ps<Judomonas synng&1t pv. synngae, wat plaashk vanaf 'n nektarienboom ge110teer 
1s (P. s pv synngu NV), onderaoek Die HR-toets 1n tabak is gebruik om die elisitor 
kt1w1te1t v n bakten le fr 11ea te bepaal Daar 11 vasgeatel dat die bakterium 'n 
akstrasellul6re prote1an eh11tor produsaer wet aoortgelyk is aan harpin,_, die 
''h rp1n" eh11tor van die :taring- eti booolj1epatogeen, Pseudomonas synngae pv. 
synngae 81. Anllhggamo II taen h1rp1n,_ opgewek om homologia tussen die alisitora 
van die twee rasse te bevestig, deur van die Westem-klad tegrnek gebru1k te maak, 
Homolog1e tussen d1a twee prote1enw is op geen-vlak uitgebuit om 'n polimerase 
• 
kett1ngreak1ia-strateg1e te c-ntwerp waardeur die ''harpin" koderende geen van P. s, 
pv syringae NV vanu1t ay genom ese ON.A geamplifiseer kon word Gedeeltelike 
volgordebepahng van die enkela PKR-produl-: en Southem-klad hibridisasia met 'n 
gedeelte van die P s pv synngae 81 "harptn" koderende geon, hat bevestlg dat die 
PKR-produk die ''harp1n"-koderende geen van P s pv synngae NV la, 
' 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Bacterial canker of stone fruit (peaches, nectarines, apricots, plums, almonds and 
cherries) has become one of the most destructive crop diseases In South Africa 
Stone fruit growers in the Western Cape and ch&, ry-producing region of the eastern 
Orange Free State are particularly affected and their los~es in terms of diseased 
trees and reduced production arA estimated to exceed R 25 million annually 
Pseudom,:,nas synngae pathovar syringae and P. s pv morspronorum have been 
identified as the causative agents of tt-e disease, the former being the most general 
and widespread, Although the disease is not unique to South Africa, it is more 
severe in this country than elsewhere in the world. Environmental and horticultural 
practices have been implicated in this phenomenon, as well as in the failure of 
conventional control strategies. Some of these predisposing factors can, however, 
not be remedied and future control strategies will have to rely strongly on the 
breeding of resistant host trees. To assist in such programmes, investigations into 
the molecular basis of the i ·action between P. syringse and stone fruit trees have 
been initiated (Roos and Hattingh 1983a, 19868, 1987a, Hattingh et al, 1989). 
The work of Klement and co-workers during the early sixties marked the beginning of 
1nvestigat1ons into the molecular basis of interactions between phytopathogenic 
br • <tria and plants. Their widely quoted experiments, involving the artificial 
infiltrdtion of tobacco leaves with a variety of phytopathogenic and saprophytic 
Pseudomonas s.,ecIes (Klement 1963, Klement et a/. 1964), distinguished three 
types of plant-bacterium interactions· 
1 A compatible interaction, which occurs specifically between a plant pathogen and 
a susceptible host plant (e.g. P s pv. tabaci and tobacco) and leads to the 
expression and spread of disease symptoms over a period of 2-5 days. 
2 An incompatible interaction, which develops non-specifically between phyto-
pathogens and non-host plants or resistant host plants and leads to the 
expression of a so-called "hypersensitive response" (HR) within 12-48 hours. 
These reactions, typically characterized by localized necrotic lesions, were 
• 
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observed when a variety of P synngae pathovars (other than P. s pv. tabac,) 
were infiltrated into tobacco 
3 No observable interaction, which occurred when the saprophytic P fluorescens 
was infiltrated into tobacco 
Subsequent studies confrri .,ed the ability to elicit the HR to be a unique 
characteristic of a lerge group of plant pathogenic bacteria (the phytopathogenic 
pseudomonads, xanthomonads and non oft-rot erwinras) (Sigee 1993) Numerous 
studies have been d&dicated to the elucidation of the nature and sequence of 
HR-associated events II both the pathogen and plant, in an attempt to define the 
relationship between pathogenicity and hypersens1trv1ty (reviewed in Klement 1982, 
Sigee 1993, Goodman and Novacky 1994). Nevertheless, many aspects of this 
relationship remained vague until the m1d-e1ghties, when :t was discovered that a 
common gene system, designated the hrp genes, controls the development of both 
phenomena (Lindgren e: al. 1986) 
Even before this discovery, the actual HR eliciting bacterial factor was predicted to 
be an extracellular protein (Sasser 1980). This was confirmed by studies on the 
composition and regulation of the hrp gene cluster (reviewed ,n Hutcheson et al. 
1994) However, a secreted bacterial protein elicitor (harpin1a, that of the apple and 
pear fire blight pathogen, Erwmia amylovora strain Ea321 ), was only isolaled 
successfully after over◄xpression of ,ts corresponding gene (hrpN) in a recombinant 
system (Wei et al 1992a). This ac!iievement was r,,peated shortly thereafter with the 
isolation and characterization of harpin,,_, produd of the hrpZ1 gene of P s . pv. 
syringae strain 61 (isolated from wheat, but also weakly pathogenic on bean; 
Atkinson and Baker 1987) by He et al. (1993) Functional expression of these 
proteins were ehown to be essential for th~ development of both pathogenicity and 
hypersensitivity Although purified harpin preparations are not sufficient for the 
development of disease symptoms in host plants, they elicit a hypersensitive 
response in non-host plants For this reason they have become a valuable tool In the 
' Further characterization or the P. s pv. syrlnQN 81 hrp gene cluster has led to the renaming of 
some of the loci The h1rpln,_ encoding gene (referred to 1s hrpZ In the pre-1994 literature) has 
been Identified as the second open reading frame (ORF) of • polyclstronlc operon The operon was 
subsequently named hrpl and the h1rpln,. ORF hrpZ2 (Xiao and Hutcheson Hl94). This new 
designation will be used throughout the thesis. 
• 
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study of plant host-pathogen interactions on the molecular level (Wei et al. 1992a, 
He et al 1993) 
This study was undertaken upon request of and in collaboration with the Agricultural 
Research Counci:'s Institute for Fruit Technology (lnfruitec) in Stellenbosch. It 
represents one of the first molecular InvestIgat1ons into the caus~!:':o agent of 
bacterial canker tn South Africa and comprises an investigation into the production 
of a harp1n elic1tor by Pseudomonas syringae pv syringae isolated from a nectarine 
tree This strain, designated P s pv syringae NV, was isolated by Dr. E.L. Mansvelt 
of lnfru1tec in 1983 and was the first strain of th& pathogen to be isolated locally from 
the fruit of an affected stone fruit tree (E. L Mansvelt, personal communication). The 
objectives of the study were (a) to isolate end purify the nectarine pathogen elicitor 
and (b) to tty and locate the gene encoding the nectarine pathogen harpin for 
cloning purposes. It was envisaged that tt-iis would form the basis of a 
comprehensive project investigating the application of a purified harpin in the design 
of a :.ystem to screen commercially important stone fruit cultivars for resistance 
against bacterial canker on a biochemical basis. 
In this thesis, perspectives on the study field and motivations for research 
approaches are presented in the following two chapters. An overview of the 
interaction between P. s pv. syringae and stone fruit trees in given in chapter 2 The 
chapter Is introduced with general aspects of the phytopathogenicity of P. syringae, 
and prov:des the necessary framework in which to address the South African 
bacterial canker scenario and local research priorities. The hrp gene cluster and 
harpin,_ of P s pv. syringae 61 ere discussed in chapter 3, as models upon which 
investigations in this study were based. The use of the HR test as a bioassay for 
pathogenicity/elicitor activity is also discussed briefly. 
Experimental work is presented in chapters 4 and 5. Each of these chapters is 
written in the form of an independent publication. The identification of a harpin 
elicitor f)roduced by P. s. pv. syringae isolated from a nectarine tree, using 
antibodies against harpin,_ of P. s. pv. syringae strain 61 , is described in chapter 4. 
This work was presented as a poster at the Thirty-third Annual Congress of the 
Southern African Society for Plant Pathology (15-18 January 1995, Theba 'Nchu) 
• 
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and at the Thirteenth Congress of the South Afncan Biochemical Society (2-5 April 
1995, Bloemfontein) The amphficat1on and characteriz&tion of a hrpZ2-hke DNA 
fragment from the genome of P f: pv syringae NV 1s presented in chapter 5. This 
part of the study was presented as a Poster at the Fifth International Conference on 
Pseudomonas s_yring1te pathovars and related pathogens (3-8 S19ptemt,e, 1995, 
Berlin, Germany) Consequently, a shortened version of chapter 5 will appear 1n the 
proceecfings of this conference, to be published in 1996. 
Although discussions of experimental aspects are included in each of chapters 4 and 
5, tha thesis is concluded witt; a general discussion (chapter 6) of the 8p0roaches 
follOWed in this study, the fulfilment of objectives and future prospect, in this 
research field in South Africa To eliminate duplication, a list of cited references is 
not included in each of the experimental chapters, but a comprehensive reference 
hst is given at the end of the thesis 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
•• 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE INTERACTION BETWEEN PSEUDOMONAS SYRINGAE 'tJV. 
SYRINGAE AND STONE FRUIT TREE:S: AN OVERVIEW 
1. The phytopathogenlclty of Paeudolhon•• syrlngH 
Very few bacterial species have evolved the ability to cause disease in plant. 
(Chatterjee and V1daver 1986) Lists published by the American Phytopathological 
Society (Hansen 1985, Smiley 1988) indicated that vnly 5-10 % of named diseases 
of agricultural and ornamental crops are attributed to phytopathogenic bactens 
(compared to 50-65 % attributed to fungi and 10-20 % to viruses) Nevertheless, 
bacterial diseases of crop plants are the major cause of financial losses to farmers in 
many parts of the world (reviewed in Sigee 1993). 
The gen1.:1 Pseudomonas comprises one of the five major taxonomic grcups 
containing all phytopat'iogenic baderia (the others being the genera Agro-
bacterium, Erwin/a, and Xanthomonss and the ooryneform bacteria (Arthrobacter, 
Clsvtbacter, Curtobactenum and Nocardia and Rhodococcus); Young et a/. 1~2, 
Sigee 1993) A detailed account of the clas,ification of the genus Pseudomonss falls 
beyrm the scope of this study The reader is referred to Palleroni (1984) for this 
purpoM. Apart from plant pathogens, the 09nus also contains a number of animal 
and human pathogens, as well as non-pathogens The last three groups are omitted 
from further d1scuuions. 
1.1. Classification of phy.opatt:ogenic: pseudomonads 
The phytopathogemc ps&udomonads are a very heterogenoous group of bacteria 
with reg&rd to their genetics, ecology £.nd the nature of the diseases caused by 
them. They are currently grouped in some twenty-five species, many of which are 
(still) inad~ualely characterized (Schroth et al. 1992). As a result, only thirteen 
phytopathogcnic species of Pseudomonss were included in the Approved Lists of 
• Bacteriel Names (Skerman et al. 1980, update: Moore et al. 1985). To circumvent 
this problem, Bn intenm scheme was developed, by which many distinct pathogens 
• 
, 
• 
.. 
. 
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were designated as "pathovars" or recognized species The term pathovar was to be 
"used to refer to a strain or set of strains with the same or similar charadenstics 
differentiated at 1nfrasubspecif1c revel from other strains of the same species or 
subspec10s on the basis of d1stind1v-, pathogen1c1ty to one or more host plants" (Dye 
et al 1980) According to this critenum, three pathovars of P. marpinslis, two of 
P. gtadiolt and fort1-one of P. synngae were cited ,n the 1980 pathovar list However, 
more recent pubhcat,ons (e g Gu1llont and Samson 19938) state the number of 
oathovnrs of P. synngae to be "about fifty". 
Despite the I ienm a,rangement, d1vers1ty within the P. synngae group has 
sustained ar, •>ngo1ng debate over the taxonomy of this species. Distinction based 
primarily on host range proved to be problematic, as (a) overlapping host re~• 
occur, and (b) it provided no evidence on the phenotyp1c and genotypic relationship 
between pathovars (Schroth et al. 1992) Diversity among pathovars in the species 
1s not lim1t&d_to host range, but has also been demons\;ated on the genotypic level, 
studies datin'j back as early as 1972 indicated DNA-DNA homologies within the 
P. synngllfl group to range from 37 to 100 % (Palleroru et al. 1972, Pecknold and 
Grogan 1973, Denny 1988). This predicted the phenotypic heterogeiieity noted for 
this species in Berpey's Manual of Systematic Bactenology (Palleroni 1964), where 
many of the presented tests are hated as being ''vartable" for the various taxa. 
Over and above the classic morphological, physiological and biochemical aiteria 
employed in bactenal taxonomy, many techniques (reviewed exten11vely in Austin 
and Priest 1986, and Sigee 1993) have been devised and em;>loyed to eluc-.1date the 
relationships between pathovars In the P. syringse group. To this end, • system of 
three-dimensional modelling of various bacterial characteristics, including genotypic, 
phenotypic and pathogenicity data, was developed Dy Hildebrand et al. (1982, 1964, 
1987, 198~). Nevertheless, efforts •n this regard continue and papers suggesting 
relationships and/or the re-clas11ficahon (or renaming) of pathovars are published 
every year (see Gardan et al 1991 , 1992a, Hendson et al. 1992, Gulllorit and 
Samson 1993b, Legard et a/ 1993, Wiebe and Campbell 1993, Bereswill et al. 1994, 
Scholz e' a/ 1934, Mugnai et al. 1994, Ovod et al 1995 for the most recent 
examples) At the Fifth International Conference on Psriudomot1as syringee 
p&thovars and related pathogens, held recently in Berlin, Germany, a re-evaluation 
' 
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of the class1f1cation of the species and its pathovars was identified as one of the 
pnontI8! In this research field 
1 2 Host range of Pseudomonas synngae 
The recognItIon of more than forty P. synngae pathovars implies (by defin1t1on) that 
the species has on extensive host r11nge The pathovar list of Dye et el (1980) 
included references to the reports In which each of the pathovara was first deacr1bed 
(datirg from 1893, for P. s pv. mon, to 1972 for P. s pv. ~ronel). Upon 
compariM>n with the literature It 11 evident that 
(a) host plants include a wide variety of agricultural and ornamental crop plants (of 
which many are of g•eat economic importance In different regions of the wxld), 
and 
(b) according to their def1n1tton, the ma,orIty of Inct1v1dual pathovara have a specific 
or.d narrow host range (1.e are only known to attack the "original" host and 
closely r ll'tad plants) Some exr.eptiona are (1) both pathov&r1 tab«i and 
mellH were Ofiginally isolated from tobacco (Wolf and Foster 1917, Johnson 
1923), (ii) pv iabaci has been reported to elso cause disease of soybean 
(Kemedy and Tach1bana 1973), (111) some strains of pathovar phaNO/ico/a 
(c,ri ,nally isolated from bean) are kno·,m to also infect mulbeny and aoybe~ 
(Schroth et al 1971) and (1v) pv tomato has teen isolated from diseased atone 
fruit trees (Schroth et a/ 1992) 
The one pathovar that defies the pathovar dd1n1tion (Dye et el 1980) completely, 
is P. s. pv synngae (Ofiginally isolated from lilac (Synnga vu/gans L.) by Van Hall, 
1902) Th11 bacterium has been reported world-wide as the cauaal agent of dilMMI 
of fruit trees, vegetables, cereals and ornamentals (revi..wed in Schroth et al 1992). 
Ila wide~,read occurrence (and infection of a number of economteally important 
crops) render It the subject of the majority of contemporary studies on different 
aspects of P. synngH-hoat plant interactions The current status of different 
P. synngae pathovara in the 1ntemational research arena was reflected by papers 
presented recently In Berlin, Germany (summarized in Table 2-1) 
II 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
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Table 2-1. Summary of Pseudomonas synngae pathovars and their h.>1t plants, as 
discussed in papers present9d at the Fifth lntemat1on11! Conference oo 
Ps.,udomonas synngae pathovars and related pathoge'ls, held in B«hn, 
Germany from 3-8 September 1995 
Pathovar Host plant(s) Author(s) ti----------------------------t 
.,,,.,. 
.,,. 
at~n, 
C010nofaciens 
coriandncola 
fusco\lllgne 
Qln:N 
glycinM 
klWI fruit JMN, J and Soortlch,nl. M. 
baney and wheilt Mlf'llte, H. Ind Weyns, J, 
celefy Little, E Ind Gilbertson. R 
cereals (baney, 
wheat, rye, 
oats, trlticale) 
•oats 
COf'iander 
wheat 
coffN 
soybean 
aunftower 
cucumber 
IJ.sallaml, F., Karov, SP., VIISlilflv, P., Popov1, 
R. tlOd Vauilev, V. 
Boukns, L. tlOd Nassar\, N.N. 
lacobelis, N 8 ., Flgluolo, G., JanN, J.O., 
8cof1lchlnl, M. end CMTreda, 0 
Merafte, H Ind w.yns, J 
PMktv: ... L., G~lk. R Ind Chodol, S 
Vauhv,' , Llvwmlc0cca, P., ~ . O. end 
leccb1Kls, N 8 
Von Kletzefl, J Ind Rudolph, K. 
PasJchnlk, L . GvOZdyall, R. Ind Chodoe, s 
A._Shlnawl, T. Ind Rudolph, K. 
Toben, H. end Rudolph, K 
Flamand, M.-C , a.toko, H , Boutry, M., Klnet, 
J -M and Matalle, H 
' Fuakovuy, L. 
KliN, GM. 
Kon>bko, A and Wondimagegene, E. 
Bogatzrnlul, N, 
Fuclkovsky, L. 
Hulc:hellOn, P..W., Plmonen, M U , Rowley, O.L , 
Udeli, MC , LN, S .W. and Keen, N,T. 
Mey, R, VOlkldl, 8, Kampman, G end NOlke, J . 
MOhr, J., VO!kldl, 8 . and Fritsche, W. 
Welngert, H and VOik.sch, B 
Fueiltovsky, L. 
Collmer, A , Bauer, 0 W., Alfano, J A . P1'91ton, 
G , Lonelello, AO Ind Milos, T,M 
• 
• 
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Pathovar Host plant(a) Autho((a) 
*h,ymans squash Fuclkovstty, L. 
(continued) 
malcul,co/1 crucifera Little, E. and Gllbettson, R. 
1;-»rginalis lettuce Elumalal, RP. and Mahadevan, A 
mon mulbe:ry BahllNddln, u p. 
morspronorum apncot and cherry Wlmalajeewa, s 
paf)4Mns apple Huang, T.C ' Burr, T J,, Smith, C.A. and Mattaon, 
MC, 
,,.rsk:N atone frurt Vlgoun)ux, A. 
phaNO/icola bean Adam, AL. • 
• BogalzevtM, N FudkOVlky, L. 
HettwW, U,, NOllenbu(g, M , Koopnann, 8 , and 
Rudolph, K. 
Janaing, H. and Rudolph, K. 
Mansfleld, J , Puff, N , Jenn«, C., 8tev«1a, C , 
Bennet, MA., Tllamla, Q ,, Tayto,, J. and 
• • 
Tever10n, O • 
• nopouloa, N.J , 
' Romantschuk, M., Rolne, E. and ~ - to.. 
Schaad, N.W., Hattlloukal, E. and Panopouloe, 
NJ, 
~elnga,t, H• and VOlkld'I, 8 . 
kudzu Welngatt, H and VOluch, 8 , 
ylcama FudkOVlky, L. 
p,si pea Cournoy«, 8 , and Vivian, A 
Durant, C.8 . and Arcttet, 8.A. 
Fudkowky, L. 
GrondNu, C. and a.mton, R. 
Jacklon, R • Arnold, 0 • Cournoyer, 8 and Vivian, 
A. 
Malafldfin, L. and Samlon, R. 
Robeftl, SJ 
uvastanol oleander Adinoffl, M , Cofuto, MM., Evldenle, A., Lanzetta, 
R., Merclano, C.E., Molla, A., Parrill, M 
• 
Sonnenberg, 8 ,, Rudolph, K., Bn:loo, 0 and 
SUnco, G. 
Sisto, A , Morea, M., z.ccaro, F., Palumbo, G and 
lacobelllt, N,S, 
• ' ~ 
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Table 2·1 (continued) 
Pathovar 
Hvastanoi 
(continued) 
sesam/ 
aynng•• 
Host plant(s) 
ohve 
sesame 
apple 
apncot 
avocado 
bean 
cherry 
conander 
fruit trMI 
klwi fru,t 
laurel 
mango 
nactanne 
parsley 
pea 
pear 
pepper 
10 
Author(a) 
Adtnolfl, M , Corsaro, M.M., Evldente, A., Lanzetta, 
R,, Marciano, C .E., Motta, A , Parrilll, M , 
Sonnenberg, B , Rudolph, K , Brusco, 0 . 1nd 
Surico, G 
Balestre, G.M and V1rv1ro, L. 
C1passo, R., Christlnzlo, G., Evldente, A., Vlsca, 
C. Ind lannlnl, C. 
Fuclkovsky, L. 
Sisto, A., Mof'el, M., Zaccaro, F., P1lumbo, G, and 
lac-.>bellls, N S. 
Pl'llhuangwong, S . and Yowabhud, P. 
Fucikovsky, L 
BrOlher, H 
Gelder, K 
Wimalajeew1, S. 
Fuokovsky, L. 
Collmer, A., Bauer, O.W., Alfano, J.A., Preston, 
G , Loneletto, A.O. Ind Mia, T.M. 
Grgur1ma, I , IICObeflls, NS., Camale, I, llhd Curd, 
R. 
Hatziloukas, E , T1klkawl, Y,, Schlld, N.W . Ind 
PenopoulOI, NJ. 
Khan, 1.0 . and Rudo!ptl, K. 
Lehmao-Danzlnger, H , Jarchow-Redecker, K. and 
Rudolph, K. 
Ni.pold, F. 
Romantlehuk, M., Roine, E. Ind BjMIM, K. 
GR>N, 0 c ., Hutschlson, ML., SCholz, B K. Ind 
Zhal'I\I, J . 
Wimal1jeewl, s. 
Fuokovsky, L. 
Zeller, W., Xie, Y., Bereswlll, S and Gelder, K. 
JaOM, J 0 . Ind Scortlchlnl, M. 
DI Giorgio, 0 ., C1monl, L., Scalonl, A., SCortlchlnl, 
M Ind Balllo, A 
cazor1a, F.M 'Olallo, L., Tcris, J.A., Codlna, J .C., 
Ptrez-Garcl1, A. and De Vincente, A. 
Appel, M 'Mansvelt, E.L. I~ el!laedt, 0 .U. 
Fueikovsky, l 
Kumar, J K Ind Nanditl, P. 
BrOther, H 
Gelder,K 
Arsenljevlc, M. 1nd Obrldovlc, A. 
Haves!, M. Ind Led6, H 0 
• 
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Table 2-1 (continued) 
Pathovar 
syn,,oae 
(continued) 
tabaci 
tegetis 
tolaasil 
tomato 
Host plant(s) 
Sudan grass 
sugar beet 
wheat 
tobacco 
tagttJI 
champir'lon 
mushroo,n 
tomato 
Author(s) 
Y1kovtev1, L., Zdorovenko, G,, Gvozdyak, R. Ind 
Soly1n1k, L. 
M1ral1e, H. and Weyns, J . 
Boukns, L Ind Nissan, N.N 
Fuakovsky, L. 
Y1kovlev1, LM , PISichnlk, L.A., Pontmbeklya, 
N 8 ., Zdorovenko, GM Ind Vusllev, VI 
Fucikovsky, L. 
Fuelkovaky, L. 
Shlratl, A and Yoshida, s 
Bog.U.evskl, N. and Oenev1, S. 
Fuelkovsky, L. 
H1bez1r, T. and Rudolph, K. 
Llttle, E, Ind Gilbertson, R. 
Nabtzadeh-Atdeunl, F., Koopmann, B. Ind 
Rudolph, K. 
Pfflz-Garc:11, A , Cdi lOVIS, F.M., C1n6n, F.J., 
CazOl'11, FM., Rivera, ME. and De V nte, 
A 
Zdorovenko, GM .. Knlrel, YA., Solyanlk, LP., 
Y1kovlev1, L.M. Ind VaSSilev, V.I . 
11 
Pepera were presented In Mven MCttOnS, namely Ecology and Epldemk>logy, The ,_.ant reaction 
of the plant, PlthOG9neaia, Determina!tla of pathogenlcity, Genetic analysaa of holl/pl1nt-
lnter1ct1on, ldenhOcatlon and Taxonomy and Control. 
Each entry does not represent • separate paper, as fflOfl th•n one pathovar-host plant Interaction 
were addressed by some authors 
In some of the molecular studies, ape<:1flc pathovar-host plant Interactions were not mentioned. These 
papers were omllted from the table. 
A framework for understanding the geoc •,~ basit of host-1pecific1ty wH establithed 
by Flor (1955, 1971 , see also late, elabG: ,,'-lons by Ellingboe (1976) and Heath, 
1991) H11 "gene-for-gene" hypothe • -:,<r ,i~ed that the specificity between a 
pathogen and a host plant essentially , ,,s:.;.; ... 1n the incompatible interaction and 
was genetically determined by ~~ent expression of dominant "av,rulence" (avr) 
genes in the pathogen and "disease res,stanet..'' 1enes in the host. 
• 
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The validity of this hypothesis for bacterial pathogens was elegantly demonstrated 
by Staskaw1cz and co-workers (Staskaw,cz et al 1984, 1985, 1987, Napoli and 
• 
Staskaw1cz 1987, Keen and Staskaw1cz 1988, Tamak1 et al. 1988, Keen et al 
1990), explo1t1ng the phenomenon that certain cultivars of soybean specifically 
exhibit resistance against certain race, of the soybean blight pathogen, P. s. pv. 
glycmea Av1rulence genes have been also been cloned (and gene products isolated 
and characterized In some cases) from other pathovars of P. syringae, such as pv. 
phaseolicola (Harper et al. 1988, Hitchin et al. 1989, Shintaku et al. 1989, Jenner et 
al 1991), pv tomato (Whalen et al. 1988, Kobyash1 et al. 1989, Ronald et al. 1992, 
Innes et Bl. 1993, Salmeron and Staskawicz 1993, Lorang and Keen 1995), pv. pisi 
(Vivian et al 1989) and pv maculicola (Dong et al. 1991 , Whalen et al. 1991 ). In the 
hght of its atypically broad host range, ,t is not surprisir.g that none of the~ studies 
were conducted with P. s. pv syringae The molecular basis of the host-specificity 
(or apparent lack thereof) of this pathovar thus remains unclear Although the study 
of avr genes :s still pursued with vigour, the emphasis has shifted slightly towards 
elucidating the intriguing interaction between this gene system and hrp genes (see 
Salmeron and Staskawicz 1993, Hutcheson et a/. 1995, Lorang and Keen 1995, 
Mansfield et Bl. 1995 for recent examples) 
1. 3 The nature and extent of diseases caused by Pseudomonas syringae 
• 
The majority of P syringae pathovars cause necrotic diseases, which are manifested 
as blossom bias ... , blights, leaf spots and cankers on stems and trunks (Roos et al. 
1993) This is also true for P s pv syringse Due to the large and diverse host 
range of th:s pathovar, details of specific diseases will be limited to the description of 
bacterial canker ec:iused by P s pv. syringae in stone fruit trees in South Africa, 
which follows later in this chapt~r. 
The ability of P synngae pathovars to cause these diseases In their respective hosts 
depends en a number of factors. These include environmental conditions, aspects of 
plant physiology (such as nutritional status and developmental stage) and UW 
expression of pathogen1c1ty and virulence factors by the bacterium. Pathogenicity 
refers to the genetic pred1spos1hon of a bacterium to be able to cause disease 
(Shaner et al 1992). This fundamental ability to perturb the plasma membrane of 
• 
• 
' 
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host cells, cause the leakage of water, cations and organic nutrients into the 
intracellular space where bacterial growth and multiplication is subsequently 
sustained, is controlled by hrp genes in phytopathogenic pseudomonads, 
xanthomonads and non-soft rot erwinias (Sigee 1993). Functions such as pathogen 
fitness and the ability to attach to the plant surface are also included in the broad 
definition of pathog9nic1ty (Lamb et al. 1989). It 1s thus important to understand that, 
although the functional expression of hrp genes Is required for pathogenicity, it alone 
is not sufficlont for the development of disease (He et al. 1993) 
All the strains of a particular bacterial pathova.- will not affect the health of a host 
plant to the same extent. Strains capable of growing and spreading faster and 
causing more severe destruction of host tissue are said to be more virulent than 
others Four major groups of extracellular molecules have been implicated in 
bacterial Virulence, namely toxins, ex .. acellular enzymes, extracellular poly-
aaro"landes (EPS) and plant hormones (Daniels et al. 1988, Shaner et al. 1992, 
Sigee 1993) The production, structure and function of these factors have been 
studied in• variety of bacteria (reviewed in Panopoul:,s and Peet 1985, Chatterjee 
and Viveder 1986, S,gee 1993). For the purpose of thi\ s~dy, a short summary of 
the general functions of these molecules and selected examples (see Table 2-2) will 
suffice. 
According to Roos et al. (1993), most researchers regard P. syringae as a weak 
pathogen that causes disease only when its host is stressed. In this regard, it Is 
considered an excellent opportunist. Its capabilities as such are attributed to three 
factors, namely. 
(a) it" ability to survive epiphytically on a number of plant surfaces (Ercolani et al. 
197 4, Lindow et al. 1988, Hirano and Upper 1990, Kinkel et al. 1995, Suonlemi 
et al. 1995) and latently Inside the shoots, flowe:s and fruit of host plants 
(Roos et al. 1993); 
·• 
(b) its wide host range (Schroth et al. 1992) and 
• 
• 
• 
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• Table 2-2. Summary of bacterial virulence factors. 
Virulence General function M■Jcr associated disease Examples produced by Selacted~ 
factor type (causative pathogens) P syringH pathovars) 
Toxins Non-enzymatic, chemical Injury to Necrotic diseases (pseudomo- Coronatlnt, tagetltoxln. Durbin (1913), Xu and Gross (1NI), 
host cells, resulting In the release of nads, xanthomonads and non- phaseol(t.oxin, Bender et al. (1989), 1,udolph (1880), 
water and nutrients to cn111te an soft rot erwm,as sirlngomyan, Gross (1991), Rainey et al. (1991), Rictl 
environment in wtllch the pathogen synngotoxln, tol1asln, et al. (1912), Quigley and Grou (1114), 
can migme and grow llboxln Hutcnllon et al. (1995), Uyanage et al. 
(1995), Mo et al. (1"5). 
Ex1raceNular Induction and maintenance of water• Vascular diseases (Corynefonn Levan, llignlte Bennet (1te0), Fea et el. (1-, 1NI, 
potysaccha- 101king, prevelltlon of blderlll blcterll, some Erwlnla spp., 1912), Mlnefteld Ind Brown (1a), 
r1dn desiccation and recognition ~ plant, pseudomonadl, xanthomonads Dolph et ti. (1NI), Hignctt (1911), 
occlusion of plant vnsets. Also and f1~idlous prokaryotes (e.g. Barta et el. (1992), Koa and Sequeira 
Implicated in bacterial resistance to Xylela spp.) {11194), Rudolph et el. (1114), Heawlr' 
heavy metals and other toxiC .,.,_ (1995), Kidambl eta/. (1915). 
IUbltlOC.S 
~ular Oegraaatlon of cell walls and other Soft rot diseases (xanthomc>- Polygalacturonue Collmtr Ind Keen (1-), Allen et« 
enzyroN allutar components of the plant, nads, pseudomonas and (1987), Wlnderlman et al. (1887) 
(pedolytle • ' utllizatlon of these degradation Clllvlbecter spp.) Boccara et el. (1988), Robef1a et el. 
enzymes, products in the bacterial metabolism (1988), Tang et al. (1988), Paget Ind 
cellutases, Heltefuu (1990), Longland et al. (1992). 
proteases) 
P1Mt lnduc:tloo of the rate of plant cell Tumourdlseases(Agrot,ac. lndole acetic acid (auxin), Kosuge et el. (Hlee), ~ (1-), DI 
honnonl . division, leading to tne formation terlum spp., ~s zeatin, zeattn ribc>Side, Cou E Sliva and Ko.,uge (1991), 
(IWdnSand of hyperplasia •yrlnQN pv. ,avestanof> 1 '·meth~zeatln, Garden et el. (1"2b), Whh Ind 
cytoklnlnea) 1•-mett;~zeatln rlbosld Mazzola (1114). 
(cytoklnlns) 
..... 
• 
• 
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(c) heterogeneity with regard to biochemical characteristics and the expression of 
virulence factors within populations on the same host (Endert and Ritchie 1984, 
Hirano and Upper 1990). 
The abovementioned factors ensure that inoculum is available for dissemination 
when environmental conditions are suitable for infection (Hirano and Upper 1990). 
Against this background, it is not surprising that reports on the occurrence of 
P. s. pv. svringae on different hosts in different regions of the world range from the 
descripti"'" of latent infections (occurrence of the bacterium without any apparent 
disease symptoms) to the severe destruction of orchards and fields. 
2. Bacterial canker of atone fruit In South Africa 
Bacterial canker of stone fruit, caused by P. s. pv. syringae, has been reported from 
a variety of fruit producing countries in temperate and Mediterranean regions of the 
world ·e.g. Crosse 1966, Latorre and Jones 1979, Roos and Hattingh 1986a, 
Paterson and Jones 1991, Wimjaleewa et al. 1991 ). In South Africa, the disease 
seems to be more severe than elsewhere in the world (Hattingh et al. 1989). For this 
reason, it has been researched extensively since the early eighties, mainly by 
Hattingh, Roos and Mansvelt (currently and/or formerly from the Department of Plant 
Pathology, University of Stellenbosch or the Agricultural Research Council's Institute 
for Fruit Technology (lnfruitec) in Stellenbosch). The most important results of their 
studies are presented here. 
2. 1. Epidemiology 
Bacterial canker of stone fruit has become one of the most destructive crop diseases 
in South Africa. Financial losses attributed to the disease are estimated to exceed 
R 25 million annually (Hattingh et al. 1989). Areas that are particularly hard hit are 
the South Western Cape, where apricot, plum, peach, nectarine, cherry and almond 
trees are affected, and the cherry~producing region of the Eastern Orange Free 
State (Roos and Hattingh 1983a, 1983b, 1986b). 
Two pathovars of P. syringae, narr,J.y pv. syringae and pv. morspronorum, as well 
as intermediate forms linking the two pathovars, have been identified as the major 
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1tone fruit attad<1ng pathogens P s pv morspronorum was shown to be mainly 
restnded to the infection of charnes 1n the summer rainfall region (Orange Free 
Stat ) Yr'he,eas P s pv synngae was found to be more widespread and general in 
the fru1t,prooucmg 1A11nter rainfall area of the Cape (Roos and Hattingh 1983a). Here, 
1t has ale.> been 1mphcated in diseases of dec•duous pome fruit such as blister bark 
of apple (Mansvelt and Hatt1ngh 19868) and blossom blast of pear (Mansvelt end 
Hattlngh 198Gb) 
In accordance with results from other stuc11es (soe earlier sections), the population of 
P s pv synngae isolated from both diseased and symptomless stone fru,t trees in 
South Afnca we<e found to be heterogeneous with respect to their phenotyp:c 
~•nata (Roos and Hatltngh 1983b, 1987a) 
2 2 Symptoms end disease cyck 
A number of symptoms are a soc,ated with bactenel canker of stone fruit trees 
(Fig '--1) The most consptCUOUs of theso are gum-exuding branch nd stem 
cankers, found frequently at bud unions d young trees and in pruning wounds on 
more mature tr (Roos and Hatt1ngh 1983a, Hatt1ngh et al. 1989). Cankered 
blanches and stems die back within weeks, but the root system normally stays 
he llhy and may develop suckera Infection of dormant flower and leaf buds also 
occurs Some of these buds are killed, others open in spring, but result in wilted 
leai. s and dried out fruit Others, still, will express no disease symptoms at all 
Blot,soms may also be infected. They will subsequently die, but typically remain 
attlChed to trees, and cankers will be formed on twigs and spurs (Hattingh et e/ 
1~"\9) 
ThrM fed.Ka contnbuted to the proposal of the hfe and disease cycle of bacterial 
canker caused by P. s pv. synngae 1n stone tru1t trees, illustrated 1n Fig 2-2. They 
were 
(a) the isolation and observation (using scanning electron microscopy, SEM) of 
bacteria from symptomless organs or stone fruit trees ( Roos and Hattingh 
1983a, 1983b, 1986a, 1986b, 1987■ and Hatt1ngh et al 1989), from poorly 
I 
I 
• 
I 
I 
I 
1 
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germIna11ng seeds (Ha1t1ngt1 et al 1989) anc.J fro,n weeds growing m,orchards 
(where they survi.e ep1phyt1cally) (Roos and Hatt1ngh 1983c:1 1986c), 
Fig. 2- 1. Sy•nptoms of bacterial canker of stone fruit trees caused by Pseudomonas 
syr,ngae pv synngae • 
A Cankers on a peach trunk B Gum exuded from an apncot branch C. D1eback of a twig 
on a plum tree during the middle of summer O and E Cankered plum trees shOwmg earty 
and more adv need stages of d1eback F. Suckers developing from the rootstock of an 
otherw1'ie dead tree (1 aken with permission from Hatt1ngh el a/ 1989) 
• 
II 
I 
1 
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Fig. 2-2. Life and disease cycle of bacterial canker .;,f atone fruit tree • aiuaed by 
Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae (Taken with ~I11ion from Hattlngh et 
a/. 1989). 
(b) studies (some employing SEM) showing systemic spread of b-actGria in 
symptomless and infected trees (Roos and Hattin\ln 1987b, Hattingh et el. 1989, 
Roos et al 1993) and 
(c.) the seasonal appearance of symptoms (disease actIv1ty is only noticed during 
spring and summer, Roos and Hatt1~gh 1983a) 
• 
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It must be noted that the disease cycle scheme ls a generalized one, and that 
variations may occur in specific stra,n-cult,var interactions (Hattingh et al. 1989). 
2 3 Control strategies 
Reasons for the seventy of bacterial ca..-1ker of stone fruit trees in South Africa are 
not particularly clear. A combination of several predisposing factors have been 
suggested by Hattingh et al. (1989) These include climatic conditions (ocx:allional 
droughts and mild winters, which do not meet the dormdncy requirement& of stone 
fruit trees) and stress-inducing horticultural practices (such as the establishment of 
orchards under marginal conditions, the application of copper sprays to achieve 
defoliation in the early winter and the introduction of the disease in nursery trees 
through the use of infected buds or rootstocks) 
The development of an effective strateg)' to control the disease is thus still • high 
priority In South Africa. The heterogeneity of P. s. pv. syringae population,, together 
with the ability of ti1e pathogen to survive and spread systemically In and on 
symptomless host plants, as well as on other. non-host plants, render this a daunting 
challenge. Furthermore, chemical control has failed completely in th11 country 
(Hattingh et al. 1989). For these reasons, It has been suggested that future efforts 
towards effective, integrated disease management will have to include the following 
es~ential elements (Hattingh et al. 1989, Roos et al. 1993): 
(a) the improvement of horticultural practices known to favour disease development 
and aggravation; 
(b) the control epiphytic population levels (see also Wimjaleewa et al. 1991) and 
(c) the selection and breeding for disease resistance. 
All .Jiree of these aspects are currently being addressed by lnfruitec in the 
development of strategies for the control of bacterial canker in South Africa. High 
priority is placed on a resistance breeding programme. Progress in the application of 
classical selection and breeding techniques has, however, been limited, as none of 
the local commercially planted stone fruit cultivara exhibit natural resistance to P. s. 
• 
• 
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pv synngae As a result, 1nvosllgations into the molecular basis of the host-
pcalhogen interaction wore 1nillated (EL Mansvelt, personal communication). 
2 4 Moleculffr research approaches and local pnontle$ 
F,om the background given in the first port of this chapter 1t 1s evident that the 
1nteract1on between P. s pv synngff and stone fruit trees 1s very complex. 
Nevertheless, three possible approaches towards the molecular study of this 
1r.teract1on were 1denllf1ed. 
A f:rst option would be to evaluate the involvement of virulence factors, such as 
toxins, 1n the severity of disease developm nt. Although the experimental strain (NV} 
used 1n this study proved to be the most virulent of all locally isolated strains (E L. 
Mansvelt, personal communication), an evaluation of virulence factors was 
considered of secondary ,mportance 1~ the design of effective control strategies The 
main re son for this hes in the heterogeneity of the bacterial population occurring in 
natural 1nocula, as discussed e rher 1n this chapter. 
A econd possible pproach would entail n 1nvest1gat1on of the molecular batais of 
host-•pec1f1c1ty, which resides ,n bacterial av,rulence and plant resistance gere 
comb nations Such 1nvast1gat1ons currently enJoy much attention in the international 
research arena The apphcahon of these studies in resistance breeding implies the 
1denhficat1on of race-specific plant resistance genes which will result in incompatible 
comb1nat1ons with corresponding pathogen av1rulence genes, and may have to rely 
on the 1ntroduct1on of such genes in genetically manipuiated cultivars (De Wit 1992) 
The atypical broad host range of P s pv synngae, discussed earlier 1n this chapter, 
renders this approach an 1mpract1cal one towards a solution for the South African 
11tuation 
The unique aspect of the South African bacterial canker scenario, outlined in the 
second part of this chapter, 1s that the 1l1 .. s~1Q is more destructive locally than 
1n the world In the design of loc 1! mult'..:l ;t t ,-p~o&.r-:.'"' pro1ects 1n this field 
the emphasis must therefor be placed on tw, ~µpi1l·ati1hty of the study in the design 
of control strategies This motivated lnfru1tec to follow the third possible approach, 
namely that of examining of the hrp gone cluster and/Jr product(s) of P s pv 
• 
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synngae NV, which control the fundamental ability of the bacterium to be pathl ~~ -.. 
The present 1nvesllgat1on into the production of a harpin ehc1tor by P. s pv. S)r • 
NV was thus requested, with a view towards the possible application of • p 
ehc1tor 1n a programme to saeen local commercially important stone fruit cultivars for 
resistance against the bacterial canker pathogen on a biochemical basis 
The work presented in this thesis was fa:ilitated by and based upon nu:nerous 
recent studies on the unique hrp gene cluster and products of P. s pv. synngae 
strain 61. ~he most important results of those studies will be presented in the next 
chapter. 
• 
I 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE HRP GENES AND HARPIN ELICITOR OF PSEUDOMONAS 
SYRINGAE PV. SYRINGAE STRAIN 61 AS MODELS FOR 
INVESTIGATIONS PRESENTED IN THIS STUDY 
1. Introduction 
22 
The 1ntroduct1on of molecular biology techniques in studies on the hypersensitive 
response elicited by Pseudomomt! synngae pv. phaseollcola (Anderson and Mills 
1985, Lindgren et al 1985, 1986, 1988, Somlay1 et al. 1986, Deasy et al. 1987) and 
P. s pv. syringae (Niepold et al 1985, Pa~ulos et al 1985, Bak6r et al. 1987) led 
to the discovery of homologous gene clusters in these bacteria that controlled the 
development of ~th the HR on non-host plants and pathogenicity "" host plants. 
The acronym hrp (for hypersens1t1ve response and pathogenic,ty) was adopted for 
these gene clusters (Lindgren et al. 1986) 
In subsequent studies, employing transposon mutagenesis, complementation 
analys11 and DNA hybridization, hrp genes/gene clusters have been identified in 
other pathovars of P. synngae, such as pathovars tomato (Cuppela 1986, Bender et 
al 1987), piSJ (Malik et al. 1987), angulsta, tabaci and savastanoi (Lindgren et sl . 
• 1988, Schroth et al 1992), glycmes (Huynh et al 1989), morspronorum (Liang and 
Jones 1995) and aptata (Minard, 1995b), as well as 1n other, distinctly different 
phytopathogenic apec,es such as Pseudomonas solanacearum (Boucher et al. 1987, 
• • 1991 , 1992, Huang et al 1990, Arlat et al. 1992), Erwinia amylovor6 (Bauer and 
B~r 1987, 1991, Steinberger and Beer 1988, Barny et al. 1990, Walters et a/. 1990) 
and pathovars of Xanthomonas campestris (Daniels et al 1984, Kamoun and Kado 
1990, Stall and Minsavage 1990, Arlat et al 1991, Bonas et al. 1991, Waney et al. 
1991, Schulte and Bonas 1992) Although total ONA homology between the hrp 
cluatera of different species were found to be le11 pronounced than between that of 
different pathovars within a species, homologous loci have been identified in all of 
the known hrp clusters (Lindgren and Panopoulos 1986, Lindgren et al. 1988, Grimm 
et al 198!t ~oberts and Coleman 1991, Genin et al. 1992, Gough et al. , 992, Laby 
• I 
I 
l 
•• I j 
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end Beer 1992) Some of these loci p,oved to be involved In the regulation of (hrp) 
gene expression, or in the secretion of (hrp encoded'r) proteins and in the regulation 
of secretion Many valuable ,ns,ghts were gained from these s,udies, but a detailed 
descr1pt1on of the organization of each individual hrp gene cluster and discussions of 
the homology between the hrp genes and proteins of different species and pathovars 
falls beyond the scope of the present study For this purpose, the reader Is referred 
to reviews by Boucher et al (1988), Beer et al. (1991), Bonas et al (1991), Rahme 
et al (1991 ), W1ll1s et al. (1991 ), Arial et al (1991 , 1992), Schroth et al (199:l), Van 
G1Jsegem et al. (1993) and Liang and Jones (1995). 
The complete functional hrp clusters of two pathogens, namaly Pseuaomonas 
synngae pv synngae strain 61 (isolated from wheat by M Sasser, but also shown to 
be a weak pathogen of bean, Atkinson and Baker 1987), and Erwinia amylo,-ora 
strain Ea321 (causing fire blight of apple, pear and other rosaceous plants; Bauer 
and Beer 1991) have been isolated and cloned (Huang et a/. 1988, Beer et•'· 1991). 
These clusters were shown to be unique in their ability to enable non-pathogenic 
bacteria, such as Pseudomonss fluorescens and certain strains of Eschenchia coli to 
eltc1t the HR in tobacco and other plants. Complementation of such bacteria with 
these clones was, however, not sufficient for the pathogenic phonotype (Huang et a/. 
1988, He t al. 1993), confirming the involvement of other genes (such as those 
required for pathogen fitness) in disease development on ho,t plants (Panopoulos 
end Peet 1985, Lindgren et al, 1986) 
Over-expression of aubclones of the hrp clusters of E. amylovora Ea321 and 
P. s pv. synngae 61 lead the discovery of the eternally elusive bacterial elicitora; the 
molecules which are directly responsible for HR elicitation (Wei et el. 1992a, He et 
a/ 1993). Surprisingly enough, ltttle homology was found between the genes 
encoding these proteins (named ''harpins" by Wei and co-workers) or between the 
proteins themsalves (He et al. 1993) The methodology used in these studies, 
however, paved the way for the isolation and charactenzation of the harpins of other 
phytopathogens, such as P. s pv. phaseolieola (Panopoulos 1995) 
The hrp gene cluster and particularly harpin,... of P s pv synngae 61 was used as a 
model for the present investigation. As such, the organization of the cluster and the 
• 
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properties of 1nd1v1dual genes/gene products, the regulation of gene expression, as 
well as the identification of hrpZ2 and the characteristics and function of its protein 
product, harpin,... will be discussed The chapter will be concluded with remarks on 
the HR test for pathogenic1ty as a b1oassay for elic1tor activity 
2. The hrp gene cluster of P. •· pv. ayrlngH 81 
2 1 Orpanizstion and properties of mdivldual genes/gene products 
The 25 kIlobase (kb) gene cluster isolated from P. s. pv syringae 61 by Huang and 
co-workers (Fig 3-1) was established In the cosmid pHIR11 (Huang et al 1988) 
Transposon mutagenesis, complementation analysis and DNA sequencing led to the 
Ident1ficatton eight apparent transcriptional units (operons) in th11 cluster, six of 
which are polyc1stronic (Huang et al. 1991, Xiao et al. 1992, 1994, He et al. 1993, 
Hutcheson et al 1994, Udell and Hutcheson 1994) To date, twenty-four hrp genes 
(based on the phenotypic characteristics of Tn5 mutants) have been identified (Lidell 
and Hutcheson 1994) and shown to be widely conserved among P. syringae 
pathovars and strains (Panopoulos et al. 1985, Lindgren et al. 1986, 1988, Huang et 
al 1991 , Hutcheson et al 1994 ). A twenty-fifth gene was shown to be unique to a 
subset of P. syringae strains, not required for pathogenicity and believed to be 
involved in the modulation of the HR, as Tn5 mutants produced a delayed necrotic 
reaction in resistant hosts This unit was subsequently designated hrmA (for 
hypersensitive reactIo'l modulation) (Huang et al. 1991, Heu and Hutch&son ~993, 
Hutcheoo" t);a/ 1~). 
The l:Jiochtiml•·eil functions of the majorit:, of genes within the eight operons of the 
t,rplhrm cluster of P s pv syringae 61 hi)V8 not yet been established (Udell and 
:i.,tcheson ~994). However, some of the lcci have been characterized further, by 
dot,'rm•nil'lg their nucleotide sequences and deducing amino acid sequences and 
mcl r lur masses cf protein products resulting from the translation of open reading 
frames (ORF's) within these loci (see Fig. 3-1 ). Comparison of this data with the 
nucleotide and amino acid sequences of ::,rotaIn.... · · : 1 known functions revealed the 
following information: 
• 
. ~
• 
' 
41 
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(a) A region of hrmA product (41 5 kDa) exh1b1ts homology with a virulence 
determinant (the yopE locus) of the human and mammal pathogen Yersmia 
enterol!tica The deduced nucleotide sequence of the complete gene product 
does, however, not reveal homology with any protein of known function and the 
b1ochem1cal function of hrmA 1s still unknown (Heu and Hutcheson 1993, 
Hutcheson et al 1994, x,ao and Hutcheson 1994) 
2 MI 
B E E Bg Bg E E H Bg B 
I I I I I I I I I I 
llnM lvplC lttpl. Mp.) ttrpU ttrpH lfrpZ hrpRS 
• 
I 
l i l I \ t 
• I 
,., ,,, ... 
'"' .. ... •• ... ..  ... • • •• 
Fig. 3-1. Transcriptional and translational organization oft~ :11-plhnn gene cluster 
of Pseudomonas synnge pv. syringae 61 (Compiled from Huang et el. 
1991, 1992, 1993, Xiao et a/ 1992, 1994, He et al. 1993, Hutcheson et al. 
1994, Udell and Hutcheson 1994) 
The -'ght transc:nptionel unftl (OF«OOI) and their onentationl.,.. indiaad by the an'OWI. 
Designation or operons proceeded on the ba111 of homology (or lack thef90f) wilt'I loci ot the 
hrp dusters of other bactena, patticulwty that of P. 1 pv. pNNO/l<;OM ( ... Rllhme « a/. 
1991) Open reading frames in polydatronic operons are numetad sequentilllty from the 
3'-end of each operon, The molecular INIMI In kilodelton (kOa) Indicated for some of the 
ge,,e p,oduds we,e deduced from the nudeotide sequences contlined of ORF'• &id ww-. 
conl'inned by INII apedrometry end/or sodium dodecyi aulphaw polyec,ylamide gel 
elec:1rophcnai1 (SOS-PAGE) in tome C8MI Abbreviation• for restriction •• are: 
B, 8amH1; Bg, BgAI; E, EcoR1 and H, H1ndlll. 
• I 
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(b) hrpK ,s the only aper m to have received hltle attent,on To date, no b1ochem1cal 
function has been assigned to it or ,ts product (Xiao ot al 1994, Xiao 'and 
Hutcheson 1994) 
(c) The hrpL product (21 .2 kua) has been 1dent1f1ed as en alternate Sigma factor, 
homologuus to AlgU of Pseudomonas a1trugmosa. AlgU controls the expross,on 
of the al;;D operon, which encodes enzymes involved in extracellular 
polysacchande biosynthes,s (Martin et al 1993 Xiao et al. 1994). The 
regulatory function of Hrpl in the expression of other hrp/hrmA operons will be 
addressed ,n the next siJCt,on. 
(d) Five open reading frames have been 1dent1fied in the hrpJ operon. The function 
of HrpJ1 (37 7 kOa) 11 unknown, but is behevod to differ from the rost of the hrpJ 
gene proclucts (Huang et al. 1993) 
HrpJ2 (previously designatec Hrpl) has been identified • 76 5 kOa inner 
membrane protein (Huang et al. 1992, 1993) with character11tlca 11m1lar to that 
of Lero, a protein that was suggested to control the temperaturt and 
Ca2• -Qependent expression of Hveral virulence proteins of the human pathogen 
Yersinia pestis (Plano et al 1991) Other inner membrane proteins involved In 
protein secretion which share homology with P. s. pv. syriflf/N 61 HrpJ2 are 
Hrpl of Erwima amylovora Ea321 , involved in the secretion of harp1nu('~e1 and 
Beer 1993), VirH and lnvA. involved in the secretion of invasion protein• by the 
human and animal pathogens Salmonella ffexneri and S typh1munum 
respectively (Galin et al 1992), FlbF of Caulobacter ere.scent.JS, invotved in the 
regulation of flagella expression (Ramaknshnan et al. 1991) and HrpO and 
HrpC2 of the plant pathogens Pseudornonas solanacearum (Gough et al. 1992, 
1993) and Xanthomonas campestris pv vesicatona (Fenaelau et al 1992) 
respectively. The exact role of the latter two prota,ns have not yet been 
elucidated, but they were st,.:,wn to be required fClf' a HR· phenotype. 
HrpJ3, (35.1 kOa) shows similarities with the FhG proteins of Salmonella 
typhimunum and Bae1/lus subhlis, whilst HrpJ5 (17 8 kOa) 11 homologous to the 
FhJ proteins of these bacteria Both FhG and FliJ aro associated -,,th flagella, 
b1osynthes1s (McNab 1992, Lldell and Hutcheson 1994) 
• 
• 
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HrpJ4 (48 9 kDa) has been classIfIed as a member of the FIii family ot 
cytoplasmic ATPase-hke proteins implicated in the provIsIon of &itergy 
necessary for the translocat1on of (flagellar) proteins (Lldell and Hutcheson 
1994) The family includes HrpB6 of Xanthomonas campestns (Fenselau et al. 
1992), Fhl of S typh1munum and 8 subtills (Albert1n1 et al. 1991, Vogler st al 
1991 ), Spa47 of Sh,ge//a flexnen (Venkatesan et al 1992) and the p-subun,t of 
the F0F1 -ATPase of E. colt (Saraste et al 1981) 
(e) The hrpU operon encodes seven genes Of these loci, only HrpU1 and HrpU2 
have been investigated However, neither of the two deduced protein products 
(20 5 and 26 4 kDa resped1vely) exh1b1t 11m1lanty with any proteins of known 
function Sequence m • 's In hrpU2 suggest that the deduced gene product may 
contain two possible tranti.membrane domains (L1dall and Hutcheson 1994). 
(f) hrpH encodes a 82.0 kDa outer membrane protein, showing s1mIl•1ties with 
YscC of Y. enteroltt,cs, PulD of Klebs,e/la oxycots (d'Enfert et a/ ~989) af\d plV 
of filamentoue cohphages (Bnsette and Russel 1990), all outer membr-
proteIns involved In protein or phage aecret,on (M1ch1els and Comehs 1991, 
M,chiels et al 1991 ) (Huang et a/ 1992). 
(g) Six open reading framH have bNn id«ltrfied In the hrpZ operon The only 
charate(lzed locus, hrpZ2 encodes the ehcitor protein, harpin,,_ (He et Bl 1993) 
To date, this is the only known secreted hrp gene product Th11 protein will be 
d11CUHed In more detail later In this chapter. 
(~) The hrpRS operon II a homolngua of hrpRS of P. s pv phaseolic)Ja. Both gene 
products of thi, locus were cla111fied as members of the NtrC fam1•y of two 
component regulatory proteins involved In the transa1ptional activat10n and 
repreaa,on of many genes/operons in tt.e en:eric badena K/ebMll/s 
pneumon,se, E:scherich1s col,, Salmonella typhimunum and the symbiotic pl.! n\ 
bacteria Rh,zobium app , Bradyrh1zobium japon,ca and Agrobacterium tu,,lf.-
fllciens A conserved ONA-binding c.boxy-t8ffl'linal domain is prnent in all of 
these proteins HrpR (3-4 8 kDa) and HrpS (33 3 kOa) are, however, diff"9nt 
from the other members of this family In that they lack an amino-termiNil domain 
that modulates their regulatory actIvIty (Grimm and Panopoulos 1989, Fellay et 
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al 1991 North et al 1993, Hutcheson et al l9P4, Xiao !:f al. 1994, Xiao and 
Hutcheson 1994, Gnmm et al 1995) Togc:~~r with n, JL, t,rpqs is implicatec in 
the expression ano the environmental regulation of expression of several P s. 
pv. s_vringae 61 hrp loci, as discussed in the next section (Xiao et al 1994, Xiao 
and Hutcheson 1994) 
Characterized P s pv synngae 61 hrplhrmA gene products thus fall within three 
categone ... Of these, the regulatory proteins (Hrpl, HrpR and HrpS), which are 
involved tn the regulatlon of hrplhrmA gene expression and the plant responso 
elicitor (HrpZ2 or hapnnp..) are best characterized. The exact functions of the third 
group of proteins, showing homology with proteins involved in the secretion of 
virulence factors or flagella in other plant and ar.imal pathogens (Hrp J2-J5, HrpU1 
and U2 and HrpH) have not yet been elucidated, but it is believed thc,1t thoy form a 
distinct pathway for the export of patl"ogenicity proteins (such as harpin) in bacteria 
(Udell and Hutcheson 1994) In thi$ regard, mutations in the hrpJ2, J4, J5, Hand U7 
loci have been shown to abolish tha HR• phenotype (Huang et al. 1992, 199::S, He et 
al. 1993, Udell and Hutcheson 1994). The common ancestry and possible similar 
functions for homologou~ gene products of plant and animal pathogens implicatee'. in 
such a unique secretory pathway tias also been addressed b,• Gough et al (1992), 
Van Gijsegem et sf (1993, 1994) and Fenselau et al. (1992). 
In conclusion, ii is interesting to note that a homologue of the hrpM locus, identified 
by Mukhopadhyay and co-workers (Mukhopadhyay et al. 1988) 1n P. s. pv. syringae 
stralri PS9020 (the causal agent of brown spot on bean) has not been found In the 
P. s pv. syringae 61 hrplhrm gene cluster. A similar locus 1-ias, however, been 
identified and dlaracterized in P s. pv. phaseolicola (Mills and Mukhopadhyay 1990, 
Mindrinos et a,. ,q30) In both P. s pv. syringae p59n20 and P. s. pv. phaseolicola, 
hrpM wa~ sh.JV.11 not to be linked to the hrp clusters of these bacteria und was 
oelieved to be invnlved in the regulation of (hrp) gene expression or nitrogen uptako 
(Mukhopadhyay ~: •"ll 1988, Mills and Mukhopadhyay 1990, Mindrinos et al. 1990). 
High seque,,,,e homology between the P. s. pv. syringae hrpM locus and the mdoGH 
operon of E. coli was only shown. Th~ latter is required for the synthesis of 
mombrane-derive<J ollgosaccharides found in the periplasmic space in response h.> 
low osrnolyte environments (Loubens et ti. 1993). If rur'1 an unlinked hrp locus 
• 
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exists in P. ~ pv. synngae 61 , It Is not required for conferring the HR· phenotype to 
non-pathoge111c bacteria (Huang et al 1991 ). 
2 2 Regulation of hrp gene expression 
An Inle JStIng aspect of the hypersensitive reaction induced by p.,ytopathogenic 
bacteria In non-host plants 1s the so-w1lled "induction period" Treatment of 
inoculated plants with antibiotics, which specifically inhibit bacterial RMA and protein 
synthesis, during this period prevents the development of HR symptoms. In the 
following "latent period", no symptoms are v1s1ble yet, but the development thereof 
cannot be abolished by antibiotic treatment (Klement and Goodman 1967a, 1967b; 
Sequeira 1975, Klement 198~. Sasser 1982) Molecular studies since the early 
nineties demonstrated this to be the period necessary for the irreversible induction of 
hrp gene expression and the synthesis of hrp gene products (Goodman and 
Novacky 1994). These studies also revealod the following aspects of the reg1Jlation 
of hrp gene expret:sIon In P. s pv. synngae 61 : 
(a) Expression of the maJonty of P. s pv. synngae 61 hrp/hrm operons increases 
after 1noculat1on into a non-host plant This increase in t'lxpression takes place 
within the induction period of the HR (Xiao et al. 1992). In agreement with the 
findings of Yucel et al (1989), regulation of hrp gene expression during ar. 
incompatible reaction in plants was attributed to environmental factors, rather 
than to a plant effector, as suggested by Fellay et al (1991) and Rahme et al. 
(1992) for the regulation of hrp gene expression in P. s pv. phaseolicola. The 
possible role of plant signals in hrp gene regulation is still not yet clearly 
understood, as is indicated by later studies cf Wei et al (1992b) and Minardi 
(1995a) on the regulation of Erwinia amylovora hrp gene expression The 
possibility that the hrp genes of P. synngae pathovars and E smylovora are 
regulated via different mechanisms, has also been suggested by Xiao et al. 
(1992) 
(b) Cultivation of bacteria on m1nImal salt media (hm1ted in nitrogen sources and 
supplemented with selected carbon sources) results in enhanced expression 
("derepress1on") of hrp genes (and a reduction In the 1nduct1on period required 
' 
I 
J 
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to initiate the HR) Nutnt1onal regulation of hrp gene expression is also believed 
to take place ,n planta (Hutcheson et al 1989, Xiao et al 1992, He et al. 1993) 
(c) At least one operon in th,) P s pv synngae 61 hrplhrm cluster is repressed by • 
high osmolanty Although similar results were reported for the expression of 
P. s pv phasecl1cola hrp genes (Mindrinos et al. 1990), the significance of 
osmotic repression In the ,n planta sItuatIon 1s not yet clear (Xiao et al. 1992) 
(d) Some hrp gene products have been implicated in the regulation of the 
expression of other genes within the hrplhrm ~luster. Hrpl was shown to 
regulate the expression of hrmA, hrpH, hrpJ, hrpK, hrpU, hrpZ, as well as some 
avirulence genes A conserved sequence motif exhibiting Hrpl-dependent • 
promoter activity has been identified in the promoter regions of the 
abovementioned hrp genes, as well as in the .,,._ "l""')ter regions of t 
11wulence gene~ (Xiao and Hutcheson 1994) , t. ')"i,>w '"r of Hrpl is, in tum, 
regulated by HrpR and H, ,,..,, which were showi 1 ,u c;r ~c:f.c-a!!y activate the hrpL 
promoter. The regulatory sequences of hrpL re~nized by HrpR and HrpS are 
believed to be located in the hrpL-hrpJ intergenic region (Xiao et al. 1994, Xiao 
and Hutcheson 1994) . 
(e) hrp gene expression and avr gene expression seems to be mutually dependent. 
The exact nature of this relationship has, however not been elucidated yet 
(Schroth et al 1992, Hutcheson et al 1993, 1995, Xiao and Hutcheson 1994, 
Collmer et al 1995, Mansfield et al 1995). 
Similar results regarding the abovement,oned four aspects have been obtaini!Ki in 
studies on the regulation of hrp gene expression in P. s. pv. glycmea (Huynh et al 
1989), P s. pv pis, (Yucel at al 1989), P s pv phaseolicola (Lindgren at al 1986, 
Staskawicz et al 1988, Grimm and Panopoulos 1989, Grimm et al 1989, Mindnnos 
et al 1990, Rahme et al 1991, 1992), P s pv tomato (Salmeron and Staskawicz 
1~93, Shen and Keen 1993), P solanacearum (Arlat et al 1992, Genin et al. 1992, 
Gough et al. 1992) and E amylovora (Wei et al 1992b) 
• 
• 
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3. Harpin, .. : elicitor of hypersensitivity/path •jonicity 
3. 1 ldent1ficatton of hrpZ2 
An outline of the approach employed by He et al (1993) in the identification of the 
elicItor encoding gene (hrpZ2) of the P. s pv. syringae 61 hrplhrm cluster is given in 
Fig 3-2, to provide a framework for understanding the approaches followed in the 
present study. Expression and purification of the recombinant elicitor protein 
product, harpin_, is not included in this figure, as a very similar procedure was 
employed and will be described in detail IDter in this study. 
Two HR eliciting proteins of different sizes (32 kDa and 42 kOa respectively, as 
predicted from SOS-PAGE) were found to be expressed by plasmids pSYH1 and 
pSYH4 indicated in the figure. Further subcloning revealed the 32 kDa protein to be 
a truncated derivative (lacking the N-terminal 125 amino acids) of the 42 kDa 
protein. The 42 kDa protein was named harpin .... (to distinguish it from harpine. of 
E. amylovora, identified and characterized by Wei et al. 1992a) and proved to be the 
only HR elicitor encoded by the hrplhrm '1&ne cluster of P. s. pv. syringae 61 . A 
subclone of plasmid pSYH4, name!: pSYH10, containing the complete ORF of hrpZ2 
(1026 bp), encoding harpin_, was provided by He and co-workers for use in the 
present study. A partial restriction map of pSYH10, as well as the nucleotide 
sequence of hrpZ2 will be given in a later chapter. 
3.2. Characte,tstics 
' 
Harpin_ was shown to be a 341 amino acid, extracellular protein with an exact 
molecular mass of 34.7 kOa (deduced from the amino acid sequence of the protein 
and confirmed by mass spectroscopy of the purified protein) (He et al. 1993). The 
sa.i'\e authors reported that harpin,..: 
(a) is extremely sensitive to prvteases; 
(b) is heat-stable; 
(c) Is rich in glycine (13.5 %) and lacks cysteine and tyrosine; 
" 
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a E E l+--1 _.) Ag I l' I 4 I I , E E ►iBg 8 E ,,..___,_,~, ~-1..,1 .. LJ pHIR11 
hrmA hrpK hrpL hrpJ hrpU hrpH hrpZ hrpRS 
Partial digest with Sau3A 
pBlu6scnpt SK(· ) 
1 5-3 :: kb fragments 
E 
0 r ~~ I ---------~ ransform--------------- E cohOH5o 
♦ 
O Two hundred randomly 
chosen transfa<mar.'s 
C:raw 1,1 Terrific Broth with 1 mM IPTG 
♦ 
Har :est bacte11a by centrifugation 
♦ 
Incubate for 10 min in 50 mM glucoSff, 25 mM ·::is-HCI (pH 8 0), 10 mM EDTA 
Centrifuge end resuspend in Lme volume 1 O mM Tris-HCI 
(pH 8.0) containing 2 mg/ml lysozyme 
♦ 
HR test m tobacco leaves 
♦ 
HR positive phenotype exh1b1ted by two transformants 
+ 
....-
Plasmid isolation 
V V H E V V H 
J .J. 
pSYH1 pSYH4 
Subclcne l V H 
pSYH10 
Fig. 3-2. Schematic representation of the methodology followed by He et al. (1993) 
in the ident1ficat1on of hrpZ2 the gene encoding the harpin elic1tor of 
Pseudomonas synngae pv syringae 61 
Abbreviations for restridion enzyme sites· B &lmH I , Bg, BQill. E, EcoR1 , H, Htndlll, V, EcoRV 
. . ' . . . ' - ' .. ' . ' . ' 
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(d) appears to be highly hvdro;:ihilic and is a soluble, cytoplasmic protein when 
expressed in E colt; 
(e) contains no amino-terminal ~ignal peptide and is secreted in a hrpH-dependent 
manner; 
(f) contains two repeated sequences, GGGLGTP and QTGT in its carboxy-terminal 
148 amino acid portion (intact sequences of both repeats are necessary for 
elicitor activity); 
(g) shows similarity with a region of the E. amylovora harpin over a l'itretch of 22 
amino acids, of which eleven are identical in the two proteins (this homologous 
region is, however, not required for elicitor activity); 
(h) share no significant sequence similarity with any protein of known function and 
coes not contain any motifs of known biological significance; 
(i) is only tistected in the concsntrated extracellular fluids of bacterial cultures 
grown in minimal media, indicating that the exprttssion of this protein is under 
tight regulation and 
0) elicits the HR in plants (other than the normal hosts of P. s. pv. syringae 61 ), 
which results from an active response of the plant (involving de novo gene 
expression and protein synthesis, calcium flux across membranes and ATPase 
activity), rather than from a toxic effect. It. however, appears to be more effective 
in eliciting the HR when produced by living hrp· bacteria than when administered 
in its purified form. 
3. 3. Funct;on 
Despite being able to purify and characterize harpin""', He and co-workers were not 
able to ascertain the exact role of this protein In pathogenesis. Being both necessary 
and sufficient for HR elicitation, it was suggested to be responsible for releasing 
nutrients from the plant cells into the apoplast. On the role of harpinPM (and other 
harpins) in pathogenicity, they speculated further that, if harpin proved to be 
sufficient for pathogenicity, its Identity or quantity should determine whether the 
f • ., ' • 
• 'I "' 
.. ,... . 
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J 
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interaction between pathogen and plant leads to hypersensit1v1ty or disease 
development (He et al 1993) 
It was also argued that It is likely that other factors influence the InteractIon between 
harp1n and the plant cell This theory was based on the fact that animal pathogens, 
such as Yersm,a . secrete multiple virulenca proteins through their secretion 
pathways indicated to be homologous to the bactenal hrp pathway It was also 
suggested that other proteins secreted via the hrp pathway may have an effect on 
host specificity (He et al 1993) 
The key to a better understanding of the function of harpin.._ in pathogenictty is 
behaved to lie In the as yet unidentified harpin receptor (predicted by Gabnel and 
Rolfe 1990) and current research efforts concentrate on this aspect (A Collmer, 
personal communication) 
4. The HR test for pathogenlcltylellcltor activity 
4. 1. Histoncal aspects 
The first description of incompatible (hypersens1t1ve) reactions induced by 
phytopathogenic bacteria (Klement 1963) followed long after the first reports of 
hypersensitivity induced by phytopathogeni,. fungi (Ward 1902, Stakman 1915) and 
viruses (Holmes 1929) This was ascribed to the fact that the v1s1ble symptoms of 
bacterial-induced hypersensitivity are much less conspicuous in nature that those 
caused by fungi and viruses (Klement 1982) Despite the fact that as little as one 
bactenum can cause the death of one plant cell, the confluent necrosis typical of the 
incompatible interaction is only vIs1ble when 25 % or more of the plant cells in an 
affected region are killed (Tum~r and Novacky 1974) High numbers of incompatible 
bacteria (> 5 x 1011ml; KIement 1982, Lindgren and Panopoulos 1986, Grimm et al. 
1989, Fett and Jones 1995), much higher than those present in natural inocula 
(Ercolani 1973, Rudolph 1975), are thus roquired for the de1•elopment of a easily 
distinguishable HR The 1nject1on-1nf1ltrat1on method developed by Klement al"ld 
co-workers (Klement 1963, Klement et al 1964) provided the means to introduce 
sufficiently high 1nocula of 1ncompat1ble bacteria into plant tissues As the induction 
t 
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of the HR was show'i to be a unique cha~actenst,c of pathogenic bacteria, a practical 
test for pathogenicity was established in this way (Klement 1982). 
4 2 Practical cons,deraflons 
The HR test for pathogenic,ty normally involvas the infiltration of high levels (10' to 
1 o• cells/ml) of actively growing bacteria into the intracellular spaces of a leaf, using 
a hypodermic syringe (with er ·.v,thout a need!e) or spray infiltration (Sigee 1993). 
The In;ect1on method (first described by Klement, 1963) seems to be the more widely 
used This technique has also become the standard bioassay to test for elicitor 
act,v,ty in bacterial fractions and protein preparations (We, et al 1992a, He et al. 
1993, Hutcheson et al 1994) 
Theoretically, any organ of any plant which is a non-host or resistant host to the 
bacterium to be tested, can be used for this procedure. In practice, infiltrations are 
preferably do, ... ,to the leaves of tobacco, pepper, tomato, bean, soybean and 
Arab1dops1s thaltana These plants are easy to grow and maintain under glasshouse 
conditions, yield cle:r HR symptoms with the maiority of phytopathogenic bacteria 
and their fleshy leaves facilitates the infiltration procedure {Sigee 1993). 
A typical HR Is visually characterized by the appearance of a white, desiccated 
lesion over the e_nt;i! infiltrated area within 8-24 hours (Hutcheson et al 1989) 
However, a number of factors may influence the development of the HR, resulting in 
the appearance of less typical symptoms These include environmental factors (e.g. 
temperature, light and humidity), the age of the inoculated lee\f and th~ inoculum 
concentration (reviewed extensively in Klement 1982 and Sigee 1993). To avoid 
difficulties In the interpretation of HR test results, these variables should be kept as 
constant P.S possible Infiltrations with bacterial fractions or purified protein 
preparations seem to elicit a less pronounced HR than that obtained with living 
bacteria. Although water-soaking of the infiltrated region appears within 24 hours, 
desiccation is delayed and the resulting lesion is more brown :n colour (Wei et al. 
1992a, He et al. 1993, this study). Typical HR phenotypas obtained with living 
bacteria and bacterial fractions are compared in Fig. 3-3 . 
•• 
• 
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Fig. 3-3. Tobacco leaf showing typical HR phenotypes (48 hours after 1nf1ltrat1on) 
1: HR phenotype when > 108 cells/ml of living bacteriP (P s pv synngae NV) was 
1nf1ltrated, 2 ,nd 3: ~tR' phe11otyper. when infiltrations were done 0N1th ehcitor containing 
fractions of E col: DHSa (pSYH10), 4: HR phenotype when P s pv synngae NV w.:s 
nf1ltr&ted at a concentration < 108 cells/ml, 5· HR phenotype when a frac' ~·' of 
E col" DH5a (pSYH10) thJt contain no ehc1tor 1s Infiltrated, 6: HR p'ianotype after 
ini;ltrabon with MES buffer (10 mM, pH .., 5) 
lnf11trat1ons y., ere dl)ne as described in Materi11!s and Methods (see follow1rg chapter) A number or 
... hem1cals wue found to m,rn1c an HR' phenotype when inf11trate<1 above a Ger1a1n concentration (e g 
PMSt- > O 1 mM EDTA > 10 mM, NaCl> 0 5 M, NaN, > 0 1 % (m/v) 11nd some colture medie, such 
11s the minimal media descnbed 1n chapter 4) The observed effect depended on the nature and 
strength of the so•ullo11, som-3 m1rn1.;keo the typical ~ phenotype oDtained with whole bactena and 
others that ohta1ned with bacterial fractions 
' . . 
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4 3 The ,on,c exchange response (XRJ 
One of the molecular characteristics during the early stages of the HR Is the 
simultaneous influx of protons (W) into the plant cell (resulting in an increase in the 
extracellular pH) and the efflux of K· frur- th, cell (leading to an increase in the 
extracellular conduct1v1ty) (Atkinson et al 1965.:i, 1985b, Huang et al 1988) The use 
of this "ionic exchange response" (XR) as a test for pathogenic1ty/ehcitor activity, m 
conjunction with the use of suspensions of cultured tobacco cells, has yielded 
valuable ins1whts into the molecular basis of the HR (Atkinson et al 1985a, 1985b, 
1990, 1993, Atkinson and Baker 1987, 1989, Baker et al 1987, 1991, i 993, ~eppler 
et al 1989) However, the XR ,s log1sllcally much more complicated than the HR and 
was therefore not used as a routine test for ehcitor actIvIty In this study. 
5. Strategies followed In the current study 
Despite the evidence presented in this chapter that the hrp genes are conserved in 
phytopathogen1c pseudomonads and that homology exists between hrp 
genes/regions of these genes of different pathovars of Pseudomonas syringae, very 
little Is still known about the harpms produced by different pathovars For this reason 
it could not be accepted that the harpin producsd by the locally isolated nectarine 
pathogen, P s. pv syringae NV, would be homologous to harpin,_ of the wheat 
pathogen to such an extent that the latter could be employed successfully in a stone 
fruit tree screening programme for resistance to bacterial canker. An investigation 
into the production of a harpin elicitor by P. s pv synnaae NV was therefore 
deemed necessary by lnfru1tec 
With respect to the methodology to be used to this 0ffect, two options wsra 
considered The first was to follow the strategy employed by He et al (1993), 
outlined in Fig 3-2 (This approach was devised by We, et al (1992a) in the 
1solation of the first knov.n harpIn; that of the apple blight pathogen Erwinia 
amylovora ) A prerequisite to following this stratagy 11as, however, that the hrp 
cluster of P s. pv syringae NV had to bd identified and cloned 
Smee a subclone of the cloned hrp gene cluster, pSYH10 (containing the whole 
open reading frame of the hrpZ2 gene of P s pv synngae 61 ), was made available 
. \) . ~ 
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to us, an alternative strategy was decided upon. This would involve the 
transformc1t1on of E coll OHS« with pSYH10, followed by expression, isolation and 
purification of the recombinant harptn,... An anti-harpin,... antiserum, raised in rabbit 
agai,st tr,a pure protein, would subsequently be used for the identification and 
punficat11;m (using an affinity chromatography system) of a possible harp1n elicitor 
produced by P s pv synngae NV These experiments are described in the following 
ctvJpter 
The availability of the hrpZ2 gene also offered a simplified strategy for the location of 
the harpin encoding gene of P s. pv. syringae NV. The polymerase chain 
reaction-based amplification of a hrpZ2-ltke DNA fragment from the P. s. pv. 
synngae NV genome, using primers based on the hrpZ2 sequrJ1 ce, is described in 
chapter 5. Partial characten2.ation of this fragment and subsequent arguments for its 
identity as the harpin encoding gene of the nectarine pathogen harpin are also 
presented. 
• 
• 
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CHAPTER 4 
IDENTIFICATION OF A HARPIN ELICITOR PRODUCED BY 
• 
PSEUDOMONAS SYR/NGAEPV. SYRINGAEISOLATED FROM A 
NECTARINE TREE, USING ANTIBODIES AGAINST HARPIN,.. OF 
P. S. PV. SYRINGAE ST. ~IN 61 
Maryke Appel, -E; Luc,enne Mansvelt and Dirk U Bel/stedt 
Department of Biochemistry, Univ-,rs1ty of Stellenbosch, Stellenbt,sch 7602 and 
•Infru1tec, Private Bag X5013, Stellenbosch 7599, South Africa 
ABSTRACT 
39 
The production of a harpin ehc1tor by Pseudomonas syringae pv syringae, the 
causative agent of bach:trial canker of stone fruit trees, has been 1nvest1gated. Initial 
analyses of a South African strain (NV) thot was isolated from a nectarine tree, 
indicated that the bacterium produces an elicitor of the hypersensitive response (HR) 
in tobacco This elic1tor exhibited characteristics s1m1lar to those of harpin,_, the 
harpin e!1e1tor isolated previously from the wheat pathogen P s pv syringae 61 . A 
recombinant plasmid, pSYH10, containing the harp1n,... encoding hrpZ2 gene of P s. 
pv. syringse 61 (He et al. 1993) was used in this study to transform E. coli OH5a. 
The recombinant protein was subsequently expressed, purified end used to raise an 
• anti-harp1n,... antiserum in rabbit This antiserum was employed In Western blot 
analyses to identify a protein s1m1lar in size to harpin,.._ in all ehcitor active fractions 
and subfractions (obtained by ion exchange chromatography) of P. s. pv. 
syringae NV The antiserum was, however, not "pec·fic end sensitive enough to 
facilitate the purific&tion of this putative NV harpin ellc1tor from such fractions. 
INTRODUCTION 
Bacterial canker of stone fruit trees, caused by the pathogen Pseucomonas synngse 
pathovar syringae, has become one of the most destructive crop d!seeses in South 
Africa Losses to the deciduous fruit industry are estimated to exceed USS 10 million 
• 
• • 
·• 
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annually The seventy of the disease, as well as the failure of chemical control in this 
country, has been attributed to a combination of climatic and soil factors and 
horticultural prnctices. An effective future control stratogy will tIave to rely strongly 
on the breeding of resistant host trees (Hattingh et al. 1989) To assist in suet'. 
breeding programmes, investigations into the molecular basis of the host-pathogen 
interaction were initiated . 
• 
Phytopathogenic bacteria are capable of eliciting a hypersensitive response (HR) in 
higher plants The HR is characterized by a rapid, localized death of plant cells at 
the site of pathogenic invasion It is typical of incompatible host-pathogen 
interactions (i.e. betweon a pathogen and a non-host or resistant host plant), is 
associated with resistance against pathogens and is used routinely as a test for 
pathogenicity (reviewed in Klement 1982, Sigee 1993, Goodman and Novacky 
1994) 
The ability of P. syringae strains to elicit the HR in non-host plants and to be 
pathogenic on host plants was shown to be controlled by hrp (hypersensitive 
reaction/pathogenicity) genes (Niepold et al. 1985, Lindgren et al. 1986, Willis et al 
1991 ). These genes are clustered, and some appear to be widely conserved in 
Gram-negative bacterial plant pathogens that cause eventual necrosis in their hosts, 
such as a number of Pseudomonas, Xanthomona5 and E.rwinia species and 
pathovars (He et al 1993). The P. syringae molecule that actually elicits the HR, did 
howev9r, stay elusive until 1993, when it was identified and characterized by He and 
co-workers (He et al. 1993). P s. pv syrlngae 61 (a pathogen of wheat, also weakly 
pathogenic on bean, Atkinson and Baker 1987) was shown to produce a 
34. 7 k1lodalton (kOa) extracellular protein elicitor of the HR, which was named 
harpin.,_ This product of the hrpZ2 gene of P. s. pv. syrlngae 61 was also reported 
to be heat-stable, sensitive to proteastts, rich in glycine, produced only in apoplastic 
fluid-mimicking minimal media and secreted in a hrpH-dependent manner. The 
amino acid sequence of harpin,._ does not show similarity to that of any protein of 
known function. Although the exact function of harpin,... in the elicitation of 
hypersensitivity or disease development has not yet been established, it has been 
• shown to be necessary and sufficient for the HR• phenotype (He et al. 1993). 
• 
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Against this background, we decided to investigate the production of a harp111 1tl1<:1•,,, 
by P s pv synngae NV (a strain that was isolated locally from a nectarine tree). A 
subclone (pSYH10) of ttie cloned hrp gene cluster of P. s pv. synngae S1, 
con1a1n1ng the whole open reading frame (ORF) of the harp1n-encod1ng gene 
(hrpZ2), was made avail&ble for this study. It wa. therefore decided to attempt the 
identification and purif1cat,on (using an affinity chromatography system) of a possible 
harpin ehc1tor produced by P. s pv. synngae NV with the use of ant1bodie1 ron1ed 
t.1qainsl lhe recombinant harp1n,_ The success of this approach would depend on 
r , factors, namely (a) that a highly 1pec1f1c and aens1t1ve antiserum could be raised 
against harpin,_ and (b) that P. s pv. synngae NV produces an elic,tor shanr)Q a 
reasonable degree of homology with harpin,_ on the protein level. 
In this presentation, 1nit1al experunents on P. s pv. syringae NV, aimed at 
llStablishing the characteristics and cellular location of a possible harptn ellcitor 
produced by this bacterium, will be descnbed first. Thts will include chrcmatograph1c 
procedures employed in the partial purification of such a protein from elicitor active 
fractions of the native bacterium. The expression and purification of a recombinant 
harpin,_, encoded by the hrpZ2 ORF contained in pSYH10, and the production of 
anti-harpin,_ antisera will be described thereafter. The use of these anbsera for the 
identification, but not for the purification, of a putative harpin elie1tor of P. s. pv. 
syringse NV, will finally be presented. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Cultivation of P. • · pv. syrlno•• NV 
P. s pv. syringae NV (isolated from a nectorir.e tree. Roos and Hatt1ngh 1987a) was 
obtained from the lnfru1tec (Institute for Fruit Ter.hnology, Stellerbosch, outh 
Africa) culture collection The bacterium was ptatf'd out from treeler stocks on King's 
8-agar (King et al. 1954) 31'\d grown for 1~24 hniJrs at 21•c. It was subsequently 
used for the 1noculat1on of growth cultures (250 ml each) 1n nutrient-yeast 
extract-glycerol broth (NYGB; 0 5 % (w/v) peptone, 0.5 % (w,v) yeast extract, 2 % 
(v/v) glycerol) Cultures were made in duphcate and il"cubated with constant ,haking 
(225 rpm) at 21•c for 16-20 hours 
• 
• 
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For ,on exchange oxper,mems (s~e later), P. s pv synngee NV was also grown in 
two different mInimol mod1a. The first was tho minimal medium of Huynh et al (1989) 
(50 mM phosphate bliffer (pH 5 5), 7 6 mM (NH4)2SO4, 1.7 mM NaCl, 1.7 mM MgCl2) , 
tupplemented with 10 mM mann1tol and either 10 mM D-fructoue or 1 0 mM sucrose 
as carbon source M9 minimal medium (Maniatis et al 1989) (48 mM NaJHPO
4
, 
22 mM KH,PO,, 8 6 mM NaCl, 10 mM NH.Cl, pH 5 7), supplemented with 0-glucose, 
O-fructose or sucrose (2 % (wlv) respectively} as carbon source was also used for 
lhis purpose Incubation conditions were the same as described above. 
Determination of minimum lnoculum denelty neceaaary for HR ellcltatfon 
Tt•e m:n,mum Inoculum density (colony forming units por ml, cfu/ml) or P s pv. 
syr,ngsf'J NV ni,cessary to elicll the HR In tobacco was determined as follows. A f1n9 
suspension of P. ~ p11 synngse NV from a King', B-agar plate culture w•s :Tiede in 
dtsUlled water (9 ml). A dilution ,eries (10·1 to 10"') of thi1 suspension was prepared 
by five consecutive 1/10 d1lutiC'hl In d1st1lled water. Of each of the undiluted and 
diluted suspensions, 0.2 ml wa11, In11Itn:1tsd ,n duplicate tn tobacco ~!ants ac.r..i.::rding to 
the procedure that II described below. The same quantity was plated out on King's 
B..agar in duplicate and incubated at 2rc. HR phenotypes, es well as the number of 
single colonies on ea"-;;, plete. were recorded 2~ houra ia: r. Th-. inoculum der.aiiy 
(cfu/ml) of each dilution wws calculated, using average cfu valu • from dupli~!• 
plate counts. 
t1oh,~on of P. •· pv. •yrlng•• NV fractfon• 
~~ct.lnal cells were harvested from growth cultures t:,y centrifugation (20 n1'i, 11 
~ ~~-o x g), Thtt culture supemetant (CSN) was decanted and stored et ,t•C in ti •f• 
pre~nrA!' of 0.1 n1"' oMenylmothylsulfonylfluonde (PMSF) for furtt'ler treatment. 
The r'!cteriru i.'ellet (cellulcu fraction) was washed thrae times in 0.1 i\~ pt' •i•phata 
buffer (PH a '6; (11, ld resuspended In 0 04 volumes of 10 mM (2-N-mo11~t,.·,:1no)-
ethanesulfonlc acu•J (MES; pH 5 5), supplemented with 0.1 mM PMSF. 'il'i,, 
suspension was subsequently sonicated on Ice (Branson Model B-12 Cell Diarupt,,r 
with mlcrotip, 10 min at 50 % pulsed duty cycle) and centrifuged Immediately 
' 
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thereafter (27 200 x g for 15 m!n at 4°C) A small sample of the supernatant 
(sonicat1on supernatant, SSN) was withdrawn, passed through a 0 22 µm filter end 
stored at 4°C in the presence of 0 1 mM PMSF A sample (0 1 g) of the pellet 
(sonIcatIon pellet, SP) was resuspended in Cl.5 ml MES (10 mM, pH 5 5, 
supplemented with 0 1 mM PMSF) and stored at 4°C. The remainder of the 
supernatant was maintained at 1 oo•c for 10 min in a water bath and centrifuged 
(27 200 x g for 15 min ot 4°C). The total final supernatant (boiled aonication 
supernatant, bSSN) and 0.1 g of the final pellet (boiled pellet, bP) were treated and 
stored ~, described for the SSN and SP above. 
The cultura sllpernatant was filtered (through 0 45 µm and 0.22 ~lm filtert 
consecutively) to remove re11dual bacteria 11 was subsuquently concentrated 1 0 to 
50 fold by vacuum ultrafiltrat1on, using an Immersible CX-10 filter (MIiiipore). The 
resultant conCC\ntrated culture supernatant (cCSN) was stored at 4°C in the 
presence of 0 1 mM PMSF and NaNJ (0 1 % w/v). An aliquot of this preparation was 
maintained at 1 oo•c for 1 o min and centrifuged as descnbed before, to obtain the 
boiled concentrated culture supernatant (bcCSN). 
" Protein determination• 
The total protein content of bacterial fractions soludons were determined using the 
methOd descnbed by Bradford (1976). Tho rr thod was modified aligt.uy to allow the 
simullalieous determination of multiple mpl,,a Of each fin31 reaction (50 µI protein 
au,pansion incubated for 2-30 min with 2 5 rnl Bradford reagent), 200 µI were 
pipetted 1n duplicate into a flat-bottomed 00-·•~II m1crotIter plate and absorbances 
("-2o)1 read at 620 nm with a m1crotlter plate reader (Multiskan Plus, Tltertek) Bovine 
serum albumin {fraction V, Boehr,nger Mat-i1he1m, 1 mg/ml in 10 mM MES (pH 5.5) 
containing 0 1 mM PMSF), was used for the determination of a standard curve (A.io 
vs protein content, 1ensItMly range 0·1 mg/ml). Bacterial fraction, with total protein 
content exceeding 1 mg/ml were diluted In the same MES buffer for accurate 
. -----
'In the otlglnal protocol at>sorblnces of protein-dye comple,ces were me1SUred 1t 5115 nm (8111dford 
11170) Spectrophotometric determinations havt, however, shown the 1bsorblnce ma,clmum of th•• 
comple,ce1 to be ciose to 020 nm (results not shown) The standard 020 nm filter of the mk:rottter 
plate Nlder could the~•,,.. be used effectively In Brldford protelil determinations 
• • 
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determ,net,on The t :al protein content of each undiluted sample was calculated 
from standard curves by on-line computer. 
Detection of ellcltor a,;tlvlty by HR tHta In tobJcco 
The HR , henotypes of bacterial fractions were determined by infiltration into tobacco 
leaves. Tobacco plants (cullivar White Burley) of uniform heiuht (60-7U cm) w.,e 
used and 1nfiltrat1ons were usually done in the late afternoon. An aliquot (0.2 ml) of 
each sample was infiltrated into a separate leaf HC1Ion with a needlelea1 ayriiige. All 
1:if1ltration1 wore done In duplicate (1.1ing two different plants) and HR phenotypes 
were recorded 48 hours after infiltration. Al controls for cellular fractions and 
subfract1ons, the buffers in which , ... "'W fractions were maintained were infiltrated at 
their wort<ing concentrations. UnInoculated culture media were used as controls for 
culture aupematants. Samples of which the corresponding buffer or uninoculated 
medium elicited a HR-like reaction were d1alyzec overnight at 4•c 9g11inat 100-500 
v"lumes of MES (10 mM, pH 5.5, containing O 1 mM PMSF), after which the HR tnt 
was repeated 
SOS-PAGE of bacterial fractlona 
Protein profiles of bacterial fractions were compared by separation on IOdium 
dodecyl sulphate polyacrylamtde gel electrophore11s {SOS-PAGE) An aliquot of 
. . ' 
each sample to be analyzed was mixed with an equal volume of treatment buffer 
(0 125 M Tns-CI, 4 % {w/v) SOS, 20 % (v/v) glycerol, 10 % (v/v) 2-mercapto-«hanol, 
pH 6 8) and O 2 volumes of bromophenol blue (0 1 % (w/v) ,n a 1.5 rnM NaOH 
solution), and maIntaIned in a boihng water bath for 2 minutes. Electrophoreai1 wa 
carried out at 15 mA in a 7 cm x 8 cm x 1.5 mm reaolvi'lg gel (12 % T, 2.7 % c.,., 
0 .1 % SOS, pH 8.8), u11ng a Hoefer SE 200 MiQhty Small 111 Venical Gel 
Electrophoresis Unit. Eight- or ten-wall stackin~ gels (3 % T, 2.7 % C.,., 0.1 % SOS, 
pH 6 8) and a single tank buffer (25 mM Tria, 192 rnM glycine, 0 1 % SOS, pH 8.3) 
ware uHd in this syst""1 Rainbow 111 coloured protein molecular weight marl(ers 
(Amerlham) ware treated In the same manner as bacterial fractions for uM as 
• protein standards (14 3-220 l(Oa) • 
• 
• 
I 
' I 
• 
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Protein bands were v1suahzed after staining of the resolving gel (6 hours in 0.025 % 
(w/v} Coomass,e Blue R-250, 40 % (v/v) methanol}, followed by destaIning (6 hours 
in Oesta,n 1, 50 % (v/v) methanol, 19 % (v/v} acetic acid, and overnight ,n Oestain 2, 
7 % (v/v) acetic acid, 5 % (v/v) methanol) When results were required more rapidly, 
staining (2 hours} and desta1ning (2 hours in Oestain 1 and 4 hours in Oestain 2) 
were carried out at 37' C The molecular weight (M,) of protein bands of interest were 
calculated by comparison of their relattve mob1l1ties (R, values) with those of the 
prote n standards, plotted on a cahbrat1on curve (R, values vs !og M,). The R, value 
of • particular band was obtained !:>y d1v1s1on of ,ts mobthty (mm from top of resolving 
gel) by the corre ponding mobtltty of the dye front 
Separation of P. •· pv. •yrlngH NV fraction• by Ion exchange chromato-
graphy 
' Two factors were taken into con1Iderat1on In the choice of th " ic1tor active P. s pv. 
1ynngae NV frad,on to be used es starting materiel fo, further frediON1tion (i.e. 
part,al purification of the ehcdor protein) by ion exchange chromatography. These 
were the complexity of the protein profile and the elicitor content of the fraction The 
bSSN seemed to be the least complex of all ehett?r containing fradions and was 
thus used In 1n1ttal analy&4u However, according to He •t al. (1993), more than 50 % 
of harpin,,_ w11 aecreted into the culture supernatant. This fraction could be 
obtained more quickly and in larger quant1tIes than the bSSN, r ndertng it more 
suitable for repeated analyses Culture supematants were subsequently prepared 
from both NYGB and m,n,mal media growth cultures of P. s pv. synngae NV and 
sub1ected to resolution by ion exchange chromator~ept,y 
All separations were carried out on • OEAE-Sepharose CL-68 (weak anion 
exchanger, Pharmacia) column (length, 23 cm; internal diameter, 1.9 an, bed height, 
17,5 cm: bed volume, 50 cm'), at flow rates of 1-2 mllm,n Fractions were collected 
at five minute mtervals and their protein content monitored at 280 nm using a MSE 
Spectroplus detector. 
• 
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Separation of bSSN 
The P. s pv. synngae NV bSSN was dialyzed ,;~ern1ght at 4•c again~t 800 vclumas 
of starting buffer (25 mM Tns(hydroxymeth)~}-am1nomethane (Tns), ::-P 7.3, 
supplemented with 0.1 mM PMSF) It was subsequently ~esolved in this buffe.- 1·;.u 
A), using a linear sail gradient (0-1 M NaCl) for the elution of column-bound 
components. Tha complete salt gradient consisted of one bed volume of Tris A, 
followed by six bed volumes of Tns A and Tris 8 (mixed to form a linear gradient) 
and finally, two bed volumes of Tns 8 (Tns A plus 1 M NaCl) Individual peaks were 
identified from the chromatogram Their corresponding fractions were pooled and 
cor.centrated by vacuum ultrafiltrat1on for subsequent HR tasting and SOS-PAGE, 
using procedures as descnbed above 
A secondary separation was conducted on the pooled, concentrated fractions of 
peaks exhibiting eflc1tor act1v1ty. They were dialyzed against starting buffer (10 mM 
MES, pH 6 3, plus O 1 mM PMSF) as described above The salt gradient employed 
in this secondary separation consisted of one bed volume of the abovemf", .~ioned 
MES starting buffer (MES A), followed by six bed volumes of MES A and MES B 
(MES A plus 1 M NaCl), mixed to fom, a linear l e- ' radiant. The elution was 
concluded with two bed volumes of MES B. The fn -: :· :,n,, •~f each of the aecondary 
peaks were again pooled, concentrated by vacuu,., , ,ltrafiltration, tested for elicitor 
ad1v1ty and subjected to SOS-PAGE 
Sepsret,on of cCSN 
A similar salt gradient 1n MES buffer was used for the resolution of the cCSN 
obtained from P. s pv. synngae NV grown on NYGB. It differed from the 
abovement1oned prof1I only 1n the lftC0nd phase. A shallower salt gradient 
(0.25-1 M NaCl, form by mixing of 60 ml MES A and 150 ml MES B) was used for 
the elution of column-bound components in this instance. The sample was obtained 
in starting buffer conditions by five consecutive 1/10 dilutions with MES buffer A, 
each followed by concentration to the original sample volume. A substantial amount 
of inactive, yellow-coloured, low molecular weight medium components wer:-
excluded by means of this process. Peaks were identified, treated and anelyzed di 
described before. 
----------·- --------- --
• 
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A variety of salt gradients 1vere used in efforts to obtain better resolution of •tie 
NYGB cCSN or ehc,tor active peaks thereof. Different buffers (10 mM MES, pH €.3; 
10iTIM Tris, pH7.1, 25mM Tns, pH7.1 and 10mM phosphste, pH 63) were 
em.)loyed The length (s,x to nine bed volumes), form (linear, non-linear, continuous, 
01~cont1nuous and combinations thereof) and range of the salt gradient (0-0.1 M 
NaCl, 0-0 2 M NaCl and 0-1 M NaCl and combinations thereof) were also vaned. A 
numoer of these separations were also performed on culture supernatants from P. s. 
pv syni1gae NV grown on minimal media Full details of each separation will not be 
given her«-, but 'NIii be addreHed where results a e shown. 
Prep!lr~tlon ar ◄ transformation of competent E. coll 
Plasmid p.3VH10 (con,ci nmg the hrpZ2 ORF of P. s pv. synngae 61) was obtained 
from Alan Cc1lmer, CornE-11 Univer ity, Ithaca, New York Fro2en stocks of compet~nt 
cells of E. coh : train OHS« •, 1ere prepared and transformed according to the method 
jescribed by Ma1·1a:,s et at p gs9), using 1 ng of pSYH10 plasmid DNA per 50 µI 
aliquot of frozen com;:,etent ce:li. \S controls for lhit exp!9nmont, one ahquot of 
competent cells was transformed w;ti. 1 ng pBluesCT,pt SK(-) DNA (Stratagene, thts 
was the phagemid vector llSed to cc.; truct plasmid pSYH10) nd another aliquot 
with an equivalent volume p ~•I) of stenlo drslilleo wator. Transformed c;. lls went 
plated out on SOB-agar rM<iiYITI (2 % (w/ ·) tryptone, 0 5 % (w/v) yea~, extr6:ct, 
8 5 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCI, 10 nM MgCl1, 1.5 % (w/v) agar), suppl1m :-.t1ted with 
20 mM MgS04 and 40 µg/ml amp,cillin, and grown at 37•c for 1e hours Individual 
colonies were each transferred aseptically to 10 ml Luria-BertA.,! (L8) medium 
(1 % (w/v) tryptone, 0 .5 % (w/v) yeast extract, 0 .17 M NaCl) containing 40 µg/ml 
ampicilHn and grown overnight (16 hours) at 37•c 1n e shaking incubator (225 rpm) 
Freezer stocks of each of these overnight cultures (1 ml aliquots, containing a final 
concentration of 40 % (v/v) glycerol) were made and stored at -ao•c. r.1ones wern 
labelled alphabetically using the prefix pSYH10-. Clone pSYH10-a was used 1n all 
1Phagemld vectors are plasmids conta,ning an origin of replication derive .. from a filamentous 
bacteriophage (This allows cloned for.1n ONA segments to be obCalned In sl 1;ile-strandc<: fonn for 
~uencing purposes) The propagation and lsolahon of double-stranded ONA fro TI ortlgn segments 
cloned in such plasmids. as carried out In this study, proceed In the conventional v.1~ t.J1nlat11 « el. 
1989) No further d1stindlon will I erefore be made between plasmids and phagemkl 
• 
I \ 
• 
, 
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further manipulations Control clones (containing the unmodified pBluescript SK(-) 
vector} were labelled alphabetically using the rrefIx pBS-
Evaluatlon of successful transformants by restriction digest of Isolated 
plasmid DNA 
To verify tnat successful transformants contained the correct plasmids, overnight 
cultures were made of clone pSYH10-a and control clone pBS-a, as described above 
(± 1 O µI freezer stock ,n 1 O ml LB medium containing 40 µg/ml amp:cillin for each 
clone) llactenal cells (2 x 3 ml per l'..lone) were pelleted by centri,ugat,on and 
plasmid DNA extracted according to the m.:nufacturer's instructions, using a P:asmix 
M1niprep kit (Talent) The quantity and purity of isolated DNA (diluted 1/12) was 
assessed from absorbance readings at 260 nm (Ano) and 280 nm (Au.o), using a 
Beckmann OU 650 spectrophotometer witn mIrn (60 µI) cuveae Undiluted C' •A 
concentrations were ec:lculated usin, the following conversion factor: Ano = 1 = 
50 µg/ml double stranded DN~ (Manialt,s et el 1989) 
Restriction enzyme digestion of tho isolate:l plasmid DNA {1 µg from each clone) 
was c:?rr1ad ()1..11 by 1ncubat1on ..rith Hm<.1111 (Boot1nnger Mannheim, 10 units) in SuRE 
cut Buffer B (Uoehnngei Mannhei!Jl) ,, 37•c fo. 1 hour. Restriction digest reaction 
products, o well as aliquot~ of uncut isolated pla,mid ONA, were each mixed with 
O 2 volun,es nf gel I0,ding .. uffer (15 % Ficoll (Type 400, f-iharmacia), 0 25 % 
bromophenol bl:.i 0 2t % xylene cyanol FF) and separated on • 7 cm x 10 cm x 
5 mm 0 7~ ' a· .,, wel (SeaKem LE agarose. FMC) in 1 x TBE buffer (89 mM 
Tris, ~9 m. t 
Horizontal Ag .. 
1 ·id 2 mM ED"!'A, p~I 8 3) u11ng a H~ 33 Hoefer Minnie N 
bmarine electrophvresis unit Ethidium bromide (0.3'1 µg/ml) 
was :ncluded in the ge! for visualization of tha electrophoresi., res 'I under 
ultra-violet (UV) illumination. Fr£'gments generated by Pst1 digestion of ).-ONA 
(1 µg) we.-A used ,s molecular mass mar.<ers The estimated molecular mass (M,) in 
bale pairs (bp) of ONA fr11gmen.s of interest Wure calculated by comparison of their 
relative mobilities (R. values) with those of the ONA standards, plotted on a 
calibration curva (R. values vs log M,). 
• 
• I 
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Expression of recombinant harpin,11, Isolation and characterization of bacterial 
fractions 
Harpin"-', the ehcitor of P s pv synngae 61 , encoded by the 1026 bp hrpZ2 ORF 
contained in plasmid pSYH10, was expressed n ... sentially as described by He et al. 
(1993) An overnight culture of pSYH10-a was made in LB medium (containing 
40 11g/ml amp1cillin) as described before. Of this culture 5 ml was used for the 
inoculation of a growth culture in 250 ml Terrific Broth (Tartof and Hobbs 1987}, 
containing 1 mM isoµropyl-P-D-thlogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and 40 µg/ml 
ampicillin. The bacterium was subsequently grown at 30°C for 16-20 hours with 
constant shaking at 225 rpm. All cultures were made in duplicate and the protocol 
was carried out in parallel with the control clone pBS-a. 
Bacteria were harvested from grown cultures by centrifugation (20 min at 9 800 x g}, 
washed three times in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 6.-'), resuspended in 
0.04 volumes of 10 mM MES (pH 5.5, supplemented with 0.1 mM PMSF) and 
sonicated as described befc All cellular fractions (SSN, SP, bSSN and bP) were 
collected, treated and stored as described for isolation of P. s. pv. syringH NV 
fractions. Culture supernatants were not collected, as the recombinant bacterium 
does not possess the ability to export harpin.,.. out of the cell (He et al. 1993}. 
ProtP:n determinations, HR tests for elicitor activity and SOS-PAGE were conducted 
with a, quots of all four fractions of clone pSYH10-a and the control clone pBS-a, 
according to previc.usly described procedures. 
Purification of recombinant harpln,.. 
Two different approaches were followed to purify the harpin,._ protein to 
homogeneity from the partially purified, heat-treated bSSN fraction of pSYH10-a. 
Purification by non-denaturing PAGE 
The first approach involved the separation of the bSSN on vertical non-denaturing 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresi:. (ND-PAGE), followed by elution of the harpin,._ 
band from excised gel slices. Electrophoresis was carried out in a discontinuous 
. I 
• 
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system, using a Hoefer SE 600 Dual Cooled Vertical Slab Gel Electrophoresis Unit 
and different tank buffers (Upper tank buffer· 37 6 mM Tris, 40 mM glycine, pH 8.89; 
lower tank buffer 63 mM Tris, O 5 N HCI. pH 7 47) An aliquot of bSSN (4 ml; total 
protein content, 12 8 mg) w is mixed with O 1 volume of sucrose-dye solution 
(50 % (w/v) sucrose, 0 1 % (w/v) bromophenol blue In a 1 5 mM NaOH solution) and 
loaded In a single-well stacking gel (3 % T. 20 °.4 c.,.., pH 6 9) for separation in a 
14 cm x 16 cm x 1.5 mm resolving gel (12 °Al T, 5 % C*. pH 8 48) 
Upon completion of elec! Jphores1s, three strips (1 cm wide) were excised from the 
middle and two ends of the resolving gel. The position of the recombinant harpin,._ 
band was determined by fixation of these gel strips (1 hour in 12.5 % trichloroacetic 
acid, TCA), followed by staining (1 hour in O 25 °.4 Coomass1e Blue G-250) and 
destaining (2 hours in 7 % (v/v) acetic acid, 5 % (v/v) methanol). The horizontal 
section of the resolving gel(± 16 cm x 2 cm) containing the recombinant protein was 
subsequently cut out. chopped finely and lhe protein eluted, using a Biometra 
Elucon apparatus Elution was carried out for 48 hours at 20 mA in half-strength 
ND-PAGE upper tank buffer, supplemented with 0.1 mM PMSF The eluted protein 
was extracted in eleven aliquots (100 µI each) according to the manufacturer's 
instructions and pooled Toe total protein content wa.1 assayed by th Bradford 
method and the purified protein preparation was analyzed on SOS-PAGE as 
described previously. 
Purification by ProSieve agarose gel electrophoreSJs 
The ProSieve'"" Gel System (FMC) was used In the second approach to purify the 
recombinant harpin,._ According to the manufacturer, native proteins can be 
separated in this gel system. formulated frorn derivatized agaroses, in a manner 
similar to an 8-15 % gradient polyacrylamide gel. The system also provides for easy, 
non-electrophoretic recovery of specific protein bands from the gel. 
A vertical 16 cm x 14 cm x 1 5 mm ProSieve resolving gel with a single-well stacking 
gel was cast according to the manufacturer's instructions, using a Hoefer SE 600 
Dual Cooled Vertical Slab Gel Electrophoresis Unit. An aliquot of pSYH10-a bSSN 
(5 ml, total protein content, 12 mg) was mixed with sucrose-dye soluticn as 
described before and electrophoresed using a 1 O x Laemmli electrode buffer (0.25 M 
• 
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Tns. 1 92 M glycine, pH 8 3) as anodal buffer and a standard (1 x) Laemmli buffer as 
cathodal buffer {Laemmll 1970) 
Upon completion of electrophoresis, the position of the recombinant harpin,... band 
was determined as described for the previous purification experiment However, due 
to the different nature of the ProS,evt: gel, no TCA fixation was perfo,rned. Different 
staining (0 5 % (w/v) Coomassie Blue R-250 in 4 % methanol, 10 % acetic acid) and 
destain,ng (20 % methanol, 5 % acetic acid) solutions were also used The relevant 
gel section was subsequently cut out and the harpin,... protein recovered according 
to the manufacturer's instructions, using the abovement1oned ND-PAGE lower tank 
buffer (supplemented with O 1 mM PMSF) as eJttractIon buffer The protein content of 
the resulting protein suspension was assayed by the Bradford method and its purity 
analyzed on SOS-PAGE as describad before. The remainder was lyophilized and 
stored at 4•c 
Production of rabbit antl-harpln~ .. antlaera 
Polyclonal antisera was raised against the recombinant harpin .... using the method 
described by Bellstedt et al (1987) A solution of the lyophilized protein (40 µg/ml), 
as well as a fine suspension of lyophilized acid-treated Salmonella minnesota R595 
bacteria (so-called naked bacteria, NB; 2 mg/ml), was made in double distilled water. 
The two components were added in a mass ratio (protein : NB) of 1 : 5. The protein 
antigen was absorbed to the surface of naked bacteria (immune carrier) by drying of 
the mixture on a rotary evaporator and resuspension in phosphate buffered saline 
(PBS, pH 7 2) to a concentration of 40 µg protein/ 0.5 ml suspension. This 
protein-NB complex is stable at 4•c for up to two waeks. An antigen suspension was 
therefore prepared freshly every 14 days for the duration of the immunization 
schedule, using the same lyoph1lized ProSieve gel purified harpin ..... 
A rabbit was immunized by intravenous injection of the antigen suspension (0.5 ml) 
according to a fixed immunization schedule (on days 1, 4, 7, 11, 15, 18, 21, 25, 32, 
35 and 39), designed for maximal antibody production with this method. Small blood 
volumes were drawn on days 0 (before immunization; control serum), 11, 18, 25, 32 
and 39 and a final large volume on day 46. The blood was allowed to clot (1 hour at 
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3?9C), after which the antiserum was isolated by centrifugation (10 min &t 800 x g) 
and stored at -20°C 
• Western blot analyse• of E. coll DHSa (pSYlll10) and p_ •· pv. syrlngN NV 
protein fraction• using anti-harpln,... antlHra 
Western blot analyses were carried out essentially as described by Engelbrecht 
(1994) Pnor to immunoblott1ng, all samples were subjected to 12 % SOS..PAGE, as 
described before Protein profiles were subsequently transierred electrophoretlcally 
(16-20 hours at 120 mA} to a nitrocellulose membrane (0.45 µm, Schleicher and 
Schueli) in a buffer consIstIng or O 05 M Tris, 0.2 M glycine and 20 % (v/v} methanol 
(pH 8.3) The Western blot analysis was performed irf a multi-$tep procedure, all but 
the last step being carried ')Ut under constant agitation at 37°C. Firstly, the 
unoccupied area of the nitrocellulose membrane was blocked with casein buffer 
(154 mM NaCl, 0.5 % (w/v) casein, 10 mM Tns-CI, 0 02 % thiomersal, pH 7.6! for 
30 min. This was followod by incubation with the desired dilution (in casein buffer) of 
the primary antibody (rabbit ami~rpin,,_ antiserum) for 2 houri Exceu antibody 
was removed by five washes of 4 min each in PBS-Tween (0,15 M PBS, pH 7.2, 
supplemented with O 1 °.4 (v/v) Tween-20). The membrane was aubHquently 
incubated with sheep anti-rabbit antibodies (1/400 dilution in case n buffer) for 
90 min. After repettt,on of the washing step, the membrane was incubated wtth rabbit 
peroxidase-anti-pero)(idase complex (Sigma, diluted 1/5 000 in casein buffer) for 
90 min and washed again 
Specific protein bands were visualized as black/blue precipitates by addition of 
substrate solution (4-chloro-1-naphtol (18 mg) dissolved in cold methanol (6 ml), 
which was added to 30 ml PBS (pH 7.2) containing 9 µI of a 34 % H20 2 solution), 
The substrate reaction was terminated after 30 min at room temperature by washing 
the membrane three times witt, d1st1lled water Due to the light-sensitivity of substrate 
reaction products, membranes were blotted dry and stored in aluminium foil , 
Evaluation of antiserum speafictty and senstbvity 
The specificity and rnnsitivity (i e . levels of specific antibddies) of the anti-harpin,,_ 
antIsera was evaluated in the following experiments A constant qWlntity of 
• 
• 
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E. coli DHSo. (pSYH10) bSSN was electrophoresed in different lanes on a 12 % SOS 
gel, as described before Rainbow molecular weight niarkert were loaded in one or 
two other lanes, as required. The electrophoretic pattem of two lanes of the gel (one 
with bSSN and another w,th marker proteins) were v1sui:alized by Coomassie staining 
as described before After electro-transfer of the proteins in remaining lanet, tne 
nitrocellulose membrane was cut into strips, each corresponding to a lane of b$SN. 
A lane of Rainbow protein standards were included in one of these strips. 
Westem blot analysis was nArformed identically on all strips according to the abov~ 
procedure, except that a different dilution of the anti-harpin,_ antiserum (e.g. 1/100, 
1/500, 1/1 000 and 1/5 000) was used on each strip. The procedure was performed 
for antisera collected on days 18, 32 and 46 of the immunization schedule. These 
sera are indicative of the development of the immune response to the first (days 1, 4, 
7 and 11 ), second (days 18, 21 and 25) end third (days 32, 35 and 38) rounds of 
antigenic challenge respectively. A progressive increase in the sensitivity and 
specificity of the antiserum f01 its antigen is expected. In order to assist in the 
interpretation of results, aliquots of the lyophilized, recombinant ProSieve gel 
purified harpin.,_ used for the preparation of immunization complexes, were included 
in the Westem blot analysis of the day 32 antiserum. 
Westem blot analySJs of P. s. pv. syringae NV fractions 
The fractions analyzed in this experiment differed slightly from those obtained by the 
routine fractionation protocol described previously. An aliquot of the total P. s. pv. 
syringae NV sonicate (before centrifugation, thus containing all soluble and insoluble 
proteins) was run instead of the sonication pellet. The SSN (total soluble proteins) 
and bSSN (total heat-stable soluble proteins) were standard!:; prepared. Five fold 
concentrations of the bSSN were made by rotary evaporation and lyophilization 
respectively. The cCS~J was obtained and concentrated (10 fold and 30 fold) as 
descritied previously. Thv HR phenotype of each fraction was determined using the 
described procedure. 
These P. s. pv. syringae NV fractions were separated on 12 % SOS-PAGE in 
duplicate as described previously. Also inciuded in this separation were Rainbow 
protein standards and an aliquot of E. coli DHScl (pSYH10) bSSN, from which the 
• 
• 
• 
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recombinant harpm,.._ was punf,od for antibody production One of the SOS-PAGE 
g Is was subJected to Coomass,e staIn,ng and the other to electro-transfer end 
Westem blo natyi;Is A 1/500 dilution of the day 18 anti-harp,n,._ antiserum was 
used as pnmary antibody Aliquots of the P. s. pv. synngae NV cCSN (30 fold 
• concentrated} and the E.coli DH5a (pSYH10) bSSN were run on a separate gel and 
analyzed with a 1/500 d1lut1on of ti• day O (control) antiserum in order to Ident1fy 
bands resulting from the amphficat,on of non-t,.pee1fic antibody interactions. The 
estimated sizes of spec1f1c bands recognized by the antiHrum were determined from 
the Rainbow m ~•r cahbrat1on curve for the specific s paration aa described 
previously 
Western blot an tySJs of P. • pv ayringae NV fract,ons rest,lved by ,on exchange 
chromstogrep'w 
Subfract,ons of the P. s pv. synngae NV bSSN and cCSN, obtained by ,on exchange 
chromatography, as well as aliquots of unresolved bSSN and cCSN, were separated 
on 1 2 % SOS-PAGE and subjected to electro-:transfer and Westem blot analysis as 
deicnbed above Day 18 nti-harpin,,_ antiserum (1/500 dilut on) wu used as 
primary antibody solution The experiment was earned out in duplicate, ua ng a 
1/500 diluted day 18 rabbit anti-lysozyme antiserum (prepared in the same way as 
the anti harp1n,,.. ntiserum) es pnmary antibody. Thia antiserum was choaan for use 
as a control, as 11 would g,ve an ind1cat1on of "non-specific" antibody lnter8Qlons 
resulting from ntibody clones in the ant •harp n ntIserum that wore r sed ag nat 
anttgen,c determ nants on the immune earner (naked baderia) Thi would provide a 
better control than the day O anti•harp n,,.. antiserum used previously, for re sons 
that will be discussed later (IN Results of the evaluation of an•iaerum sp«Jficlty 
and 1ens1tiv ty) 
RESULTS 
Cultivation of P. s. pv. syrlngH NV on different madla 
Growth of P. s. pv. synngae NV proceeded much better on NYGB than on different 
minimal medi.1, as was to be expected The best growth on a Huynh minimal medium 
was obtained when mannItol and sucrose were added as carbon sources (57 % of 
, 
, I 
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growth M NYGB, on the basis of wet cell mass) However, when M9 medium was 
suppl mented with sucro e, only 33 % of growth on NYGB medium was achieved 
The following growth yields were obtained on other minimal media (expressed a % 
of the growth on NYGB, on the bas, of w t cell mass). Huynh medium 
suppl m nted with mann,tol and 0-fructon, 50 %; M9 medium supplemented with 
0-glucose, ◄ 1 % and M9 med,um supplemented with 0•fructose, ◄5 % 
Minimum P. •· pv. 1yrlng e NV lnoculatJon d nalty required for HR elicitation 
Th results of thtS expernnent ,e given in Table ◄-1 . Th HR was only elicited by 
•he undiluted t rt1ng au pension and a 1/10 d1lut1on thereof. An inoculation dens ty 
exceod1ng 8 5 x 1 O' cfu/ml is thus required for ehcitatIon of the HR in tobaoco by 
P . pv. aynng NV. Th I re ult corr sponded with the figure of> 5 x 10' cfu/ml, 
typically quoted as the requirement for HR induction ,n non•holt plants by 
p; ytopathogen1c bactena (Kl ment 1982, Lindgren and P nopouloa 1986, Grimm et 
I. 1989, Fett and Jones 1995). 
Table 4-1. 0 t rm,nation of the minimum Inoculation dens ty (cfwml) of 
P. s pv syringa NV required for HR elicitation n tobacco 
Number of cfu n 0 2 ml lnocut tlon den ty HR 
( verage of 2 pl t counts) (cfu/ml) 
10° NC• 8 5 X 10- ♦ 
10 1 Ne;• 8 5 X 101 ♦ 
102 NC• 8 5 X 10' 
104 NC• 8 S X 10' 
10-4 NC• 85x104 
104 1,7 X 1Q) 8 5 X 1Q) 
• Not count•~. The numbllr of colon .. , In O 2 ml of these dilutions were too many to count 
The lnoculauon dens1t1ea or such solutions were den,ud from calculatlonl, using the number 
of oounta~ coloniea In tug'ler dilutions and the approp11ate dUut10n factor. 
, I 
1 
• 
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Ellcltor activity and protein profllH of P. 1. pv. syrlngae NV fractions 
A number of important conclusions regarding the characteristics of the elicator 
produced by P. s pv. synngae NV grown on NYGB could be drawn !:om results of 
HR tests, which are gI11en In Table 4-2 All of these charactenst,cs were 1im1lar to 
those reported for harp n,... (He et al 1993) 
Table 4-2. Evidence regarding the characteristics of the P. s pv. synngae NV 
ehcitor denved from by HR PMOOlypes of bacterial fraction,. 
Bacterial HR Conclusion 
fraet on phlmotype 
~on cation supernatant + Elicator is water sotub:e 
($SN) 
Sonicat on pellet (SP) Ellcltor II water 10luble 
• 
Bo led son cat on + Elicltor ls he I-stable 
tupemat nt (bSSN) 
Boiled pell t (bP) Ehcitor ia heat-stable 
Culture upernatant El cltor Is produced In small quantit s 
(CSN) 
Concentr ted culture + Elicltor is produced extrac»llularty 
1uperna,ant (cCSN) 
Boiled concentrated + Elle.tor la heat stable 
culture supernatant 
(bcCSN) 
The other important characteristic reported for harpin,..., namely ,ts un11hvity to 
proteases (He et al 1993), was alao confirmed for the P. s pv. synngae NV ehcit.K 
by HR teat results When bacterial fra<..11ons were not stored at ••c in the presence 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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of PMSF, el,cilor activity was lost w1th1n a few hours. The working concentration of 
PMSF was lowered to O 1 mM (as used by Wei et al 1992a) throughc-•it this study, 
(compared to 1 mM used previously, He et al 1993) This seemed to be effective in 
preserving elic,tor act,v,ty, without causing HR-like symptoms on ,ts own, as was 
found for 1 mM solutions of th,s protease inhibitor. 
Protein profiles of the different P s pv. syringae NV fractions, as obtained by 12 % 
SOR-PAGE are shown in Fig 4-1 . Hoar treatment of the cCSN did not result in any 
significant changes to ,rs protein profile, therefore this step was omitted from the 
routine fractionation protocol 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
220-
97.4-
ee.o-
~o-
300-
215 -
14.3-
Fig. 4-1. Protein profiles of bacterial fractions from P. s. pv. syringae NV, as 
obtained by 12 % SOS-PAGE. 
Lane 1: Rainbow marfcer proteins standards, lane 2: SSN (29 µg), lane 3: SP, lane <t: 
bSSN (◄.8 µg), lane 5: bP, lane 8: cCSN (20 x concentrated, 58 µg), Ian. 7: bcCSN (57 µg). 
SOS-PAGE w•s carried out •s descnbe(I in M•tenats •nd MethOds. The tot•I •mount of protein 
IOllded In e•ch l•ne, detennlned wtlh the Brldford mtthOd, Is given In parenthesis. Protein 
concentrallons for pellet fractions could not bt detennlned •ccutately, as resu5penc1eci pellets did not 
form homogenous suspensions. The sizes (k01) of protein standards are given on lhe left. An aliquot 
of the CSN was not fnciuded In this experiment The protein concentration or this fraction was very 
row (0.21 mg/ml) end virtually no bands could bt seen on SOS-PAGE . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
i 
I 
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The HR test results did not provide any clues on the expected size of the P. s pv. 
synngae NV elic1tor Protein profiles of fractions shown to contain the elicitor (SSN, 
bSSN and cCSN) were compared In the hope of finding a band (or bands) of the 
same size occumng In all of these fractions (the possibility theit the elicltor could be 
modified during export from the cell was not excluded, but such moditications were 
reported by He et al (1993) not to take place during the export of harpin,._). 
Despite the fact that relatively few bands ~re present in the bSSN, no conclusive 
evidence could be obtained in this way Tnis was mainly attributed to the apparent 
!ability of the P. s. pv. syring11e NV elicitor and indicated that it was not being 
produced in I 1igh quant1tIes. 
Results obtained from cult1vot1on on minimal media 
The HR was induced by all concentrated culture aupernatants of P. s. pv. syringae 
NV grown on minimal media. However, each of the corresponding uninoculated 
control media produced the same reaction. Infiltration of cCSN preparations after 
dialysis yielded a negative result in every instance, leading to the conclusion that the 
tnitlal positive results were artefacts caused by components in the culture media. 
Protein concentrations ,n the cCSN preparations were also low (0-0.1 mg/ml) and 
virtually no bands could be seen on SOS-PAGE of these preparations (not shown). 
Reeolutlon of P. •· pv. •yrlng•• NV ellcltor active fractions by Ion exchange 
chromatography 
Resolution of bSSN 
The chromatogram representing the separation of the P s pv. syringae NV bSSN Is 
given in Fig. 4-2 A A total of seven peaks (P1-P7) were Identified. No proper 
resolution was, however, obtained between P4 and P5, and a degree of overlapping 
of these peaks occurred with P6. 
, 
• 
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Fig. 4-2 A. Resolution of the P. s. pv syringae NV b8SN by ion exchange 
chromatography. 
Chromatography was carried out H d8$Ctibed In Materials and Methods. The total protein ccntent of 
the bSSN loaded 011 the column, as detennlned by the Bradford method, was 2.3 mg. The salt 
gradient (Indicated In blue) Is expnissed In terms of the progressive addition of salt to the llartlng 
buffer (25 mM Tns, pH 7.3, supplemented with 0.1 mM PMSF) for the elution of column-bound 
components. Fractions were collected at five minute Intervals Fradlons corresponding to the pHks 
Indicated were pooled 'lor further analysis 
After concentration (20 to 25 fold), HR activity was only exhibited by P4, PS and P6. 
No conclusive evidence as to the ider.1:,y of the elicitor could, however, be obtained 
from the protein profiles of these peak,, .'Fig. 4-2 8). The profiles were very complex 
and similar to each other (due to poor reat.1 ,tion) and also to the unresolved bSSN. 
This led to the decision to perfc.,m st·r.,;1,dary separations under different 
chromatographic conditions. The fractior. , •~* · ' i and PS were pooled (P4&5) for this 
purpose, but P6 was kept separate. The a.:' .,. :'lry separation of P4&5, conducted 
at a lower pH (to achieve earlier elution of weakly anionic column-bound 
components), yielded two large peaks (Fig. 4-3 A). 
1 
\ 
I 
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M 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 u 
220-
974-
880-
46.0-
300-
21 .5-
14.3-
+ + + + 
Fig. 4-'- B. Protein profiles on 12 % SOS-PAGE of peaks obtained by ion exchange 
chromatography of the P. s pv. syrlngae NV bSSN. 
Lane M: Rainbow protein standards. Lanes 1-7 correspond with P1-P7 in Fig. 4-2 A. 
l•M U: unreserved bSSN (5.3 µg). • 
SOS-PAGE and protein determinations were carried out as described In Materials and Methods. The 
total protein content ln aliquots of concentrated peakS loaded on the gel were: P 1, 1. 0 µg; 
P2, 0.13 µg , P3, 0.25 µg; P4, 7.5 µg; PS, 5.4 µg; Pe, 2.6 µg; P7, 0.88 µg. The size (kDa) of protein 
standan:1s are given on the left. The HR phenotype of each protein preparation Is indicated at the 
bOttom or each lane. 
Subsequent analyses revealed only the weaker anionic one of t:1e two (01) to be HR 
positive. Protein profiles of 01 and 02, obtained by 12 % SOS-PAGE (Fig. 4-3 B) 
differed significantly. 01 exhibited a very complex protein composition. It was similar 
to the patterns observed for P4-P6 in the first separation, as well as with that of the 
unreso:ved bSSN. This corresponded with HR test results; yet no conclusive 
evidence on the identity of the P. s. pv. syringae NV elicitor was gained from these 
experiments. 
• 
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Fig. 4.3 A. Secondary separation of elicitor active peaks of the P. s. pv. syringae 
NVbSSN. • • 
Chromatograpny was carried out as descnbed In Materials and Methods. The salt gradient Ondicated 
In blue) Is expressed in terms of the progressive addition of NaCl to the starting buffer (10 mM MES, 
pH 8.3, supplemented with 0.1 mM PMSF) for the elution of column-bound components. Fractions 
were collected at five minute Intervals. Fractions corresponding to the peaks Indicated were pooled 
for further analysis. The shoulder of 01 (marked X) was not regarded as• significant peak. 
• 
Secondary resolution of PS of the bSSN was consistently unsuccessful. Two very 
small peaks were displayed on the chromatogram. Even after concentration of their 
respective fractions by more than 100 fold, the protein concentrations of these peaks 
were below the detectable level of the Bradford t,st, and no HR activity or bands on 
SDS-PAGE were detect~d (results n~t shc,-.rn) . 
• 
~ 
' 
J 
• 
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M 1 2 u 
+ + 
Fig. 4-3 8. Protein profiles on 12 % SOS-PAGE of peaks obtained by secondary ion 
exchange chromatography of P4&5 of the P. s. pv. syringae NV bSSN. 
Lane M: Rainbow protein standards. Lanes 1 and 2 correspond with 01 (11 µg) and 02 
(2 µg) in Fig. 4-3 A. Lane U: unresolved bSSN (3.2 µg). 
SOS-PAGE and protein detenninations were carried out as described in Materials and Methods. The 
size (kOa) of protein standards are given on the left. The HR phenotype of each protein prep11rat1on Is 
indicated at the bottom of each lane. 
Resolution of cCSN 
Fig. 4-4 A represents the best separation achieved for the cCSN of P. s. pv. 
syringae NV on Sepharose CL-6B, using a variety of chromatographic conditions. 
Six peaks were identified, of which three were badly resolved. Subsequent analyses 
(HR tests and SOS-PAGE, Fig. 4-4 B) provided the same results as before; the 
protein profiles of peaks showing elicitor activity were the most complex and could 
provide no additional evidence on the identity of the sought-after elicito.-. 
• 
• 
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Fig. 4-4 A. Separation by ion exchange chromatography of the cCSN of P. s. pv. 
syringae NV grown on NYGB medium. 
Chromatography was carried out as described in Materials and Methods. The total protein content of 
the cCSN loaded on the column was 2.2 mg. The salt gradient Ondicated in blue) is expressed in 
terms of tt,e progressive addition of NaCl to the starting buffer (10 mM MES, pH 6.3, supplemented 
with 0.1 mM PMSF) for the elution of co'i.1mn-bound components. Fractions were collected at five 
minute Intervals. Fractions corresponding to the peaks Indicated were pooled for further analysis. 
u 1 2 3 
+ + 
4 5 6 M 
+ 
97., 
66.0 
,460 
14.3 
Fig. 4-4 B. Protein profiles on 12 % SOS-PAGE of peaks obtained by ion Axchange 
chromatography of the P. s. pv. syringae NV cCSN . 
Lane U: unresolved bSSN (3.2 µg). Lanes 1 to 6 correspond with p1 to p6 In Fig. 4-4 A. 
Lane M: Rainbow protein standards. 
SOS-PAGE and protein determinations were carried out as described. The total protein content in the 
aliquot of each of the (20 fold concentrated) peaks loaded on the gel was: p1 , 4.6 µg ; P<, 1.2 µg; 
p3, 63 µg, p4, 29 µg; p5, 1.1 µg and p6, 0 1 pg, Sizes {kDa) of protein standards are given on the left. 
The HR phenotype of each protein preparaticn is indicated at the bottom of each lane. 
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HR testing of cCSN from P s pv synngae NV grown on m1ntmal media indicated the 
ellc11or to be absent or present only 1n very low concentrations The simplicity of the 
~OS-PAGE protein profiles of these preparations, however, rendered them suitable 
for partial pur1f ~lion of the elicitor protein by ion exchange chromatography. The 
result of Jne such a separation ,s shown in Fi~. 4-5. A good resolution of fi-ve peaks 
was obtained However, subsequent analysis (HR testing and SOS-PAGE) of 
concentrated peaks yielded no meaningful results No ehc1tor activity was detected 
end only one band of :t 46 kDa could be distinguished on SOS-PAGE This band 
was present 1n peaks 4 and 5 of the separation, as well es in the unresolved cCSN 
(resu!1s not shown). 
21,0 · 
1.0 
--I I I I 
i j 0.2 
0.0 • 
0.0 
400 Time (min) 0 
Fig 4-5. Separation by 10n exchange chromatography of the cCSN of P. s. pv. 
synngae NV grown on M9 minimal medi•Jm, supplemented with D-fructose. 
Chromatography was cam.id out as described in Materials and Methods A total amount or 0 e mg 
protton was~ on lhe COiumn. The elution profile consisted of one bed volume or ltartlng buff« 
(ME~, A; 10 mM MES, pH e.3, supplemented with 0 .1 mM PMSF) This was followed by a concave 
salt g'ldient formed by mbung of three bed volumes each of MES A and MES a, 2 (MES A• 0.2 M 
N.CI). T•~ I•~ COlumn-bOund component was eluted by changing to a diSconlinuous salt gradient 
through the apphcatlon of three bed volumes or MES B, 0 (MES A • 1 M NaCl). Fractions were 
collected at five minute In1ervaIs Fractions corresponding to the peaks indteated were pooled fOf 
further analysis 
• 
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This result (which was repeatedly obtained for all separdtions .:f minimal media 
culture supernatants) could be attributed to degradation of the apparently small 
quantity of alicitor protein prtssenl in the fraction during the concentration process. It 
nevertheless indicated that culture supematants of P. s pv syringae NV grown on 
m1n1mal media did not comprise suitable sources of eltcitor protein for purification 
purposes using the present methodology 
Plaamld laolatlon from aucceasful E. coll DH5a tranaformanta 
Results of minlprep plasmid isolatiO'ls from clone pSYH10-a and control clone pBS-a 
are given in Table 1-3 Ratios of A,./A,., > 1 8 indicated contamination with 
single-stranded DNA or RNA (Maniatis et Et/, 1989) This would, however, not poso 
any problems for subsequent DNA analyses 
Restriction digesfon of the isolated plasmid ONA with Hindlll was expected to yield 
one band (2958 bp) in the case of pBluescript and two bands (3414 and 918 bp 
respectively) in the -:ose of pSYH10, as illustrated in Fig. 4-6. 
This result was indeed obtained, as shown by agarose gel electrophoresis of 
digeation products (Fig. 4-7) The estimated ai.::es of bands obtained, calcuJated from 
the X-DNA/Pst1 digest calibration curve for this gel (not shown), were 3000 bp for 
pBluescript and 3500 and 900 bp respectively for the two fragments of pSYH10. 
Table 4-3. Results of mInIprep plasmid isolation 
Clone 
pSYH10-a 
pBS-a 
0 1561 
01094 
0.0639 
0 (1497 
• Pure ONA pre ,-rations have Y"'- of 1 8 
2.4415 
22006 
[DNA] 
(µg/µI) 
00937 
0.0656 
• 
. I 
• 
• 
.. . 
• 
• 
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Fig. ,.a. Plasmid maps illustrating some of the features of pBluescnpt SK(-) and 
pSYH10 (compiled from Short et al. 1988 and He et a/. 1993). 
The unmodified plasmid has only on• Hlndlll recognition site, at position 689. Rettrlction 
diQHtlon with this endonucleas• will aubsequenUy yield a linear DNA frag~nt of 2 9M' bp. 
A Seu3A/EcoRV fragment (1 400 bp) of the P. s. pv. synng•• 61 hrplhrmA gene cluster 
was cloned into p81ueseript as indicated (in fed) to fonn pSYH10 Since thls insert containi. 
a Hincllll recoonitlon site, digestion of the lltC()mblnant plasmid with u,;s enzyme will yield 
two fragments of 918 and 3414 bp respectively. 
" 
• 
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Fig. 4-7. Agarose gel electrophoresis of plasmid DNA isolated from clones 
pSYH10-a and pBS-a 
Lane 1: pBS-a (Hindlll digest, 1 WJ), lane 2: pSYH10-a (Hindlll digest, 1 µg), lane 3: 
molecular mass marker fragments (Pst1 digest of >.-ONA, 1 µg), lane 4: pBS-a (uncut, 
200 ng; 2958 bp), lane 5: pSYH10-a (uncut, -400 ng; ◄332 bp) 
Plasmid Isolation, restriction dlgests and electrophoresis were carried out as described In Matenall 
and Metl\Ods Siles (bp) or molecular marker fragments ere given on the right. The sizes of bands 
obtained from plasmid digestion are given on the ten. The estimated molecular mass Obtained from 
lhe M, calibratlon curve for this gel Is given first, with the lheorellcal value In paranthffls For both of 
the uncut plalffllids, the three typical topolsomenc fonns On order of lncntaslng mobility); the llntar 
duplex, nicked circle and closed circle (Ausubel et., 1995), can be distlngutahed. 
Transformation experimer.•-. were thus successful and clone pSYH10-a could be 
used for the expression of recombinant harpin,,_. Clone pBS-a constituted the 
necessary control for protein expression experiments, as tl would yield profiles 
identical to that uT pSYH 10-a, with the exception of proteins expressed as a result of 
the introduction of the P. s pv syringae 61 hrpZ2 containing fragment into the 
phagernid voctor. 
" 
• 
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Protein profiles and elicitor activity of E. coli fractions 
Protein profiles obtained by SOS-PAGE of the four fractions from clone pSYH10-a 
and control clone pBS-a are given in Fig 4-8 Lanes containing SSN, SP and bP 
fractions were somewhat overloaded and thus not very informative. A clear 
difference could, however, be noticed between the bSSN fractions of pSYH10-a and 
the control The former bacterium produced an "extra" protein of between 30 and 
46 kDa in size (according to protein standards} 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
220 
87.41 
ee.o 
4$.0 
HkDa 
30.0 
21 .5 
14 3 
A B 
Fig. 4-8. Protein profiles of bacterial fractions from recombinant E. coli OHSa. clones 
A. pSYH10-a and B. pBS-a, as obtained by 12 % SOS-PAGE. 
Lane 1: SSN, lane 2: SP, lane 3: bSSN, lane 4: bP, lane 5: Rainbow protein standards. 
SOS-PAGE was carried out as descnbed In Materials and Methods. The total amount or protein 
loaded in each lane, detennined by the Bradforo method, was: p~YH10-a $SN, 230 mg; pSYH10-a 
bSSN. 14 mg; pBS-• SSN, 23 mo and pas.a bSSN, 8 rng. Protein c-.c.11::antretlons for pellet fractions 
could not be determined accurately, as resuspended pellets did nn! lt:in, homorflnous $1.lSpenslons. 
The sizes (kOa) of protein , ndards are given on the right 
Iii 
• 
' 
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Using the callbrat1on curve for this part1c.ular gel (Fig 4-9), the molecular W6 • •,t "' 
this band was calculated to be 38 kDa In the original study, the sIzE' of harpin111 • 
reported to be 34 7 kOa, as determined by sequence analysis and confim1 .. 
mass spectrometry. However, the s;,e of the protein, estimated by 12 % SOS-PAGE, 
was 42 kDa This led the authors to beileve that the protein migrates abnormally in 
SOS gels (He et al 1993) The intensity of our 38 kDa band, relative to others in the 
same fraction, was typical of over-expressed, recombinant proteins It was therefore 
concluded that this band constituted the recombinant harp1n.,.., despite the fact that 
its apparent molecular weight differed from the original report This difference could 
poas1bly be attributed to the use of different protein standards in the two studies 
1.00 .-------------------------.... 
0.80 
I o.ao 
ii 
' 0.431---"-·---0.40 
0.20 
0.00 ~--__._ ___________ .__ __ _,._ __ ___, 
4.00 4.25 4.50 4.57 4.75 S.00 S.2S s.eo 
log Mr 
Fig. 4-9. Rainbow marker calibration curve for the determination of molecular weight 
of proteins separated by 12 % SOS-PAGE 
SOS-PAGE was carried out as described In Materials and Methods. The R, value of • spedfle band ts 
expressed as the mobility of the band (mm) divided by the mobility of front (mm). The non-linear 
relationship between the electrophoretlc mobility and IOg M, obtained for Rainbow marilers Is the 
result of dlfferontlal colour-derivltazallon of the respective proteins. Since the form of this curve Is not 
described by any regular function, the log M, or the putative recombinant harpln,.. was read from the 
curvo using a grid with a resolution of O 01 unit$ on both the x- and the Y· axes . 
• 
. I 
• 
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Results of HR tests (shown 1n Fig 4-10) confirmed the 1dent1ty of the 38 kDa band . 
Ehc11or acttv,ty was exh1b1ted only by fractions uf clone pSYH10-a containing this 
band 1SSN and bSSN) This agreed with previously published characteristics of 
harp,n..._, namely ,ts extracellular locatton and heat-stabll,ty (He et al. 1993) No 
eltc1tor act1v1ty was recorded for any of the fractions of the control clone. The 
partially purified bSSN of pSYH10-a was subsequently selected as starting material 
from which harptn.,_ was to be purified to homogeneity for antibody production 
I 
Fig. 4-10. Tobacco leaf showing the HR phenotypes (elic1tor acitivity) of recombi-
nant E. coll OHSa fractions 
Panels 1 ◄ were respectively Inf1ltrated with the SSN, SP. bSSN and bP fractions of the 
control clone pBS-a and panels 5-8 with the corresponding fractions of clone pSYH10..a. 
Panel 9 was infiltrated Wtlh 10 mM MES (pH 5 5), supplemented with 0.1 mM PMSF. 
Panel 10 was infiltrated with a suspension (~ 10' cell~ ml) of E. coli DHSa.(pSYH10) in 
sterile distilled water 
HR tests were conducted as describt.d In Materials and Methods. The photograph was taken ◄8 hours 
after infiltration. Duphcate Infiltrations. done In a similar fashion on a different plant, yielded Identical 
• , results. The absence of symptoms in panel 10 confirms that E co/idoos not have the ability to export 
the recombinant harp1n,,., after production 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Purification of recombinant harpin,. .. 
Punficat,on by non-denatun·ng PAGE 
Fig 4-11 shows the result of 12 % SOS-PAGE of the harp1nPu preparation obt111ined 
by ND-PAGE and electro--elution Different quantities of protein were loaded on tt;e 
gel to assess whether the sample was indeed homogeneous. A band corresponding 
in size to the 38 kDa band in the pSYH10-a bSSN was detected in all lanes. 
However, in lanes containing larger quantities of protein, a second smaller band of 
lower intensity could also be seen According to the molecular weight calibration 
curve for this gel (not shown), the size of the smaller band was calculated to be 
14 kOa The harp1n.._. preparation obtained by this method was therefore not 
homogeneous 
1 2 3 4 5 
Fig. 4•11. 50S-P\GE of harpin,... purified by non-denaturing PAGE and electro-
elution. 
Lane 1: HarpinPM (4.5 µg), lane 2: Rainbow molecular weight markers, lane 3: Harpin"-
(1 .5 µg), lane 4: Harpin,,.. (0.38 µg}, lane 5: p$YH10-a bSSN (29 µg). 
The purification protocol was carried out as dascnbed In Materials and MethOds. The total amount or 
protein loaded In each lane, determined by the Br11dford method, Is given In parenthesis. The sizes 
(kDa) of protein standards are given on the left 
' 
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Another apparent disadvantage of this method was the low yield of specific protein. 
The total quantity of eluted protein arnounted to 0.47 mg, or 3. 7 % of the total protein 
content in the bSSN loaded on the ND-PAGE gel. Although the expression efficiency 
of the recombinant protein in this system could not be quantified, a visual 
assessment of SOS-PAGE protein profiles suggested the percentage of recombinant 
protein in 'he partially heat-purified bSSN to be higher than 4 %. 
Purification by ProSieve agsrose gel electrophoresis 
SOS-PAGE (12 %) of ProSieve agarose gel purified harpin,.._ (Fig. 4-12) showed a 
single band in both lanes where different quantities of the preparation were loaded. 
It corresponded in size to the 38 kDa band in the pSYH10--a bSSN. The harpin"-
preparation obtained by this method therefore appeared to be homogeneous, 
rendering this purification protocol more efficient than the former. 
220-
97.4-
86.0-
48.0-
1 2 3 4 
Fig. 4-,12. SOS -PAGE of harpin,... purified from a ProSieve agarose gel. 
UM 1· ~11int>1,w molecular weight mar1<:ers, lane 2: HarpinPu (1 .7 µg), lane 3: pSYH10-a 
bSSN (36 ~1g), IAne 4: HarplnPM (0.85 µ(i). 
The purification protocol was carried out as described in Mahrials and Methods The total amount of 
protein loaded in each lane, determined by the Bradforr 'Tle'hll1, i~ ,n Ir oarenthesis. Tho sizes 
(kOa) or protein standards are given on the left. 
• I 
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The yield of harp,n,.,. by lh,s meJhOd •mounted lo 7.1 mg, o, 58 % of the Iota/ Protein 
con1en1 of the bSSN loaded on /he P,os,eve gel TNs figu,e seemed to be too high, 
bu1 was def,n,tely close, lo the true pereentage of recomb,nant Protein in the bSSN 
than obtained with the ND-PAGE method 
Weatem blot analyaea using ~ ·..,bit •nti-harpln,._
1 
antlaere 
Evaluation of antiserum SP6Cific1ty and senSiflVity 
Results of an avaluehon of the SPoclficity end tensit,v,ty of the day 18 anU-harp,n,., 
ant,serum is g,ven ,n Fig 4-13 A A band, corre,P0nd,ng in s,ze to the 38 kDa band 
,n the E. COb DHSa (PSYH10) bSSN, was '-Cognized at al/ bot /he 115000 antiserum 
dilullons used (this d1lut1c.n was not included in the figure) 
A 
M M 
B 
-220 
-97.4 
-ee.o 
-.ceo 
-300 
-215 
-143 
1/100 1/500 1/1000 
Fig. 4-13. Evaluation of lhe speclficlly and sansu,vi1y of day 18 rabbit an/i-ha,p;n.., 
anli!erum by A. Western blot analysis of£ COit DHSa (pSYH10) bSSN 
and B. corresponding Coomass,e staining of the SOS-PAGE result 
SOS.PAGE °"" lrnrnunoblotllog - Pl~Ooned •• de"°"" In ... , ..... ond Me/hod,. A oon,tant 
•mount Rota/ P<oteln OOnlen/, .... ) or E. COi, OHS. (J>SYHIO) bSSN WU ,_ " ..... , .... ex..,. 
lo, /hose conto~mg Rainbow m01ecu,., .,.., marl,o, .,.,.,,. (M). The d,/~""1 o< /he ""m•,y 
ontlboc1Y (an11-,,.rp;,,_ am,serurn) used '1 ••di '""•nee • lndicaled a1 the botlOrn or lhe ......,,,. 
nltroceuuiose strips The slzes (kOa) of protein standan:!s are given on the right 
I 
, I 
• 
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Comparison with the section of the SOS-PAGE gel that was stained (Fig 4-13 B), as 
well as calculation of the estimated molecular mass of this re&gmzed band from the 
calibration curve for the gel (not shown), confirmed It to be the recombinant harpin,._. 
The antigen used for antibody production was thus recognized by the day 18 
anttserum "fhe faintness of the recognized band at a 1/1000 dilution, and the 
presence of a number bands resulting from non-specific antibody interactions at a 
1/100 dilution, wttre typical for a polyclonal antiserum derived ear!y in the immune 
response 
Repot1t1ons of this experiment with anttsera collected on days 32 and 46 did, 
however, not demonstrate the destred improvement in spec,fil-:ity and sensitivity to 
the antigen Harpin,._ was still recognized by the day 32 antiserum in the bSSN of 
E colt DHSa ,1:>SYH10) bSSN (Fig. 4-14 A). However, a huge incre,1se in the number 
of bands resulting from non-spec1fic recognition was noted for tiiis serum. This 
merkei:I a decrease In the specificity of the antiserum The ser'lsltivlty of the 
antiserum for its antigen did also not improve, as the intensity of the harpin band 
recognized by 1/500 and 1/1000 dilutions of the day 32 1erum did n,,t increase 
significantly compared to the result obtained with the same dilutions of day 18 serum 
(compare Figs 4-13 A and 4-14 A) 
The situation w&1 even worse with the day 46 antiserum. At serum dilutions of 
1/2000 and 1/1000, the harp1n,._ band In the bSSN of ! . !:Jt1 DHSa (pSYH10) was 
not recognized at all (Fig. 4-14 B) Concurrently, the intensity of larger (t 66-90 itOa) 
and smaller (t 14-23 k::>a) bands, previously attributed to "non-specific antibndy 
interactions" with the components of this sample, increased even more than was tne 
case in the recognition of the!e bands by day 18 and 32 sera (compare Figs. 4-1~,. 
4-14 A and 4-14 B). 
The most probable c.ause for this de,eriorabon in the immune response to harpin...,. 
was suggested from the banding pattem in lane 2 on the blots in Fig. 4-14 A. The 
lyophilized, ProSieve Rel purified recombinant harpin,._ used for preparation of the 
antigen suspension w&s electrophoresed here. From the multiple, low molecular 
mass bands recognized with the day 32 antiserum, it wes,evident that serious 
degradation of the protein occurred during storage. Elettrophoresis was performed 
• 
• 
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A B 
1 2 2 1 
220-
1174-
tl80-
-1174 
460-
-tl80 
-460 
300- -311tDa 
-300 
215-
14 3-
-215 
-143 
1/500 1/1000 1/500 1/1000 
Fig. 4-14. Evaluation ot the specificity and sensit1v1ty of A. day 32 and a . day 46 
rabbit anti-harpin_.. antisera 
A. Lane 1: E col, 0H5a (pSYH10) bSSN (29 µg) and lane 2: Lyophiltzed recombinant 
harp,n""-, punfled from ProSieve gel (27 µg). 
B. E. co/; DH5a (pSYH10) bSSN (2◄ µg) WIS loaded Ill Heh of the two lanes 
SOS-PAGE and lmmunoblotting Mf9 performed as dacnbed In Matartala and Methoda. The MNm 
dllutton uwJ ls Indicated at the bottom or the respective membrane strips Rainbow Pft)teln ltandafds 
we,- included in ail gels Unfortunately, the cofo..,red bands faded to lnvislbtllty. The llz• (kOa) of 
protein standards are the,-fore nr>ted accurately In positions corresponding to rnobllity of each 
standard in the part,cutar get Coomassle staining of SOS.PAGE results are not shown. 
less than a week after preparation of the harpin,_-NB complex to be Jsed in the 
second round of immunization Both the second and third rounds of immunization 
were thus performed with degraded antigen instead of the original, intact protein 
Harpin.._ degradation would result 1n (a} adsorption of shorter polypeptides to the 
surface of NB and/or (b) the exposure of more antigenic regions on the surface of 
the immune earner than would be the case in the . esence of intact antigen. Both of 
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these scenarios would result in preferred amphf1cat1on of "non-specific" flntibody 
c:lones 1n the polyclonal antisera produced dun:,g the developmont oi the immune 
response. Non-spec1f1c antibodies against harpin,._ 0b:;•adatior. products would 
consequently recognize lowgr molecular mass b'mds. Non-spec1f1c antibody clones 
against NB antigenic determinants could react with a number of bacterial proteins, 
as E. col, and Salmonella mmnesota are both Gram-negativa bacteria, sharing a 
'lumber of common cell wall components (Bellstedt 1988) The increased specificity 
of day 32 and 46 ant,sera for protain components larger and smaller than harpin,._ 
can thus be explained satisfactorily against this background 
From th'3 abovementioned results it was concluded that the best specificity-
sr ,s1llvity combination was displayed by the d-.y 18 anti-harpin.._ antiserum. This 
serum was, however, not suitable for use in a purification protocol for the P. s. pv. 
synngse NV ehc,tor based on specific antigen-antibody binding. It could, 
nevertheless, be used In attempts to pinpoint th9 position of the P. s pv. syringae 
NV ehc,tor in the protein profiles of elicitor active bacterial fractions, from which 
important information (e g. the size of this protein) could p:>ss1bly bA gained 
Western blot analysis of P. s. pv. S¥ringae NV fractions 
The result of Western blot analysis of P. s pv. synngae NV trac;t1ons with the day 18 
ant1-harpin,._ antiserum is shown in Fig. 4-15 A Numerous "non- pecific" bands 
were obtained, especially in fractions with a high total protein content and complex 
protein profiles A duphcate analysis on aliquots cf the bSSN of 
f:. cci// OHSa (pSYH10) and P. s. pv. synngae NV, using the control (day 0) 
antiserum showed that the occurrence of non-specific bands was limited to high 
(> 70 kOa) and low (< 25 kDa) molecular mass regions (Fig. 4-15 8). The inter-
med1,lla mass range (31.., 45 kDa), In which harpin,_ was situated, and whert\ the 
elusive P. s ov. sy .. n,,r. .. NV was believed to be found, seemed to be free of 
non-spec-:fie band recognit1cn 
This enabled the identitlciil ,on of a band, slightly larger than the reccmb1nant 
horp1n,._ 1n the E coli OHSa (pSYH10) bSSN, in all P. s. pv. syringae NV fractions. 
Its intensity in a specific frnction was d,pendent on the protein content of the fraction 
aliquot loaded on the gel, but also incrttased when fractions were concentrated by 
• I 
JII 
I 
• 
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143-
220-
914-
680-
460 -
300-
215-
14 3-
98 7 65 43 21 
a b 8 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Fig. 4-15. Western blot analysis of A. P. s pv. syringae NV fractions, using day 18 
anti-harpin,.._ antiserum and B. the bSSN of E coli DHSa (pSYH10) and 
cCSN of P. s pv. synngae NV, using day 0 ant1-harp1n,.._ antiserum 
Coomassie staining of the corresponding SOS-PAGE result of A. is given 
inc. 
A. Lane 1: Total cell son1cate (NO), lane 2: SSN (32 µg), lane 3: bSSN (3 8 µg), l111tt 4: 
bSSN (concentrated by rotor evaporation, 12 µg), lane 5: bSSN (concentrated by 
lyoph11izat1on, 19 µg), lane 6: Rainbow protein standards, lane 7: cCSN (10 fold 
concentrat"d, 4 ,◄ µg), lane 8: cCSN (30 fold concentrated, 16 µg), lane 9: 
E co// DHSu (pSYH10) bSSN ( 17 µ~) 
B. ~.ane 1 : P. s, pv. synnga. NV cCSN (17 µu) and lane b: E col, DHSa (pSYH10) bSSN (18 µg), 
C Lane , Jmbers and protein concentrations are the same as In A. 
SOS-PAGE and 1mmunoblo111ng were performed as descobed The respective anttsera were both 
used at a dilulton of 11500 The gels uSed for immunoblo111ng and Coomassle staining were ldenllcal, 
•vtth tht1 exception thot the total P s pv synngae NV cell sonicate was om11teo in the latter The total 
amoun: of protein IOflded in each lane 1s given In parentheS1s, This value could not be determined for 
''le total cell •on,c.ite, due to the turbidity of the sample The sizes (kDa) cf protein standards are 
g,vrn on the left The putallve NV ehc1tor band is Indicated by the arrow on the nght 
. . . . 
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heat-treatment (bo11tng of SSN to obtain bSSN, five fold concentration of bSSN by 
rotary evaporation) All of the P s pv synngae NV fraction~ exh1b1ted elic1tor act1v1ty 
in tobacco plants (result not shown) From these results 1t was concluded that the 
"harpin'--like" band produc-ed by P s pv syringae NV constitutes the sought-after 
harp1n olic1tor ot this pathogen Tre estimated size of this putative NV elicitor, was 
calculated to be 39 kOa 
Despite the fact that a putative NV harpin had been identified, protein profiles 
visualized by Coomass1e sta1n1ng of the SDS·PAGE result (Fig. 4-15 C), were too 
complex and the quantity of the particular band too small to allow purification by the 
exc:sion of the re:evant f1el section and electro-elution. Finer resolution of elici!or 
• 
active P. s pv synngae NV fractions was consequently attempted by ion exchange 
chromatography. 
Western blot snalys1~ of e/ic,tor active P. s pv synngae '\IV fract,.--•~. ;olved by ion 
exchange chromatography 
The result of Western blot analysis of subtractions of the P. s r v. synngae ~V bSSN 
and cCSN, obtained by ion exchange chromatography, is given 1n Fig. 4-16 A 
The two peaks (01 and 02) obtained after the secondary separation of the elicitor 
active P4&5 of the bSSN, as well es all of the peaks (p1 -p6) obtained from the 
re~olution of the cCSN were analyzed A 1/500 dilution of the day 18 anti-harpin.,_ 
antiserum were used in both cases Coomassie staining of the SOS-PAGE protein 
profiles of these samples were given earlier (Fig. 4-3 Band 4-4 B) 
A band, corresponding in size to harp1n,... and to the putative NV ellc1tor was 
detected in all elic1tor active subfractions of the P. s pv. syringae NV bSSN and 
cCfN. This band did not appear in any of the subfractions displaying a negative HR 
result It also did not appear in any lane of the "control" blot (Fig, 4-16 B), which was 
obtained thruugh the use of day 18 ( 1 /500 diluted) anti-lysozyi'Tle antibodies It was 
therefore concluded that this band represented the s.Jme putative P. s. pv synngse 
NV eltcitor identified previously (see Fig. 4-15) Photographs of blots were. 
unfortunately taken a few months after these experiments were conducted This led 
to a reduction in the 1ntens1ty of reaction products, rendennQ published photographs 
• 
. 
. . ' 
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an underest1mat1on of the true result Time constraints prevented the repetition of 
this experiment 1n order to obtain a clearer publishable result 
A 
B 
, 
220 
97.4 
66.0 
46 0 
30 .0 
21 5 
• 14 3 -
97.4 -
66.0 -
46.0 -
300 -
21 .5 -
14.3 -
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Fig. 4-16. Western blot analysis of elicitor active P. s. pv syringae NV fractions re 
solved by ion exchange chromatography, using A. day 18 anti-harpin,,.. 
antiserum and B. day 18 anti-lysozyme antiserum as control. 
Lane:. 1 and 5: Rainbow protein standards, lanes 2 and 3: P. s. pv. syringae NV bSSN 
secondary peaks Q1 and Q2, lane 4: E. coli DHSa (pSYH10) bSSN, lanes 6-11: peaks 
p1-p6 of P. s. pv syringae NV cCSN, lane 12: unresolved P. s. pv syringae NV cCSN. 
SOS-PAGE ond immunoblotting were performed as described In Materials and Methods. Coomassle 
stained protein profiles or these samples were given In Fig. 4-3 B and 4-4 B. The amounts of protein 
loaded In each lane or the gel were the same as Indicated there. The sizes (kDa) of protein standards 
are given on the left. ·rhe position or the harpln...., band Is Indicated by the arrow and the position of 
the putative P. s pv synnuae NV elicitor band by an asterisk in ,11cltor active samples . 
• 
• ~ " • I 
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DISCUSSION 
The cult1vat1on of P s pv synngae NV on different media led to the first unexpected 
results 1n this study. Ehc1tor activity was detected readily 1n fractions of the bacterium 
cultivated on NYGB, despite previous reports that the expression of hrp i;:..tnas were 
repressed (but not totally abolished) in peptone-<:0ntain1ng media (Lindgren et al. 
191J9 Yu::el et al 1989, Ralirr.9 et al. 1992 and Xiao et al 1992) Concomitantly, no 
HH act1v1ty could be det,ect~ m ,i1is study 1n corresponding fractions of the 
~actenum grown 1n minimal rned1d ~•sed by these and other authors 
(Huynh et al 1989, He et al 1&<J3) fo1 :, :,n of genes necessary for HR 
elicitation Taking into account tr: · .,ak grt.. .. ci of the ~actanum on thC1se media 
(compared to growth on •.•, c ,i3;, ., possible explanation fllr this result is that the 
ehcitor was boing produced, ,i: .. h1 •,:o low quantities to be detected (since the HR is 
a concentration dependent pho:iomenon). A better result would probably have been 
obtained had the cultures been left to grow for a longer time or alternatively, been 
grown for an initial period on NYGB to a reasonable dem:1ty, harvested and 
transferred to a m1r.·mal medium for ehc1tor induction, as uescnbed by Grimm et al. 
(1989). Despite these discrepancies, the results of initial experiments on P. s pv. 
synngae NV, grown on NYGB, still provided enough evidence on similarities 
between a possible P s pv. synngBfl NV elicitor and harp1n,... to continue with the 
aoproach that was chosen for this study. 
Failure to detect elic1tor act1v1ty 1n fractions of P. s pv. synngae NV grown on 
m1n1mal media had a significant effect on efforts to obtain partially purified elicitor 
preparations through the use of ion exchange chromatography. Subfract1ons of 
NYGB culture supematants ware resolved successfully to a certain extent, as elicitor 
act1v1ty was repeatedly confined to one or two fractions. However, the complexity of 
the culture medium appeared to be the factor limiting further progress in this regard 
Had proper growth and ehc1tor production be achieved on minimal media, the 
ab!ience of protein or peptide components in these media might even have allowed 
the. purification of the ehc1tor protein from cCSN without the use of ant1bod1es. 
Tt:3 real setback in this study was, however, the poor quality of the anti..t\arpin.._ 
antiserum Problems in this regard were rooted in tho punf1cation of the recombinant 
• 
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harp1n,... The protocol used by He et al (1993) had to be modified, as the gel 
system used b)' them (NuS1eve agarose, FMC) was not available for this study. Aitar 
unsuccessful attempts to purify the protein by the conventional electro-elution 
procedure, the opportunity to acquire a denv1tized gel system (ProSieve agarose, 
FMC) did arise. The ava1lab1hty of this gel was, however, discontinued by the 
producer shortly thereafter, and the purification of the recombinant harpin,_ could 
not be r&peated sat1sfactonly. 
The available quantity of punfted antig'3n was consequently the determining factor in 
the choice of methodology ,ollowed for the production of the antiserum. Despite the 
fact that naked bacteria have been used ~uccessfully as immune carriers for the 
production of highly specific antibodies against protein antigens (Bellstedt et al. 
1P87. 1993), this system had not been evaluated thoroughly for use against proteins 
of bacterial origin The more conventional method of using Freund's adjuvant 
(Freund and Bonanto 1944) could possibly have resulted in anllsera with lower 
levels of non-specific antibody clones, induced by immune carrier antigenic 
determinants. However, this altemattve method requires much larger quantities of 
antigen for immunization With the iim1ted quantity of purified harpin,_ available, 1t 
was debatable whether a specific anti-harpin_ antiserum of the desired sensitivity 
couli:f be raised at all with this method. 
The fact that a protein band similar in size to harpin"- could be identified 
consistentIy in elicitor active fractions and subfract1ons of P s. pv. syringae NV 
despite the limited capabilities of the anti-harpin.._ antI&erum, was a positive and 
important result for our continued research efforts. It confirmed that extensive 
homology on the protein level exists between harpin..._ and the putative harpin 
elicitor of P. s pv synngae NV This finding, supported by the many reports on the 
DNA homology between the hrp loci of different P. syringae pathovars (Panopoulos 
et al 1985, Lindgren et al 1986, 1988, Huang et al. 1991, Hutcheson et al 1994), 
provided us with the confidence that the P s pv. syringae NV harpin encoding gene 
could be locatod without having to clone the entire hrp gene cluster of this strain. 
The availabtlity of the P s pv. syn·ngae NV harpin gene would permit its 
over-expression in a recombinant system, by which the isolation and purification of 
the protein product would be facilitated greatly Although the classical biochemical 
• 
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• purification strategy presented here has merit, the molecular biology approach holds 
many advantages; especially in difficult cases such as this one, where the target 
protein is labile and difficult to assay as a result of the meagre knowledge about its 
structure and function. 
• 
• 
. . . , . 
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CHAPTER 5 • 
AMPLIFICATION ANO CHARACTERIZATION OF A HRPZ2-LIKE ONA 
FRAGMENT FROM THE GENOME OF PSEUDOMONAS SYRINGAE 
PV. SYRINGAE ISOLATED FROM A NECTARINE TREE 
Maryke Appel, *E Lucienne Mansvelt and Dirk u. Bellstedt 
Department of Biochemistry, University of Stellenbosch, Stellenbosch 7602 and 
*lnfruitec, Private Bag X5013, Stellenbosch 7599, South Africa. 
ABSTRACT 
• We have attempted to locatt ,, 1 "1ene encoding the harpin elicitor of a South African 
strain (NV) of Pseudomonas sy,,ngM pv. syringae, isolated 1rom a nectarine tree. 
For this purpose primers, based on the terminal sequences of the harpin,._ encoding 
(hrp:?2) gene of P. s pv. syringa~ strain 61 , were used in a polymerase chain 
reaction with the total "enom,c DNA of the nectarine pi:ithogen as ternplete. A PCR 
product, similar in size to harpin_ was obtained. Partial sequencing of this PCR 
product, as well as hybridization with the BstX1 fragment of hrpZ2 under stringent 
conditions, provided evidence that the hrpZ2-like fragment amplified from the P. s 
• 
pv. syn·ngae NV genome constitutes the gene encoding the harpin elicitor of this 
pathogen. 
• INTRODUCTION 
Studies on the genetic basis of interactions between plants and phytopathogenic 
bacteria have been conducted for the past thirty years. Ten years ago, Panopoulos 
and Peet ( 1985) stated that "... perhaps as many as 100 genes are re~ired ... for 
bacterial pathogenicity". A set of genes of particular 1importance in this regard are the 
hrp (hypersensitive reactionlpathogenicity) genes. These genes were shown to 
control the ability of a number of phytopathogenic bacteria to elicit a hypersensitive 
• 
reaction (HR) in non-host plants and cause pathogenesis in host plants. Hrp genes 
• 
were demonstrated to be clustered, and some, to be widely conserved in 
Gram-negative phytopathogenic bacteria that cause eventual necrosis of their hosts . 
• 
• 
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• 
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These include Pseudomonas synngae (Anderson and Mills 1985, Niepold et al. 
1985, Cuppels 1986, Lindgren et al. 1985, 1986, 1988, Somlyai et al. 1986, Malik et 
al 1987, Deasy and Matthyse 1988, Huang et al. 1988, Huynh et al. 1989), 
Pseudomonas solanacearum (Boucher et al. 1987, Huang et al. 1990, Gough et al. 
1992), Xanthomonas campestris (Daniels et al. 1988, Stall and Minsavage 1990, 
Arlat et al. 1991 , Bonas et al 1991 , Fenselau et al. 1992, Schulte and Bonas 1992) 
and Erwlnia amylovora (Bauer and Beer 1987, Steinberger and Beer 1988, Laby and 
Beer 1992) The hrp encoded proteins which are directly responsible for the 
elicitation of the HR ("harpins") of three phytopathogens (harpin!• of Erwinia 
amylovora Ea321 , Wei et al. 1992a; harpin11u of Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae 
61, He et al. 1993 and harpinPat> of P. s. pv phaseolicola, Panopoulos 1995) have 
been identified, purified and characterized. 
Our interest in harpin production by P. s. pv. syringae stems from the severity of 
bacterial canker of stone fruit trees, caused by this bacterium, in South Africa. 
Chemical control of the disease has failed completely and effective strategies for the 
control of this disease will have to include the selection and breeding of resistance in 
host trees (Hattingh et al. 1939). The identification and purification of a harpin 
elicitor produced by P. s pv. syring~e NV, a strain that was isolated locally from a 
nectarine tree, was undertaken as a first approach towards assisting 1n such 
breeding programmes The Ol)jective was to evaluate the use of the purified protein 
in the davelopme;it of a screening programme for resistance against P s pv. 
syringae in commercially important stone fruit cultivars. 
Our initial analyses of cellular fractions and culture supernatants of P. ~. pv. synngae 
NV, revealed that the pathogen produces an extracollular, heat-stabls end prote&se 
sensitive olic,tor of the HR in tobacco (Appel et al. 1995, see also chapter 4 of this 
thesis). Tl"'e~e Characteristics correspond to those of the P. s. pv. syringae 61 harpin 
(He et al. 1993) A band similat in size to the P. s. pv. synngae 61 hsrpin was also 
detected with .:m ontibody against this prote " in all P. s. pv. syringge NV elicitor 
active preparations. However, the NV elicit.::>r could not be purified successfully from 
s..:ch preparations using (this antibody in) classical biochemical methodology. Even 
if this would have succeeded, tho endogenolls levels ot elicitor produced by the 
. . . . 
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native bacterium appe.:ared to be so low that routine use of the purified protein would 
require its over-expression in a recombinant system. 
We subsequently decided to direct our efforts !cit' •rd, the location of the gene 
encoding the harpin of the nectarine pathogen. Our choic3 of methodology was once 
again influenced by the availability of the recombinant plasmid, pSYH10, which 
contains the whole open reading frame (ORF) of hrpZ2, the gene encoding harpin.,_ 
(He et al. 1993). Instead ot following the method use,j by He et ai. (1993), which 
would have involved identification, cloning and subcloning of the entire P. s. pv. 
syringae NV hrp gene cluster, it was hoped that !he gene (or part thereof) could be 
amplified from the genome in a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using hrpZ2 based 
primers. 
In this report, the amplification and characterization of a hrpZ2-like fragment from the 
genome of P. s. pv. syringae NV will be discussed and arguments for designating 
this PCR product the putative harpin elicitor gene of P. s. pv. syringae NV will be 
presented. Many of the standard molecular biology procedures (e.g. transformation 
of competent E. coli, DNA isolation, restriction enzyme digestion and agarose gel 
electrophoresis) were discussed in detail in the previous chapter and will not be 
repeated here. Only the relevant details and significant variations on the standard 
procedur8 (where applicable) will be included in this presentation of related 
experiments. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Cultivation of E. C?/i OH5a (pSYH10) and P. s. pv. syrlngae NV for ONA 
Isolation 
Placmid pSYH10 (containing the hrpZ2 gene of P. s. pv. syringae 61) was obtained 
from Alan Collmer (Cornell University, Ithaca, New York). The preparation and 
transformation of competent cells of E. coli strain DH5a with this plasmid, as well as 
the evaluation of the succ&ss of the transformation, have been discussed in detail in 
the previous chapter. 
• • I , 
. . -~ . ' . . .. . . . ''.:'- . . . '. . . ' . . . . . . . . . . 
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Clone pSYH10-a of the transformed bacterium was grown in LB medium, 
supplemented with 40 µg/ml ampicillin, for 16 hours at 37°C. Bacterial cells 
(2 x 50 ml) were pelleted by centrifugation (3 020 x g for 10 min) and plasmid DNA 
was isolated according to the manufacturer's instructions, using a Nucleobond AX 
PC-Kit 100 (Machery-Nagel). The final plasmid DNA precipitate was redissolved in 
warm (60°C) sterile double distilled water and stored at 4°C. The quantity and purity 
of isolated DNA (diluted 1/20) was assessed from absorbance readings at 260 nm 
(~) and 280 nm (A,80), using a Beckmann DU 650 spectrophotometer and mini 
(60 µI) cuvette Since an ~ = 1 = 50 µg/ml double-stranded DNA (Manl&'is et al. 
1989), and a 1/20 dilution was used for spectrophotometric determinations, the 
undiluted ONA concentration (in µgh&I) could be obtained directly from the A., value. 
To verify that the idolated plasmid DNA indeed consisted of plasmid pSYH10, a 
restriction digest with Hindlll, followed by analysis of the reaction products on 
agarose gel electrophoresis, was performed as described previously. 
P. s. pv. syringae NV (isolated from a nectarine tree) was obtained from the lnfruitec 
(Institute for Fruit Technology, Stellenbosch) culture collection. The bacterium was 
grown In nutrient-yeast elCtract-glycerol broth (NYGB; 0.5 % (w/v) peptone, 0.5 % 
(w/v) yeast extract, 2 % (v/v) glycerol) at 27°C for 16 hours. Bacterial cells 
(6 x 1.5 ml) were pelleted by centrifugation and washed once in phosphate buffer 
(0.1 M, pH 6.5), after which total genomic DNA was extracted according to the 
method of Goodwin and Lee (1993). The protoo,I was modified slightly in that the 
microwave incubation was replaced by incubation in a water bath at 80°C for 20 min. 
The purity and concentration of the isolated genomic DNA was determined 
spectrophotometrically as described above. 
Primer d••lgn 
Oligonucleotide primers were designed to contain the terminal sequences of the 
hrpZ2 gene. In order to be used effectively in a PCR, primers have to be designed in 
such a way that: {a) 20 to 30 bases are complementary to the target template 
sequence, (b) the forward and reverse primers have similar melting temperatures, (c) 
none of the primers are prone to the formation of stable secondary structures gnd {d) 
interactlons between the two different primers, or between two printers of thC3 same 
. . . 
. . . " . . 
' . . . ~ -
• I 
• 
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kind (primer-dimers). especially 1nvolv1ng 3' bases, are avoided as far as possible 
(Ausubel et al 1995) For future cloning purposes, It was decided to include a 
common restriction endonuclease recogn1t1on sequence at the b' end of each pnmer . 
• To satisfy the requirement of restriction 6, ,donucleases of hav1, ,u a number of bases 
flanking their recognIt1on sequences for effective digestion, three randomly ct,osen 
bases were included at the terminal 5'-end of each pnmer. 
All of the above requirements were best met by the following primers: 
5'-ATAGAATTCATGCAGAGTCTCAGTCTTAACAGCAGC-3' (forward primer) and 
5'-TAATCTAGATCAGGCTGCAGCCTGATTGC-3' (reverse primer) The 36-mer 
forward primer contained (in the 5' ➔ 3' direction) a random tnnucteollde for 
restriction endonuclease binding (ATA), an EcoRI rec-,ognillon site (GAATTC) and 
the first 29 bases of the coding strand of hrpZ2 (starting with the start codon ATG) 
The melting temperature (T "') of tnis primer was calculated with pri-ner designer 
computer software to be 1a•c As -' result of the much higher GC content of the 
3'-end of the hrpZ2 gene, a shorter reverse primer had to be selected to achieve a 
melting temperature similar to that of the forward primer. s~en in the 5' - • 3' 
direction, the abovement1oned reverse primer (29-mer, T"' = n•c) consisted of a 
random trinucleotide for endonuclease binding (TAA), a Xba1 recognition sequence 
(TCTAGA) and 20 bases complementary to the last (3'-end) bases of t~ ~rpZ2 
sequenc-,e (the codon closest to the Xba1 site being complementary to the stop 
codon of (TGA) of this gene). 
The primers were obtained from tho University of Cape Town Oligonucleotide 
Synthesis Service For PCR purposes, 15 pmol/µI solutions were made of each 
primer. These diluted primer solutions proved to be stable at -2o•c for up to three 
weeks. 
PCR and agarose gel electrophore1l1 
In the choice of conditions for the PCR, a number of factors regarding the final 
concentrations of reagents and the thermal profile had to be considered (reviewed in 
• Arnheim and Erlich 1992) As no information on the nucleotide sequence of and 
surrounding the amplification target (the harpin encoding gene of P s pv synngae 
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NV) was available. a set of fairly "1ntermed1ate" reaction conditions were employed. 
The final concentration of MgCl2 and annealing temperature c"losen for the reaction 
were typical of more stnngent reaction conditions, but would hm1t the ampltficat1on of 
non-specific pnmer binding products Final concentrations of reagents (in 50 µI 
reaction volumes) w&re 10 x PCR buffer (Advanced B1otechnolog1es), 1 x; 
themlijStable ONA polymerase (Advanced B1otechnolog1es), 0 05 U/µI; dNTP's 
(Boehnnger Mannheim), 0 .2 mM each, MgCl2 (Advanced B1otechnologies), 1.5 mM; 
primers. O 5 µM each and 2-mercapto-ethanol (Bio-Rad), 17 mM Total genomic 
• 
ONA of P. s. pv. syn,,gae NV (200 ng per 50 µI reaction) was used as template As a 
positive control for amplification, pSYH10 plasmid ONA (200 ng/50 µI) was used as 
template. The template ONA was replaced with sterile qouble distilled water as a 
negative control. 
The PCR's were carried out in a M1nicycler™ (MJ Research) with an in-sample 
probe. The themlal profile consisted of an initial denaturation step (94•c fOf 3 min), 
followed by 36 cycles of 94°C (1 min), 55•c (2 min), 12•c (2 min) each, and • final 
elongation step of 5 min at 12•c PCR products were identified by electrophoresis of 
15 µI of each reaction product In a 1 % agarose gel in 1 x TBE buffer (89 mM Tns, 
89 mM boric acid, 2 mM EOTA, pH 8 3) as described previously. Fragments 
generated by Pst1 digestion of >..-ONA (1 µg) were used as molecular mass markers. 
Ethidium bromide (0.33 µg/ml) was inch.ded in the gel for visua''zation of the 
electrophoresis result under ultra-violet (UV) ,lluminahon 
Partial aequenclng of P. s. pv. syrlngae NV PCR product 
Punf,cat,on of PCR product 
The P. s. pv. syringae NV PCR reaction product was purified for sequencing 
purposes from an agarose gel according to the following procedure Of the final 
reaction 35 µI was run in 1 x TBE on a 0 8 % agarose gel containing ethid1um 
bromide as described above The± 1 kilobasepair (kb) band was cut out under UV 
illumination and purified from the agarose using the method described by Tuatz and 
• Renz (a983). The protocol was modified in that sIhcon1zed glass beada were used 
instead of silaniz'3d glass wool and the ~econd freeze-step was carried out in the 
' 
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presence of O 1 volume 3 M sodium acetate and 3 volumes of etha1101, r.~tdad of 
0 01 volumes of 1 M MgCl1 and 10 % (v/v) acetic ac,d, and 2 5 volumes of elhE.n · 
Cycle sequencing 
Partial sequencing of the purified product was earned out using the & Teq Cycle 
Sequencing Kit (US Biochemicals) and the same primers as for the PCR. Th11 
cha1n•terminat1on (Sanger et al 1977) sequencing strategy 11 performod in two 
s,eps, each of which 1s cycled to provide sufficient product for the sequanc no of 
small amounts of template Th~ first (primer-labelling) step 1s carried out separately 
for the forward and reverse primers under cond1t1oni1 where the extension of each is 
limited to a few nucleotides, incluc:!1ng some labelled ones Th11 11 achieved through 
the use of only three of the four deoxynucleot1de tnphosphates (dNTPs), of which 
one is labelled rad1oact1vely. Each of the labelled primers are subsequently divided 
among the four che1n termination reaction mixtures, containing increased dNTP 
concentrations and one d1deoxynucleot1de tnphosphate (ddNTP) each (Tabor and 
Richardson 1987, Hu1bregtse and Engelke 1991, Ruano and Kidd 1991) The 
ladders of labelled target ONA fragment• created separately from both end• of the 
template in this way, are subsequently separated by denatunng polyac,ytamid 
electrophoresis 
The separate primer labelhm reactions (final primer concentration, 10 nM) -""'• both 
carried out according to the manufacturor·• instruction_ ,n the presence of 
(a-31S]dCTP (Amersham, 400 Ci/mmol) and no dATP. Based on the hrpZ2 sequence, 
this would result in a forward i:,;irre• 3xtended for 7 ba es, of which 3 would be 
radioactively labelled Similarly, the rtus\a!'-.nt reverse primer would be extended with 
3 bases, all of which would t;;e labo,ll"d A modified thermal profile, consisting of an 
initial denaturation (90 I at 94•C) and 50 cycles of 94•c (20 1), .a•C (30 1), 72•C 
(2 s) each, was followed for the labollir,o reect1ons Labelling reactions were each 
split into the four subsequent ddGTP, ddATP, ddTCP and ddCTP termination 
reactions according to the manufacturer's instructions The thermal profile for 
termination reactions consisted of an in1t1al denatura!1on ctep at 95•c (30 1), 
followed by 50 cycles of 94•c (60 s), 65•C (60 1), 72•c (90 I) Reactions were 
stopped according to instructions 
. I 
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Electrophorcs s arid v•sua 'i::-Rtlon of sequencmg react,on products 
Electrophor ,s of th re ct,on produC:s was performed using a vertical EC160 ONA 
Sequencing ~Y tem {E·C Apparatus Corporation) on a 35 cm x 43 cm x 0,25 mm 
polyaaylam,d uel (6 % T, conta ning 8 2 M ure2) A multiple V-tooth comb wai 
u ed for the formation of aample loading wells The gel was pre-electrophoiesed ,n 
1 x TBE to a temperature of 45•c Termination reaction product, were denatured fOf' 
2 m,n at ss•c. fter which 5 ial of each of t:ie four fOf'Ward primer reactions and the 
fou• reverse pr,m r read,ons w•e loaded ,n adjacent lanes Electrophore111 wu 
earned out ,n 1 x TBE for 2 hour, at 50 W (◄S•C) The sequencing gel wa, dried 
onto filter paper and exposed to X-r,ay film (Chromex) ,n a hght-tight container at 
room t mperalute before being d veloped (ICOO{d1ng to the •t•"ldard proc:edufe 
,5 min ,n developing solution, followed by a rinse ,n water and 3 min 1n fucet aolutlon; 
bvth soiuticns frl'lm Protea Medical Suppliers) l"he partial sequence of Che P. • pv, 
synngae NV PCR prt'duct wes read from the developed film 
Slot blot hybridization 
Hybridizat on of the P, s pv synng o NV PCR product with the &tX1 fragment of 
the hrpZ2 gene was carried out us n~ th-t nor.-radJt>8ct,ve dlgox gen1n (OIG) y tr.n 
{Bnwv,ng r 11holm) The first tep of th I proceo:Jre nvotved preparation of the 
hybridization probe T,"s w s ac:hi \I d by restridion d1gest1on of plasmid p~YH1~, 
followed by pur1ficat,on ond 01O-l~lhng of the BslX1 fragment of hrpZ2. In t 
aecond step d tni procedure, the 1Jrob9 was hybfadlZBd to th target t.l '.~. 
(1mmob1hzed on • membrane), wa1hc1J .!ring ntly nd the hybl '•?!! ,l)fl I ult 
v, u hzed by chemilum nescence 
Preparati0,1 of probe 
t~YH10 ONl1 ,._,, d•Qil led ovemight with SstX1 an SuRE C'.Jt b•Jffttr H (Boehr1ng4t. 
Mann,'16,"'l at ~.: •c The final reaction waa aeparated on a 1 ,;. ~ ·•"OH uel as 
de<s<:f1bec: hfftc-re. The gel ahce containing the smaller of two fragmer,t, •:;!)55 and 
780 bp re p.;e,o,·wly) was cut out and the DNA punfted from the agaro::e i, ,t as 
deacr,bed before. 1h11 SstX1 fragment (100 ng) was denatured (10 min at es~c: •-vi 
labelled non-rad1oact,vely for 20 hours according to the random prnned labelling 
• t 
• 
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procedure, using the DIG DNA Labelhng Kit (Boehnnger Mannheim). In this • 
procedure. random hexanucleotides, dNTP's, DNA polymerase I (Kienow enzyme, 
large fragment, from E. coli) and digoxigenin-11-deoxyuracil triphosphate 
(DIG-dUTP) were used to synthesize DIG-labelled ONA fragments complementary to 
each of the strands of the denatured 8stX1 fragment. The labelled double-•tranded 
DNA (contaInIng e DIG-dUTP (instaad of a dTTP) every 20 to 25 nucleotides) wes 
purif 1ed from the reaction mixture by ethn110I precipitation according to the 
manufacturer's instructions The concentration of th11 purified, labelled hrpZ2-BstX1 
probe was estimated at 1 ng/µI, usin~ the OIG-k1t for estimating the yield of 
DIG•IAbelled DNA (Boehringer Mannheim). 
Slot blol hybnd,zation 
Afier denaturetion for 10 min at 95•c, 25 id of each final PCR reaction mixture 
(pos1t1ve control, negative control and P. s p-,, synngH NV template reaction) were 
mixed with 0 1 volume of 20 x SSC (3M NaCl, 0 3M sodium citrate, pH 7.0, 
supplemented with o 1 % (w/v) SOS) and transferred with a slot blot apparatus onto 
a Hybond™•N• membrane (80 cm2, Amersham). ONA was fixed to the membrane by 
alkahne denaturat1on (3 min In 1,5 M NaCl, 0.5 M NaOH, followed by neutrehzation 
1n 0 5 M Tris-Cl, 1 5 M NoCI, 1 mM EOYA f0< 3 min) eno UV cro111inkIng (10 min). 
Tho m mbrane was pre-hybridized for ' ,5 hours at 4~•c in DIG EasyHyb 1olutIon 
(Boehringer M nnhe1m) and hybr1d1zed ovamIJht at 42•c with the bovementionect 
OIG•labelled hrpZ2-BstX1 probe (3 ,-:-:; . i·o remove excess and non-specifically 
bound probe, the membrane was washed twice in 2 x SSC (0.3 M NaCl, 0.03 M 
sodium citrat«., pH 7.0, supplernentec, with 0.1 % (w/v) SOS) for 5 min at room 
temperature. This was followed by two stringent washes of 15 min each in 0 1 x SSC 
(0 15 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM sodium citrate, pH 7.0, supplemented with 0 1 % (w/v) SOS) 
at 68•C. 
The hybridization result was detected according to the manufacturer's in11Nction1, 
using the DIG Luminescent Detection Kit (Boehringer Mannheim) In brief, this 
involved blocking of the membrane to prevent the non-specific b1nd1ng dunng the 
subsequent 1nc\Jbat1on with an elkahne phosphate coniugated anb--d1goxigenin-
~nt1body. Incubation with the substrate, Lum,gen ™ PPD, resulted in a 
chemiluminescent signal, which was detected on X-ray t1lm (Chromex) The ftlm was 
_ ....._ .. ,~- ---------------'------------
. l 
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exposed to the ~ embrane for 2 hours at room temperature, after which it was 
ceveloped as described previously for the v1suahzat1on of sequencing reaction 
results 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
DNA ,~o:atlon 
• RHults of ONA isolation from bacterial cultures are given in Table 5.1 . The A . .JA...ttJ 
ratios of 1.826 and 1 919 respectively indicated that the ONA preparation, contai"led 
very little contaminants (Manif.ltis et al 1989) Restriction digestion of tha 
E. coll DHSa (pSYH10) plasmid pr&µaration with Hmdlll yielded two bands of 
approximately ./4 and o 9 kb,,. .. ,ze (results not shown, see chapter 4, Fig. 4-7 for a 
similar result), conf1rm1ng that the isolated plasmid was indeed pSYH10. 
Table 5.1. Results of ONA isolations from bacterial cultures 
Bacterium DNA leolated A.. A.. YAw (DNA] (µglµI) 
E. colt OHS« Plasmid 1.329 0.7277 1.826 1.329 
(pSY~10) ONA 
P. s pv. syringae Total genomic 0.726 0378 1.919 0.726 
NV DNA 
•• 
PCR Amplification of a t 1 kb fragment from th• P. •· pv. ayrln11•• NV genome 
The PCR products obtained with the hrpZ2 based primers, using pSYH10 plesmid 
DNA and P. s pv syringae NV total DNA respectively as templat,s, are shown in 
• 
, 
, I 
' 
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Fig. 8·1. Agarose gel electrophoresis of PCR prOducts. 
Uno 1: Molecular mou morlcora (P,t/ dig1s1 of >•DNA), lone 2: Pn>duct of PCR w;tt, P. • 
pv, •,nnooe NV Iola/ DNA•• tampjs/1, lafla 3: PoSitive control (pla,mld P5YH10 USad u 
template), ,.,,. 4: Negative control (no template DNA In PCR). 
The PCR ond elodn>Pho,eSb ~ .. C0"'9d °"' os dNCrlbea lo Moto••b Ond Mo!h- The - (bp) or ma~er fragments are glven on the left. 
Fig, 5-1. The moat intense band(± 1 kb) in lhe pSYH10 reaction con-e._ lo an 
8,nplifled hrpZ2 gene (1026 bp). less intense bae, • -•ere lhe resuq or n""-'Pecfflc 
binding or primen, lo Ille plasmid. Tiie only significant Ptoduct or lhe P. ._ pv. 
syringae NV reaction was the band corresponding in size to the hrpZ2 gene. 
This resu11 indicates /he presence or• DNA hgmenl ,n lho P. • · pv. •Yrill/lff NV 
"""""'" lhal has lhe Mme size as /he P. s. J)V. •YringlHI 61 hrpZ2 """" Since /he 
ampJlficallon P,oduct was obtained under relalively stringent C0ndillon1 regarding 
/he Mgc1, concantrallon and annealing tempere/ure used in the PCR, II Is evident 
lhat this htpZ2-IJke fragment shares a reasonable dei;ree of homology with /he 
lennlnal 29 bases at the 5'-end and /he tenninal 20 bases at the 3'-<1nd or this gene_ 
Tho PCR was COnductOd in /he presence or a high toncentralion or template DNA 
93 
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(200 ng/50 µI reaction) However, the same result was obtained for a con<.--"lr.t,ation 
series of template ONA (60-200 ng template DNA per reaction; results not shc,wn). 
The high quantity of ONA was maintained in repetitions of the PCR, as the yield of 
specific product for subsequent experiments would be higher. 
PartJal sequencing of P. • · pv. synngae NV PCR product 
Separation of the cycle sequencing reaction products (Fig. 5-2) revealed more 
information on homology between the amplified P. s pv. syringae NV sequence and 
that of hrpZ2. No significant data could be obtained from the reactions using the for-
GAiC CTAG 
Fig. 5-2. Autoradiograph of cycle sequencing rection products separated by 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. 
Cycle sequencing Ind electrophoresis were performed as descnbed In Materials and Methods. Th, 
four left-handed lanes on the autoradlograph correspond to the four reactions (G. A, T and C) carried 
out with the forward primer and the four right-handed lanes to the reverse primer reactions. Becau!Je 
the reverse primer Is complementary to the coding strand ot pSYH10, a band !n the G lane would 
correspond to an A In the coding strand ot tile P. s. pv. syringa& NV PCR product, provided that the 
orientation o( the two sequences are tlie ,ame. This was accepted to be the case In the Interpretation 
of sequence data obtained from this experiment. 
' 
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ward primer, which means that labelling of this primer (which had to be based on the 
hrpZ2 sequence} did not occur as envisaged However, strong signals were obtained 
1n reverse primer reactions This result indicates that homology between the 
an,plifier.t P. s pv. syringae NV sequence and hrpZ2 is less in the S'-reg1on than in 
the 3'-region. 
As this was a preliminary sequencing reaction, the sequence of only 101 bases in 
the 3'-region of the amplified sequence could be read with confidence. When aligned 
in such a way as to obtain the largest degree of homology (see Fig. 5-3), the partial 
sequence obtalne.d for the amplified P. s. pv. syringae NV region corresponded with 
bases 799 to 906 of hrpZ2, with lhf3 excepi•on of 7 bases These bases were absent 
•:-. ,ne P. s pv. syrini,, 98 N'f seQt.:ence. In four of the seven cases, the "extra" base In 
the P. s. pv. stringae 61 s '1\.!ence had a similar nucleotide next to it (i.e. GG, CC or 
AA) It is thus po,;sible t!,at ,'.-le second base in these cases were overlooked in the 
P. s. pv. syringa11 NV sequen<. '3 due to band compressior, on th~ sequencing gel 
(Barr et a/. 1986, Mizusawa et i i. 1386). The difference in (the remaining} three 
nucleotides between the compared iequences would imply that the resultant two 
proteins shared the sam(J rtiading frarre· a result which is expected in the li01'lt of the 
homology on the protein lovel reported ~•1 aviously for the h:upins produced by these 
two strains (Appel et al. 1995, r,_~apter 4 of tt\is thesis). 
Resuits from the sequencing l vr.eriment also coincide with a previous repor! that a 
functional C'-terminal of the hrpZ.1. pr,;1duct {:1arpin,,_) is required f::>r elicitor 3ctivity 
(He et al. 1993). Two repeated amino acid sequences (GGGLGTP and OTC.ff) in the 
C' -terminal of harpin,.. where shown to be essential for an elicltor i;dive 
recombinant protein. The corresponding DNA sequenoos of one set of tha~e repeats 
fell within the region that was aligned to the known fragment of the P. s. pv. tyringae 
NV amplified region. A high degree of homology with a region, that is likely to be 
conserved because of its role In the activity of the protein product, indicoted that the 
amplified P. s. pv. syringae NV region (or part thereof} constitutes the gEone encodinc 
the harpin of P. s. pv. syringae NV. 
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l AT CA AG£ A T T ACC. AG AG TCG CTG CAA ACC CCG GCA ATG GCC en GTC CTG 
61 GTA CGT CCT GCC GAG ACG ACi GGC AGT ACG TCG AGC AAG GCG CTT CAG GAA GTT GTC 
121 GTG AAG CTG GAG GAA ClG AIG CGC AAT GGT CAA CTC GAC GAC AGC lCG CCA TTG GGA 
181 AAA CTG TTG AAG TCG AlG GCC GCA GAT GGC AAG GCG GGC GGC GGT ATT GAG GAT GTC 
24J ATC GCT GC!i GAC AAG CTG ATC t:Ar GAA AAG CTC GGT GAC AAC TTC GGC GCG TCT GCG 
301 fiAC AGC GGC GGT ACC GGA CAG CAG GAC CTG ATG ACT CAG GTG ere AAT GGC CTG tiCC 
3t>1 A/-G TCG ATG GAf GIil CTl CTG ACC AAG CAG GAT GGC GGG ACA AGC: TTC TCC GAA . AC 
421 GAT ATG CCG A-,. CTG AAC AAG ATC GCG CAG TTC ATG GAT GAC AAT c.cc GCA CAG TTT CCC ,..,
481 AAG CCG GAC TCG G~C TCC TGG GTG AAC ere AAG GAA GAC AAC TTC CTT GAT GGC GAC 
541 GAA ACG GCT GCG TTC CCH lCG GCA CTC AlC ATT GGC CAG CAA CT" I • 'iGT A/,T CAG CAG 
601 AGT GAC GCT GGC AGT CTG GCA GGG ,'.\CG GGA GGT CTG ACT CCG AGC ~GT TTT rec 
~ G G L T 
l AA".. AAC TCG TCC GTG t . ATC GGC AAC 
721 GGC AAT ACC CGT GGT ATC ATC 
• 181 TCG GTA 'TTG sec GGT 
G 
841 
901 
T T 
961 CAA ATC GCC ACC TH, CTG GTC AGl ACG CTG GGC ACC 
1Dtl 
• Fig. 5- ~- Sequence homology :.:,e1 v -: 1hti P s pv. syn'ngae 61 hrpZ2 gene and the amplified P. s. pv. syringae NV region. 
Tht above sequent=e of the hrpZ2 o no ch1ractenst1cs were pubiist-ied previously (He cJt ttl. 1993). Amino acid repeats (GGGLGTP and 
QTGT) in the C'-ttrminal region at v. ,.,nd essential for ehcitor activity art indicated under their COfT8spond1ng DNA sequences. The partial 
aequenr.e .11ta obtained for l!, __ amplified P s P"· synngee NV fragment WPI aligned with basr ~ 799 :o eoe of the hrpZ2 aequence (red). The 
two MQ~nce• Mre found to be identical, except for tho bases Indicated in blue in the hrpZ2 aeq•.Jence Whon 11,n1nig the two sequences in a 
way aa to ob\ain maximum homology, tt ese bases ware ab18nt In the amphfrcd P. s pv. $yrfngH NV region. rtMi Hgmtntl of ·11µ _ : ir ~ 
in the pnrr.era used for the PCR and cycle sequencing are indicated in green. The 8stX1 ft'll:Jment used for slot blot hybridlu';:r. h: ~ • yt-lf ., 
background ~ 
• 
• 
• 
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Hybridization of the P. s. pv. syrlngae NV PCR product with the 8stX1 fragment 
of hrpZ2 
The result of ncn-rad1oactIve hybridization between the P s pv. synngae NV 
amplification product end the BstX1 fragment (comprising 76% of the hrpZ2 gene, 
from base3 199 to 978) Is shown In Fig 5-4 A strong hybridization signal was 
obtained under conditions of stringent washing As the 8s/X1 fragment does not 
contain the sequences of the primers used in the PCR, this result confirms that 
homology.exists between the putative P s pv synngae NV harpin gene and hrpZ2 
In are&s other than where the primers annealed during the PCR (see Fig 5-3) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Fig. 5◄. Result of non-rad1oact1ve slot blot hybridization of PCR products with the 
DIG-labelled BstX1 fragment of hrpZ2. 
1 and 2: Negative control (no template ONA In the PCR), 3 and 4: Positive control 
(pSYH10 plasmid ONA used as template for the PCR), 5 and 6: Product of PCR with P. s 
pv syringae NV total genomic DNA as template. 
In conclusion, the results of this study contribute to the existing evidence that the 
South Afric~n nectarine pathogen, P s pv. synngae NV, produces a harpin elic1tor 
similar to the harpin of the wheat pathogen, P. s pv synngae 61 (Appel et al 1995, 
' chapter 4 of this tf1A:is) The homology In size and partial sequence homology that 
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was demonstrated here between the 1 '<b hrpZ2-like DNA fragment amplified from 
the genome of P. s. pv. sy "ingae NV in this study and the hrpZ2 gene of P. s. pv. 
syringae 61 argues that the former (or part thereof) constitutes the gene encoding 
the harpin alicitor (or part thereof) produced by tile nectarine pathogen. Cloning of 
this fragment into a suitable vector for over-expression and confirmation of the 
identity of its protein product is in progress and will be reported on at a later stage. 
• I 
' 
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CHAPTERS 
DISCUSSION 
Two ob1ect1ves were set for this study, namely to (a) isolate and purify the harpin 
ellcitor produced by Pseudomonas syringae i;w. syringae NV and (b) to locate the 
gene encodinp the nectarine pathogen harpin. Seen in the light of the litera,ure 
published in this field over the past decade, the approach chosen to meet the first of 
these objectives was perhaps somewhat ambitious. The failure of all previous 
attempts to purify the elusive bacterial elicitor of the hypersensitive response using 
standard biochemical methodology (Hutchttson et al. 1989, Kado 1994) (mis)led 
some researcl ,ers to reiect the notion of a secreted bacterial ehcitor, whose 
recognition by a plant receptor mediates the nature of a plant-pathogen interaction 
(Kado 1994) The purification of recombinant harpins (Wei et al. 1992~. He et al. 
1993, Panopoulos 1995) not only proved the existence of such molecules; the 
characteristics of harpins revealed in these studies also explained why they were so 
difficult to isolate biochemically. More importantly, these studies demi>nstrated why 
the strategy presented in this study has merit The approach followed towards the 
purification of the P. s. pv. syringae NV harpin was therefore not an unattainable 
one; yet experimental difficulties and the !ability of the orotein rendered it impracti-:al 
for large-scale or routine purification purposes. 
The approach followed to amplify the P. s. pv. syringae NV ha,pin encoding gene 
from its genome proved to be less ambitious. DNA homology between the hrp loci of 
different P. syringae pathovars has been widely demonstrated (Panopoulos et al. 
1985, Lindgren et al. 1986, 1988, Huang et al. 1991, Hutcheson et al. 1994). The 
results obtained in the first part of this study specifically confirmed homology 
between the harpin encoding gene of P. s. pv. syringae NV and the well 
characterized hrpZ2 gene of P. s. pv. syringae 61 . Although convincing evidence for 
the identity of the 1 kb hrpZ2-like DNA fragment amplified frorn the P. s. pv. syringae 
NV genome as the harpin encoding gene of this strain was presented, it can only be 
confirmed without doubt in the following series of experiments: (a) cloning of the 
PCR product in a suitable expression vector, {b) purification of the recombinant 
protein product, (c) assessment of the HR phenotype of this recombinant protein 
• 
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using the HR test in tobacco, (d) production of antibodies against this protein and (e) 
Western blot analysis of elicItor active P. s. pv. syringae NV fractions with the 
antiserum to confirm that the same protein Is secreted by the native bacterium. A 
prerequisite for this series of experiments is, ho,wever, the complete sequencing of 
the :implification product, in order to ensure that it be cloned in the correct reading 
frame in a suitable expression system. It is envisaged that this will be undertaken in 
future 
The investigation into the production of a harpin elicltor by a strain of Pseudomonas 
syringae does not represent a new field of sludy. The long-term objective of the 
project (of which this study formed the basis), namely to apply a purified harpin in the 
screening of South African commercial stone fruit cultivars for resistance against 
bacterial canker, is however, a novel one. It was born from the almost exceptional 
destructiveness of the disease in South Africa and renders the emphasis of our 
(South African) research in the field of hrp genes and their role in plant--host 
pathogen interactions unique and more applied, compared to efforts In this field by 
American and European research groups. The value of the work presented in this 
thesis must thus alsC' be evaluated in terms of the long-term project. Although neither 
of the specific objectives set at the beginning of this study were completely fulfilled, a 
sound basis for future research efforts has been established. Future re,earch, to be 
undertaken jointly by the Department of Biochemistry, University of Stellenbosch and 
the Agri~ltural Research Council's Institute for Fruit Technology (lnfruitec), will 
address the following aspects: 
1 Complete sequencing of the hrpZ2-like P. s. pv. syringae NV DNA fragment, with 
the view towards its cloning and expression in a specialized protein pur~cation 
system (such as the pMAL"" system, New England Biolabs). 
2. Assessment (either on transcriptional or translational level) of the induction of 
systemic plant defence mechanisms (e.g phytoalexin production, the Induction of 
peroxidases, chitinases and 13-1 ,3- glucanases) by commercially important South 
African stone fruit cultivars upon challenge with the purified harpin of P. s. pv. 
syringae NV. 
• 
• I 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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3 The production of highly specific antibodies against the nectarine pathogen 
harpin, for use in in situ hybridization studies aimed at elucidating the time c.our~e 
of harpin expression and the targeting of this molecule in plant tissue. 
These proposed studies are aimed primarily at the identification of biochel"':if'.oi 
"markers" for resistance against bacterial canker, to be applied as possible aelecti1.Jr) 
criteria in future stom,• ruit br"'8ding programmes. 
• 
• 
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